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Abstract
Embedded systems are becoming the most ubiquitous application of computer technology. Well-
known examples are cell phones and digital cameras, while there are also more and more invisible em-
bedded systems like distributed climate sensors in intelligent homes. To cope with the ever-increasing
design complexity on a competitive basis, novel system level design tools are being offered, mostly
based on the system description language SystemC, along with prefabbed hardware and software
blocks (IP, intellectual property).
SystemC allows describing the communication among IPs in terms of abstract operations (transac-
tions). The promise is that with transaction-level modeling (TLM), future systems-on-chip with one
billion transistors and more can be composed out of IPs as simple than playing with LEGO bricks.
However, reality is far out. In fact, each IP vendor promotes another proprietary interface standard
and the provided design tools lack compatibility, such that heterogeneous IPs cannot be integrated
efficiently. Thus, hoping for industry-wide interoperability seems futile.
In this PhD thesis, a novel generic interconnect fabric for transaction-level modeling with SystemC
is presented tackling three major aspects. First, a review of the bus and IO structures that I have
analyzed, which are common in todays systems-on-chip environments, and require to be modeled
at a transaction level; second, my findings in terms of the data structures and interface APIs that
are required in order to model those (and I believe other) buses and IO structures; and third, the
surrounding infrastructure that I believe can, and should be in place to support the modeling of those
buses and IO structures.
The proposed approach enables inter-operation between models of different levels of abstraction
(mixed-mode), and models with different interfaces (heterogeneous components), with as little over-
head as possible. An abstraction level formalism is developed to systematically support simulation
of the state-of-the-art buses and networks-on-chip such as IBM CoreConnect and PCI Express at all
levels of TLM abstraction. A layered architecture allows to simulate the communication architecture
characteristics independent of the (propriertary) interfaces of the connected IPs, thereby enabling en-
gineers to use different design tools conjointly for model analysis and debug. The thesis discusses new
implementation techniques for communication modeling with SystemC, which outperform the existing
approaches in terms of flexibility, simulation accuracy, and performance. Based on these techniques,
advanced concepts for TLM-based high-level hardware/software co-design and FPGA prototyping
are developed. Several experiments and a video processor case study highlight the efficiency of the
approach and show its applicability in a TLM design flow.
The presented concepts have been submitted to the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) as interoper-
ability standard proposal, and have been partially adopted in the new OSCI TLM 2.0 standard.

Kurzfassung
Eingebettete Systeme entwickeln sich zu dem wichtigsten Anwendungsgebiet in der Computertechno-
logie. Bekannte Beispiele sind allta¨gliche Gera¨te wie Handy und Digitalkamera, weniger bekannte sind
unsichtbare Systeme wie verteilte Klimasensoren im intelligenten Haus. Um die immer kleineren und
zunehmend vernetzten Produkte wettbewerbsfa¨hig entwickeln zu ko¨nnen, haben sich System-Level-
Entwurfswerkzeuge durchgesetzt. Entwickler ko¨nnen vorgefertigte Hardware- und Softwareblo¨cke im
Quelltext einkaufen (IP, Intellectual Property) und diese mit Hilfe von Systembeschreibungssprachen
zu einem Gesamtsystem (System-on-Chip) zusammensetzen.
Hier hat sich besonders die Sprache SystemC etabliert. Mit SystemC kann die Kommunikation
zwischen IPs in Form abstrakter Operationen (Transaktionen) beschrieben werden. Die Hoffnung ist,
dass mit der Transaction-Level-Modellierung (TLM) auch zuku¨nftige Systeme mit 1 Milliarde Transi-
storen und mehr effizient entwickelt werden ko¨nnen. Idealerweise sollte das Hantieren mit hunderten
IPs dabei so einfach sein wie das Spielen mit LEGO-Steinen. Die Realita¨t ist allerdings weit davon
entfernt. Jeder IP-Hersteller setzt derzeit auf einen anderen proprieta¨ren Schnittstellenstandard, so
dass IPs unterschiedlicher Hersteller nicht ohne weiteres integriert werden ko¨nnen. Daru¨ber hinaus
sind die angebotenen Entwurfswerkzeuge nicht kompatibel, was zu einer Vielzahl von Insello¨sungen
gefu¨hrt hat, die firmenu¨bergreifende Kooperationen erschweren.
In dieser Doktorarbeit wird ein neuer, generischer Ansatz fu¨r die Transaction-Level-Modellierung
mit SystemC vorgestellt. Dabei stehen drei Hauptaspekte im Vordergrund. Erstens, eine Studie der
Bus- und I/O-Kommunikationsstrukturen, die in heutigen System-on-Chip-Architekturen zum Ein-
satz kommen und mit Hilfe abstrakter Transaktionen modelliert werden sollen. Zweitens, meine Er-
gebnisse hinsichtlich der Datenstrukturen und Programmierschnittstellen, die fu¨r eine systematische
Transaction-Level-Modellierung dieser Kommunikationsarchitekturen beno¨tigt werden. Drittens, die
Entwicklungsumgebung, die meiner Meinung nach zur Verfu¨gung stehen sollte, um den IP-basierten
Entwurf mit SystemC so effizient und intuitiv wie mo¨glich zu unterstu¨tzen.
Der vorgestellte Ansatz ermo¨glicht Kommunikation zwischen Modellen auf unterschiedlichen Ab-
straktionsebenen (Mixed-Mode) und mit unterschiedlichen Schnittstellen (heterogene Komponenten).
Der dazu beno¨tigte Simulations- und Code-Overhead ist minimal. Es wird ein Abstraktionsebenen-
Formalismus vorgestellt, mit dem verschiedenartige Busse und Networks-on-Chip wie IBM Core-
Connect, PCI Express und CAN u¨ber alle TLM-Abstraktionsebenen simuliert werden ko¨nnen. Die
Kommunikationsarchitektur-Simulation erfolgt dabei unabha¨ngig von den (proprieta¨ren) Schnittstel-
len der angeschlossenen IPs und der verwendeten Entwurfswerkzeuge. Hierzu werden neue Implemen-
tierungstechniken diskutiert, die den existierenden Ansa¨tzen in Flexibilita¨t, Simulationsgenauigkeit,
und -geschwindigkeit u¨berlegen sind. Die Vor- und Nachteile der entwickelten Techniken werden mit
Experimenten belegt, und eine Video-Prozessor-Fallstudie zeigt die Anwendbarkeit des Ansatzes in
einem TLM-basierten Entwurfsfluss.
Die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Techniken wurden der Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI) als Vor-
schlag fu¨r einen SystemC-Interoperabilita¨tsstandard eingereicht und zum Teil in den neuen OSCI
TLM 2.0 Standard u¨bernommen.
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Efficient Communication Modeling
with SystemC
1

Figure 1.1: Play?
1 Introduction
A young start-up company from New York, Bug Labs, recently demonstrated what high-tech engineers
can learn from LEGOTM: their product is an open-source modular hardware platform which lets
customers build their own cell phone out of prefabbed building blocks. People can buy hardware
‘bricks’ such as GPS, digital camera, and touch-sensitive LCD screen, which, when plugged into one
of the 3 sockets of the base module, are immediately accessible by the embedded software. When the
company presented their approach in October 2007 [115], which is based on the open Java interface
standard OSGiTM [100], the open-source community began to brew and first software applications
became available for download just a few days later, written by volunteers around the world.
It would be the fulfillment of every computer engineers’ deepest dreams if the same ease became
reality for embedded system design. Already today embedded systems regale us with a multitude
of functionalities, integrated in an increasing range of articles of daily use. And future embedded
systems will be even more embedded and chameleonic, becoming the ‘disappearing computer’ [130]
of the century of ubiquitous computing.
With the increase in the number of logic gates that can be implemented on a single chip, a whole
system previously integrated into a board is now being integrated into a single chip, with up to 100
million transistors and more. And cell phones, MP3 players, and digital cameras are only one outrider
of this development. Embedded systems have now taken over the automobile. The luxury-car VW
Phaeton boasts 61 different embedded control systems which are scattered over the car and do data
exchange via four different in-vehicle networks.
System-on-chip (SoC) is the enabling technology of the 21st century [23]. It brings us a whole new
range of products – small, intuitive, and communicative – and it drives an amazing revolution in how
system engineers think and design. The keyword is interoperability. To cope with the complexity of
networked embedded system design, engineers need to stop thinking in logic cells and wires. Instead,
they must think in components [21, 111]. The goal is to enable embedded systems being so easily
built from prefabbed hardware and software building blocks as playing with LEGO bricks.
However, the reality is shown in figure 1.1. There are so many interface ‘standards’ for SoC building
blocks (typically referred to as intellectual property, IP) as companies who provide them. Most IPs are
bound to a specific development tool, as it is the only tool that properly supports the IPs’ proprietary
interfaces. Thus, SoC engineers are confined to the (limited) product range of a specific vendor, and
hoping for interoperability seems futile.
In this PhD thesis a generic interoperability standard for systematic modeling of embedded systems
with SystemCTM is developed that aims at overcoming this ‘interoperability gap’. GreenBus, the
communication fabric we have developed, implements this standard and enables composition of many
IPs and joint use of different development tools, independent of their interfaces and abstraction levels.
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A set of surrounding programming libraries and modeling techniques is presented that relieve the
designer of the task of developing application-specific communication adapters and interface wrappers.
My experiments and our results from industry cooperations with Intel, Texas Instruments, IBM,
and Volkswagen show that this approach can enable faster exploration of design alternatives and
contributes to design reuse and embedded software development.
The Bug Labs example illustrates the power of true interoperability. Bug Labs consumers are sure
that their dearly bought components will seamlessly work together, and they can download and run
any software made available by the open-source community. Thus, the ‘self-made’ phone becomes
reality for everybody, as the ‘designer’ is able to concentrate on the functionality of his ‘product’,
instead of brooding about low-level details. This makes the most important ingredient for successful
products the main player in the design arena – creativity.
GreenSocs1, an open-source initiative for system-level design tools, is devoted to exactly the same
objective, but in the larger scope of system-on-chip design. With GreenBus and the surrounding
tools developed in this PhD thesis, which all have been made available as open source on the GreenSocs
web page, this research aims at contributing to the ongoing challenge of identifying the ingredients
for true LEGO-style embedded system design.
We have suggested a framework with which to build standardized adapters to permit designs with
inhomogeneous IPs. Naturally, standards have to be adapted in the course of time, or will even
produce anti standards. But we believe there today is a strong need for standardized and therefore
unambiguous modeling techniques at the electronic system level (ESL). Engineers that step into this
novel design approach need to be able to resort to well-approved methodologies in order to achieve
straightforward results. However, such a standard must give ample scope for user extensions and
creativity.
1.1 Scope and objectives of this work
If we want to believe the flurry of publications, raising the level of modeling abstraction to the
electronics system level seems to be the silver bullet embedded system engineers were always looking
for. The hope is that ESL design tools will soon allow the development of SoCs with up to one billion
transistors and more [17, 92], based on a ‘drag-and-drop’ development style.
The complexity of networked SoCs introduces the problem of communication modeling. Their
development requires the capability of modeling and simulating both their hardware and software
components’ behavior/functionality (the computation) and the complex communication environment
in which they operate (the communication).
Here, we focus on the communication. A bunch of different communications need to be adequately
designed in order to ensure proper operation of the overall system:
• hardware-hardware communication between the processors, memories, network controllers, and
application-specific hardware cores of a SoC;
• software-hardware communication for utilization of hardware services by the embedded software
processes;
• software-software communication between the concurrent software processes of a SoC (who may
reside on multiple processors);
• chip-chip communication between the different chips in an embedded system;
• system-system communication between networked embedded systems.
1GreenSocs homepage: www.greensocs.com.
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Figure 1.2: Expected advantages of TLM over RTL design
For each of these communications the implementation details differ. While for on-chip com-
munication memory-mapped buses and networks-on-chip are used [137], software-hardware and
software-software communication requires device driver and operating system modeling for the se-
lected processor cores [35, 129]. Communication architectures for chip-chip communication (e.g.,
PCI ExpressTM [105]) differ from architectures for on-chip communication (e.g., AMBATM [5],
CoreConnectTM [53]), and the protocols used in interconnects for system-system communication (e.g.,
EthernetTM [58], USBTM [127]) differ completely from the protocols used in a SoC.
Thus, getting the communication architecture right becomes a primary focus of embedded system
design. As system functionality is defined by the inter-operation of the various system components,
local communication bottlenecks can have global impact on the overall system performance [63]. In
this context, C/C++-based hardware/software co-design languages have found entrance into indus-
try. Here, especially the system description language SystemC has attracted attention and has been
standardized by the IEEE in 2006 [60]. In addition to extending C++ with new language elements
for describing hardware and software at different levels of abstraction, SystemC inherently supports
the concept of transaction level modeling (TLM) [18]. TLM allows describing the communication in a
system in terms of abstract operations (transactions). This can greatly speed up the design process,
as software development can start in parallel with hardware refinement, using an abstract virtual
prototype of the hardware platform as a base (figure 1.2).
Currently, TLM is not applied in the industry on a large scale, because there is a lack of adequate
TLM tools available. According to analysts of the electronic design automation (EDA) industry,
this is “the only thing keeping register transfer level (RTL) tool sales growing.” [85]. The reasons are
twofold. First, there is no common interoperability standard. A diversity of opinions exists about how
TLM models should look like, and each IP vendor promotes another interface standard. Thus, there
currently is little chance that TLM models built by others are interoperable with the own. Secondly,
abstraction allows a system to be described fast and at a reasonable cost but it also casts a shadow
of doubt over the accuracy of performance analysis data gained with such models. The publications
on this topic shows a broad range of different, often ambiguous and even incoherent interpretations
of TLM abstraction.
This PhD research therefore was motivated by the goal to examine new methodologies for commu-
nication modeling with SystemC. Here I focussed on the systematic application of the TLM approach
within an IP-based system-level design flow. The GreenBus extension framework for the SystemC
language was developed for
• efficient modeling of SoC using heterogeneous IP at different (mixed) levels of abstraction, and
• high-performance communication architecture exploration with such models.
GreenBus enables inter-operations between many of the existing communication modeling ap-
proaches and performance analysis tools. The goal was to bring the fun and spirit of LEGO to TLM
design: allow TLM engineers to always use the modeling techniques and tools that best supports
their specific style and their specific needs, so that they can operate effectively and write their models
quickly.
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1.2 Summary of contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are:
An interoperability standard proposal for transaction level communication modeling
using heterogeneous IP at different levels of abstraction, and a generic TLM fabric
implementation for SystemC to support it, namely GreenBus.
A generic TLM router for GreenBus, which allows for high-speed yet accurate simulation of
the state-of-the-art communication architectures (buses, networks-on-chip) at different levels of
abstraction.
A model instrumentation framework for performance analysis and debugging of Green-
Bus models using industry-standard tools, called GreenControl.
In addition, surrounding concepts and tools for embedded software development and rapid proto-
typing with GreenBus are presented.
1.3 Outline of the document
This document splits up into two main parts:
I. Efficient communication modeling with SystemC: the first part concentrates on the first
two aspects of this PhD research: what is the status-quo in transaction level communication
modeling and how should a generic TLM fabric look like to enable systematic yet flexible
embedded system design with heterogeneous IP? After an overview on TLM and the related
work in chapters 2 and 3, chapter 4 details the generic communication modeling approach and
its implementation in the GreenBus TLM fabric.
II. Architecture exploration and analysis: in the second part, a generic router concept for
GreenBus is presented which enables communication architecture exploration (chapter 5).
Several bus protocols and also a network-on-chip (NoC) have been implemented with this ap-
proach and I discuss the quality of the simulation results. Chapter 6 presents concepts and
implementations of surrounding tools for performance analysis and debugging with Green-
Bus.
The second part winds up with a conclusion and an outlook on future work.
The appendixes give an overview on the status-quo in SoC communication architectures (app. A)
and provide design patterns for the development of own user application programming interfaces (user
API) for GreenBus (app. B). Appendix C outlines concepts and tools for early software development
and rapid FPGA prototyping with GreenBus, and explores the potentials and limitations of the
presented approach with a video processor case study.
Several of the concepts presented in this thesis have become subject to fruitful research cooperations
with my colleagues at E.I.S. and the growing GreenSocs community, who in return gave valuable
feedback. I usually use first person throughout the document, but for content that has been influenced
by such feedback I switch to ‘we’.
The reference implementation of GreenBus is both available on DVD [67] and for download [68].
The DVD also includes all other tools developed in this thesis.
Trademarks and registered trademarks used in the text (such as GreenBusTM) are indicated at
their first appearance.
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2.1 Overview
Transaction level modeling has been touted to considerably improve productivity in system-on-chip
design. Recently many popular SoC development environments have been flavored with the spirit
of TLM, typically based on the favorite design language for TLM, which seems to be SystemC. The
promise is that with transaction-level prototypes, buses and networks-on-chip (NoC) can be simulated
magnitudes faster than with register transfer level (RTL) models, while achieving almost the same
accuracy of simulation results, and all this early in the design cycle where decisions made on these
results have the biggest impact.
However, despite its power and broad acceptance, transaction level modeling is an ambiguous term.
The flurry of publications reveals a variety of interpretations. This chapter starts with an informal
overview on the general TLM ideas and their support through the SystemC language. Thereby key
terms are used without being fully explained. Then the generally accepted concepts for TLM-driven
embedded system design are outlined and in this context the TLM terms which are used throughout
this thesis are refined.
2.1.1 Raising abstraction
In general TLM is understood as a modeling technique promising a level of abstraction like RTL but
higher, where the key feature is a ‘transaction’. Instead of considering the several data transfers of a
communication separately (slow simulation) a transaction encompasses a communication procedure
‘as a whole’ (fast simulation).
TLM models consist of processing elements (PE) that communicate via transactions. The goal
is to model data processing (computation) independent from data exchange (communication). This
presumes that systems naturally can be decomposed into computation and communication. System-
level description languages such as SpecCTM [34] and SystemC [44] support this approach with special
concepts for a ‘transaction level description’ of communication, namely ports, interfaces, and channels.
This has a number of advantages:
• Computation and communication can be modeled differently abstract.
Abstract processing elements can exchange data via an RTL bus model. Likewise, RTL level
processing elements can be connected by an abstract transaction level FIFO channel.
• True hardware-software co-design.
Abstract processing elements can be integrated to a hardware platform prototype. Such virtual
prototypes simulate much faster than RTL models and can be used for early embedded software
development. This enables better hardware-software co-design, as the software developers need
not wait for the RTL models to be complete.
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Figure 2.1: Embedded system design with TLM
• Stepwise refinement and mixed-mode verification.
An abstract executable specification of the system components and of the overall system archi-
tecture can be created, without making any distinction between hardware and software. Refined,
less abstract models of the system components can be integrated incrementally. ‘Mixed-mode’
simulation enables verification against the ‘golden model’.
• Better design space exploration.
Performance analysis of a given system architecture is enabled in terms of various aspects,
including computation, communication, power, real-time, and cost efficiency. Using abstract
models, implementation alternatives can be quicker balanced against each other and efficient
‘what-if’ analysis helps to estimate the effects of critical design decisions.
When systematically applied, TLM can support a ‘meet-in-the-middle’ design approach, wherein
top-down refinement of application-specific hardware and software is mixed with bottom-up inte-
gration of existing IPs. The goal is to decouple the development of the hardware, software, and
communication architecture for a new system, such that these tasks can be performed independent
from each other, using IPs from different providers. Keutzer et al. refer to this approach with the
term orthogonalization of concerns [66].
Figure 2.1 outlines embedded system development with TLM and shows the various embedded
system design phases that can take place in parallel.
2.1.2 Where is the level in TLM?
With transactions, we can model communication at a higher abstraction than with RTL. But unlike
registers, transactions are not well defined. While many feel they have an understanding of the term,
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Figure 2.2: TLM abstraction levels in terms of timing accuracy (from [18])
it remains elusive. Furthermore, multiple different levels of abstraction are offered in parallel under
the umbrella of the term ‘TLM’.
Figure 2.2 shows some of the abstraction levels we can define when considering only one of the
many aspects of a TLM model, its timing accuracy. This approach has been developed by Cai and
Gajski in [18]. A TLM design flow would typically start in the lower left corner with an untimed
description of both functionality and communication (A). Then, communication and functionality
will be incrementally refined, thus adding timing information to both domains (B). Finally, a level of
abstraction similar to RTL will be reached (C).
This approach enables the classification of a model in terms of its time abstraction domain.
Other abstraction domains may be described more abstract or less abstract as well, such as
• data accuracy (e.g., abstract data objects usually do not define how the contained information
will be organized in physical memory);
• algorithmic accuracy (e.g., a functional PE may contain a single thread while its RTL model
implements parallel state machines); and
• structural accuracy (e.g., with decreased abstraction, high-level components are broken into
lower-level subcomponents).
More abstraction domains can be identified. The communication accuracy of a model, for example,
mainly depends on its timing fidelity, and may involve some assumptions about data accuracy as
well (e.g., technology-specific sideband signals of a physical communication link may be ‘abstracted
away’ in higher level models). The computation accuracy of a model may depend on both algorithmic
accuracy and data accuracy (e.g., consider fixed point vs. floating point calculation).
Model abstraction therefore is multi-dimensional. In this context, the term ‘level’ is misleading,
as it is impossible to unambiguously define a level in a multi-dimensional space. However, to adhere
to the related work where the term abstraction level is widely used, we here restrict our view to
the communication abstraction domain, which is in the first instance related to the time abstraction
domain (fig. 2.2). With the aid of this approach, we will use ‘abstraction level’ as a synonym for
‘communication abstraction level’ in the following.
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In conclusion, the level in TLM is a rather ‘thick’ level. The related work shows that the op-
timal abstraction mix first and foremost depends on the use case, and differs between applica-
tions [17, 32, 38, 79, 109]. While for some of the design tasks in fig. 2.1 specific abstraction domains
are more important than the others (e.g., time and data accuracy for communication modeling and
performance analysis), other design tasks require all abstraction domains of the model to fulfill a
specific accuracy (e.g., hardware synthesis).
The term TLM should be seen as a ‘paradigm’ or ‘methodology’. In this thesis we give it a more
precise meaning based on the concepts supported by the SystemC language, which are described in
the following.
2.2 SystemC
The system-level description language SystemC enables to describe the computation of a system sep-
arately from its communication [14, 41, 44, 91]. The underlying language concepts are not exclusively
targeting at transaction level modeling – e.g., RTL modeling is supported by SystemC as well – but
they are especially suited to support the TLM approach. SystemC is developed since 1999 and in
2006 has been approved as IEEE standard 1666. The current version of the language specification is
2.2 [60]. An open-source simulator for SystemC is provided by the Open SystemC Initiative (OSCI),
who also drives the standardization process.
SystemC is based on the C++ language. The IEEE defines it as an “ANSI standard C++ class
library for system and hardware design for use by designers and architects who need to address
complex systems that are a hybrid between hardware and software.” [60]. Although being just a class
library, using SystemC feels like programming in another language. The library makes excessive use
of templates, type definitions, operator overloading, and preprocessor macros to add new syntactic
features for high-level modeling and hardware development.
Predefined primitive channels: Mutexes, FIFOs, Signals
User libraries SCV TLM fabrics
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kernel
Threads,
Methods
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Notifications
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Interfaces,
Channels
Modules,
Hierarchy
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C++ STL
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Figure 2.3: Structure of SystemC
Figure 2.3 shows the structure of the SystemC library. The provided core language elements are
organized in groups for (from left to right):
• Simulation;
• Concurrency and synchronization;
• Component and communication modeling; and
• Data representation.
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2.2.1 Modules, ports, and channels
Modules (SC_MODULE1) are the basic language construct to describe design structure and hierarchy.
Modules contain methods and variables that implement processes. Modules can contain nested mod-
ules to build hierarchical structures.
Communication between modules is enabled by ports, interfaces, and channels. Ports (sc_port)
metaphorically speaking sit at the module boundaries. Each port is associated with an interface
(sc_interface). It specifies a number of methods that can be called on the port (e.g., read, write),
but does not implement them. The name of a port’s interface is given as a template parameter, e.g.:
sc_port<sc_signal_in_if>
Ports enable modules to make interface methods calls (IMC) on channels. Thus, they act as
intermediate in channel access. SystemC does not provide a special construct to model channels.
Instead, channels are realized as modules that inherit from and implement one or more interfaces.
An illustration of these concepts can be found in figure 2.4.
SystemC provides two techniques to implement processes inside modules:
• SC_THREAD processes can run in an endless loop. They can be suspended by calling the SystemC
wait method. They are resumed after the given time period (e.g., wait(20, SC_NS);) or upon
an event (e.g., wait(e);). In the meantime, other processes can run.
• SC_METHOD processes are non-interruptible. They are intended to be executed several times
during simulation and therefore can be made sensitive to sc_events. Every time an sc_event
occurs which is on the sensitivity list of an SC_METHOD, the method process gets executed.
The sensitivity list can be modified during simulation runtime (dynamic sensitivity). Method
processes should not contain an endless loop, as this would prevent the execution of other
processes.
The execution semantics of SC_METHOD processes is close to that of combinatorial logic, whereas
SC_THREAD processes are meant for behavioral modeling of concurrent processes.
1Note that most SystemC keywords start with an ‘sc ’ prefix.
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2.2.2 Events and the simulation semantics of SystemC
Events are modeled using the sc_event class. Execution of SystemC models is performed by an event-
driven simulator. Events can be notified either immediately (i.e., the event is fired at the current
simulation time) or in the future by specifying a notification delay. For example,
e.notify(20, SC_NS);
schedules event e to be notified in 20 nanoseconds. A special case are zero-time delays, which can be
used to model nonblocking assignments2.
Explanation 1. The SystemC simulator supports the concepts of simulation time and delta
cycles. It therefore uses two queues, an event queue that contains all events that have been scheduled
for notification in chronological order, and a process queue that contains all processes marked runnable.
Initially, all processes are marked runnable and executed once. During simulation, first all immediate
events are processed. For each of them, all processes are marked runnable that list this event in their
sensitivity list (or wait for it). If no more immediate events are in the queue, runnable processes are
executed one after another until the process queue is empty.
Then, simulation time is advanced by one delta cycle, so that zero-time events will now be processed.
Again, processes are marked runnable and executed. Delta cycles are performed until no more zero-
time events are in the event queue (and no new ones have been added). Then simulation time is
increased, thereby using that amount of time that is specified by the topmost event in the queue.
Simulation comes to a halt when both the event queue and the processes queue are empty. This
behavior is illustrated in figure 2.5.
Using events, a process can wait for another process to finish some operations. Thus, events enable
process synchronization and are the fundamental means for implementing communication channels.
2.3 TLM terms and design flow
With the modeling concepts that SystemC supports we can define a list of TLM terms which will be
used throughout this thesis. This chapter also outlines their meaning in a TLM design flow.
2.3.1 Structure of TLM models
The basic building blocks of SystemC models are modules, ports, interfaces, and channels. The
latter three terms – port, interface, channel – can be taken as are. Modules, however, require a
more precise consideration. SystemC modules can contain methods, processes, variables, ports, and
nested modules. They can model both computation and communication. For modules that implement
interface methods in order to enable communication we use the term channel as explained above. To
clearly distinguish channels from computation related modules, we follow [34] and introduce a further
term:
Explanation 2. A module that models computation is referred to as processing element (PE).
Although this suggests a strict separation of computation and communication, in fact PEs typically
may involve some internal communication as well (e.g., shared variables). Likewise, the implementa-
tion of the communication mechanisms in a channel requires some computation. But for the purpose
of designing embedded system architectures, we think of PEs as models for hardware and software
components, whereas their communication is modeled using channels.
Explanation 3. A single PE or channel already is a TLM model. By hierarchically connecting
PEs and channels via ports, larger TLM models can be constructed.
2For a discussion of nonblocking assignments, see [28].
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Figure 2.5: SystemC event-driven simulator
The concept of PEs, ports, and channels is illustrated in figure 2.6. It enables object-oriented
communication modeling at different levels of abstraction and helps to separate communication and
computation in the source code.
2.3.1.1 Separation of behavior and architecture
As already mentioned, PEs and channels may have different abstractions. While some PEs and
channels in a TLM model may be high-level functional models, others may be described using a less
abstract model of computation (MoC) such as RTL, finite state machines, etc. [62]
Using abstraction, behavior can be described independent from architecture. For example, the ab-
stract communication implemented by a FIFO channel (with simple put and get interface methods)
need not necessarily reflect the complex communication semantics of a shared-memory bus architec-
ture onto which the FIFO channel may be mapped later in the design process. Likewise an abstract
PE may provide the functionality of a JPEG encoder, using a totally different MoC (e.g., Kahn
process networks [44]) than an RTL model of the same JPEG encoder.
2.3.1.2 System-level design
Abstract behavioral models support fast design capture and attain high simulation speed. In a
typical system-level design flow, the engineer will start with a composition of abstract behavioral PEs
and channels, with the goal to stepwise refine them towards an architectural realization in terms of
hardware, software, and communication architectures. During this refinement process, for each PE it
is decided whether it is to become hardware or software. The appropriate model of computation for
the refined implementation of the PEs is chosen accordingly. The source code refinement adds more
and more details in terms of data, time, and algorithmic accuracy. Likewise, the channels are refined,
which may but need not necessarily take place in parallel with PE refinement (cp. fig. 2.1).
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Figure 2.6: Abstract channels may, but need not necessarily reflect the behavior of a physical com-
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2.3.1.3 Architecture mapping
When a suitable hardware/software partitioning has been found, the PEs and channels must be
mapped onto a target architecture. PEs that are to become hardware can either be manually refined
towards an RTL representation (which then can be fed into a hardware synthesis tool), or they can be
mapped onto existing hardware IP. Channels can be mapped onto existing physical communication
architectures, e.g. a shared-memory AMBA bus such as shown in fig. 2.6b. Although on the first
glimpse software PEs written in SystemC may be directly executable on a target processor, they
typically also need to be refined. They need to be adapted for the target operating system and their
communication with the hardware requires the incorporation of device drivers.
2.3.1.4 Mixed-mode verification and design space exploration
Successive simulation of the refined models allows for functional verification against an initial golden
model. At each phase of the design flow the designer should be able to validate the correctness
and quality of his models. Furthermore, the designer should be able to quickly explore the trade-
off in terms of critical design constraints for different architecture mappings. This presumes that
heterogeneous PEs and channels, as well as existing RTL IPs and abstract variants of them can be
arbitrary composed, independent of their model of computation and level of abstraction. For example,
the designer should be able to replace an abstract channel with a less abstract model of an on-chip
bus like AMBA, and if the simulation results do not match the constraints (e.g. low communication
performance), replace it by a model of a completely different communication architecture, e.g. a
network-on-chip. In a similar way the engineer should be able to explore different mappings of
abstract PEs onto existing IPs.
2.3.2 The various roles of channels
Channels therefore are a key element in the TLM methodology. They must enable interoperation of
high-level and low-level PEs so that the designer is free to always use the best compromise in the
design cycle. Moreover, they must enable design space exploration. Especially, they should allow to
compare different communication architectures for the system.
Explanation 4. While the syntax of the interface methods of a channel is defined by its interface(s),
their behavior depends on the actual implementation. The combination of interfaces and channel be-
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havior describes a communication protocol. In communication technology a variety of protocols and
approaches to describe them exist [80]. In the context of SystemC channels, the protocol implemented
by a channel specifies a number of rules which determine the allowed arguments and invocation se-
quences for the interface methods in order to send information over the channel. This also may include
timing rules.
2.3.2.1 Abstract channels vs. architecture mapping
When starting with a TLM design flow, often abstract protocols such as synchronous message passing
or FIFO channels are used [44, 73, 84, 109]. They relieve the designer of coping with low-level
communication details and let him concentrate on the system functionality (cp. the ‘functional level’
in fig. 2.1). For example, the abstract point-to-point channel in figure 2.6a may provide two object-
oriented interface methods, read(img&) and write(img&), with which the JPEG encoder can read
an abstract image object from the memory and write back a JPEG-compressed version of the image,
each with a single interface method call.
In contrast, after architecture mapping has been finished, channels that model physical communi-
cation architectures are used. They implement the low-level interfaces to which the PEs have been
refined in order to enable automated synthesis (cp. the ‘technology level’ in fig. 2.1). For example,
the RTL channels in the low-level model in fig. 2.6a transfer only one data primitive at a time (e.g.
int, byte, . . . ) and implement the timing protocol of clocked register transfers. The sc_signal
channel of SystemC provides this functionality.
2.3.2.2 Communication architecture exploration
While both channel types are suitable for their respective use cases, they do not support the design
tasks in the ‘architecture level’ block in fig. 2.1. In particular for architecture exploration a channel
type is required that is a ‘hybrid’ of the above described types:
1. it must enable the simulation of a specific physical communication architecture such as the bus
in fig. 2.6b;
2. it must allow the connection of PEs with interfaces that differ from the ‘native’ interface of the
simulated communication architecture.
With traditional RTL models only the first requirement can be met. If sc_signal channels are used
to model a bus as in fig. 2.6b, the result will be a very close reproduction of its wires, registers, and
their logical interconnections. In order to connect a PE to such a bus model, a multitude of ports is
required to bind them to all the bus signals, and a simple data transfer such as a burst write involves
reading and writing dozens of signal values in accordance with the channel protocol. This prevents
efficient design space exploration, as switching to another bus model requires the re-implementation
of large portions of the PE source code. Moreover, the simulation performance of such bus models is
unsatisfying due to their low abstraction.
An approach to meet both requirements and attain higher simulation performance is to create a
channel that implements an abstract interface but still supports architecture exploration.
Explanation 5. With the term communication architecture functional model (CAFM), we
denote special channels that indent to simulate critical characteristics of a physical communication
architecture sufficiently accurate while however being more abstract than an RTL model. The goal
is to achieve higher simulation speed and provide more abstract interfaces in order to enable faster
design space exploration.
For example, the abstract bus channel in fig. 2.6b may provide object-oriented read and write
interface methods to the PEs, whereas internally an AMBA bus specific serial data transmission is
implemented in order to simulate the special AMBA protocol timing characteristics.
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CAFMs address the ‘logical’ communication architectures typically used in today’s embedded sys-
tems. In most cases being shared buses, they are specified at the RTL level of abstraction and
encompass a number of RTL signals which are evaluated synchronously to a clock signal. The com-
mon goal in CAFM design is to simulate its related RTL model at a level of abstraction higher than
RTL which meets both of the following two requirements:
1. the CAFM is able to precisely estimate which PE may access the modeled communication
architecture at which point of time and how long the transactions last, in terms of clock cycles.
2. the CAFM disregards as much details of the simulated RTL model as possible in order to achieve
higher simulation performance.
In other words, a CAFM provides a means to perform transactions among PEs and is able to
calculate the time points in terms of a clock signal when these transactions would start and end if
they were performed over the related RTL model. The timing fidelity provided by CAFMs may vary.
While information about the start and end time points of transactions may be sufficient for high-level
architecture exploration, lower level models may demand for information about certain intermediate
time points as well.
To be applicable with SystemC, a CAFM must be able to synchronize its timing with the SystemC
simulation time, and it must provide a proper SystemC representation of the control and user data
in the simulated RTL model.
2.3.2.3 The TLM interoperability gap
Several approaches to CAFMs have been presented in the related work. They will be discussed in
chapter 3. There exists a broad range of proposals on how CAFMs should be designed, and each
of them proposes another coding style which results in different kinds of abstraction and different
interfaces, most of them being incompatible.
For the designer this means that though he has a lot of CAFMs available, he cannot make use of
them for architecture exploration. The interfaces used are CAFM specific. PEs with another interface
cannot be directly connected, as they are not interoperable with the CAFM.
The commonly proposed solution to overcome this ‘interoperability gap’ is to make use of adapters.
Explanation 6. Adapters are special channels that implement two different interfaces. Interface
method calls on the one interface are mapped onto appropriate interface method calls on the other
interface, thereby translating one protocol into another.
Example 1. Consider figure 2.7. It shows an example of an MP3 player system comprised of four
PEs. To simulate its communication bus, a CAFM is used, here of the STBus architecture from
ST Microsystems. The interface used by ST for their CAFMs is called TAC (transaction accurate
communication) [41, 119]. The memory and the software model have been designed to call TAC
interface methods and thus can be directly connected to the CAFM. The audio controller and the MP3
decoder, however, require adapters.
Adapters can be developed for a variety of applications. They enable to connect PEs at different
levels of abstractions and PEs that use different interfaces. Unfortunately, no generally applicable
methodology exists to generate adapters automatically. Hence, with the existing CAFM approaches,
new adapters need to be developed whensoever
1. the designer wants to explore another communication architecture and its CAFM has another
interface;
2. the designer replaces one of the PEs with another version which has been developed for another
interface.
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Figure 2.7: Example TLM with heterogeneous PEs connected to a CAFM
2.3.3 On the notion of transactions
With the above considered terms we now are able to describe the structure of TLM models. We also
can make some statement about its abstraction level (though the latter requires further analysis).
But we still lack a clear understanding of the linchpin of TLM: the transaction.
In a totally general sense, any kind of data transfer between PEs can be understood as a transaction.
There is no common definition of the extent of a transaction. Thus, when designing a custom abstract
channel, the designer is free to determine whether a transaction over his channel is defined as a
single interface method call (e.g., write), or as a specific sequence of interface method calls (e.g.,
request → response). Likewise, in one model transactions may terminate after a given period
of time, while in another model they may last for an indefinite amount of time. The notion of
transaction therefore is associated with several aspects of a channel in parallel, including its protocol,
its abstraction, and its intended use case. We cannot give a universal definition for the term.
In the more specific context of CAFMs, however, we can harness the fact that CAFMs model the
specific protocol of an existing physical communication architecture. Here, we can develop a generic
notion of transaction for CAFMs based on the properties of their protocols. We assume that in all
protocols used in today’s embedded system and system-on-chip architectures two fundamental states
of communication can be identified:
1. idle – no communication takes place at the moment, a new communication can begin;
2. busy – there is an ongoing data transfer, other communication requests must wait until the
transfer has ended.
Depending on the actual protocol, each of these two states may include a multitude of sub-states,
and there may be several options how these sub-states can be traversed. A common approach to
describing protocols in a formal manner are finite state machines (FSM) [80]. The more complex a
protocol is, the more different states it may go through during a busy phase. But there always is a
start and an end state, and a finite set of states in-between. We can analyze a protocol description
with regard to these criteria and from this, in the context of a CAFM for this protocol, can define
its notion of transactions as the sequences of interface method calls that change the communication
state of the simulated protocol from idle to busy and to idle again.
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2.3.4 Conclusion
Transaction level modeling is a powerful methodology for the design of complex hardware-software
systems. The object-oriented separation of computation and communication modeling, and the ability
to mix models at different levels of abstraction gives great flexibility in the design flow, enables higher
simulation speeds and contributes to IP-based design.
While the structure of TLM models is generally defined, there is a lack of clarity in terms of
communication modeling. In particular, models of different designers cannot interoperate without
tailor-made adapters, because their communication abstractions are not clearly defined and their
notion of transactions differ. In the context of communication architecture exploration, an approach
is to develop a generic, architecture-independent notion of transaction, onto which different physical
communication architecture protocols can be mapped. In the following, the potentials of this approach
to develop a generic TLM communication modeling fabric for SystemC will be examined.
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3.1 Motivation
Figure 3.1 shows a block diagram of the OMAPTM-3 SoC architecture from Texas Instruments1,
which has been introduced in February 2007. OMAP 3 SoCs are comprised of various hardware
components arranged around an ARM RISC processor core. Several digital signal processors allow
for video, digital TV, and audio processing, thus empowering designers to build the next generation
of internet-mp3-digicam-video-hybrid cellphones. Depending on their custom-tailored configuration,
OMAP-3 SoCs reach a complexity of up to 90 million transistors [123].
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Figure 3.1: Texas Instruments OMAP-3 system-on-chip (from [126])
1OMAP stands for Open Multimedia Applications Protocol and is a trademark of Texas Instruments.
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As typical to today’s SoC platforms, OMAP-3 implements a component-based design approach [21–
23]. That is, all hardware components are available as ‘soft’ IP cores. A development tool allows to
assemble customized OMAP-3 SoCs from this IP library.
Platform-based design approach
Other SoCs come with complex block diagrams too, but I have chosen the OMAP-3 architecture
because it highlights three important trends. First, it comprises heterogeneous IP cores. Their source
code has been developed by a variety of companies. Second, OMAP-3 is not a single SoC but a SoC
platform, allowing for assembly of tailor-made chips for different customers. Third, OMAP-3 is one
of the industry’s first SoC platforms which comes complete with a fully-fledged system-level design
environment: SystemC performance models are provided for all IP cores of the platform [3]. They
enable to build TLM models of a customized OMAP-3 platform easily, boasting high-speed functional
simulation for fast architecture exploration and early software development.
While this example highlights the power of SystemC and TLM, a second look at OMAP-3 also
reveals the unsolved deficits of the methodology: OMAP-3 virtual prototyping with SystemC would
not work out so smoothly if Texas Instruments hadn’t optimized all their models for interoperability.
All OMAP-3 IP cores are available as both TLM PEs and as synthesizable RTL IP for a specific
target platform. All PEs use the Open Core Protocol (OCPTM [94]) as standardized communication
interface and share the same level of abstraction. Thus, they fit together seamlessly.
Other recent examples of such platform-based SoC architectures are ST NomadikTM [120] and NX-
P/Philips NexperiaTM [93]. This platform-based design approach has been promoted by Sangiovanni-
Vincentelli et al. since 2000 [29, 30, 66, 111]. Based on dedicated, application-specific standards, a
library of interoperable system-level models is developed for a specific hardware platform.
Unsolved problems and motivation of this work
However, in most cases such a platform library will not be available. Rather, designing a novel product
typically starts with a mixture of heterogeneous models, including established IP from previous prod-
ucts, newly self-developed models, as well as models from third party vendors. If the used interfaces,
abstraction levels, and modeling techniques differ, models cannot be integrated efficiently.
Various TLM frameworks, i.e. TLM ‘convenience’ modeling frameworks, have been presented to
overcome these issues [10, 19, 25, 27, 31, 39, 42, 79, 95, 103, 109, 112, 113, 116, 119]. The common
goal for the TLM frameworks that are being proposed is to ease the construction of model-to-model
communication. TLM frameworks typically provide a set of library functions that enable a specific
communication modeling style. The communication mechanism is seen as being relatively complex,
common to many models, and above all, if it were common, then reuse might be possible.
However, as the following reviews will show, interoperability is mostly disregarded by the existing
TLM frameworks. Instead, each TLM framework promotes another proprietary communication mod-
eling approach, mostly with respect to a specific use case or communication architecture it is designed
for.
The motivation of this work is to examine whether a TLM interoperability standard reaching
across individual protocols and modeling styles can be developed, with the goal to build a generic
TLM fabric, which
• supports multiple levels of TLM abstraction;
• enables inter-operation between models of different levels of abstraction (mixed-mode), and
models with different interfaces (heterogeneous components), with as little overhead as possible;
• enables to build CAFMs for various bus and NoC communication architectures;
• attains highest possible simulation performance;
• adheres to common standards such as OSCI-TLM [109] and OCP [94].
To the best of my knowledge such a TLM fabric does not exist.
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3.2 Communication modeling approaches for SystemC
TLM designers are spoilt for choice. A wealth of TLM frameworks are offered with which to model
channels and CAFMs, and each of them boasts another set of features and limitations. In an attempt
to get a general idea of the status quo in transaction level modeling, I consider three main aspects of
TLM fabrics:
• The API (‘user view’)
• Supported levels of communication abstraction (‘TLM view’)
• The techniques used for the implementation (‘technical view’)
In the following, these three ‘views’ on TLM frameworks are discussed and major differences in
transaction level modeling are pointed out. From this list of key issues I think standards in TLM
should emerge.
3.2.1 User view
The intention of transaction level communication modeling is twofold:
1. to abstract from hardware-dependent details so that the communication model can be reused
with different hardware platforms and the designer can (first of all) concentrate on implementing
the functionality of his system – for such models, we introduced the general term channel;
2. to create abstract communication architecture models that simulate RTL communication models
(mostly of buses) and thereby achieve higher simulation speeds than the RTL models while yet
being accurate enough for architecture exploration and mixed-mode simulation – for such special
channels, we introduced the term CAFM.
TLM frameworks intend to extend the used design language (SystemC) with new constructs that
aim to ease channel and/or CAFM development. From the user’s point of view, the API (presumably)
is the most important aspect of a TLM framework. Its basic task is to provide a convenient interface
with which to perform transactions over the TLM interconnects.
Explanation 7. Reviews show that there is industry wide cohesion, with transactions being either
read or write transfers initiated by a master2and processed by a slave2 [16]. The terms master and
slave are used to indicate the direction of the control flow for the transaction, which is from master
to slave. The data, however, may flow into both directions.
This is a typical property of shared-memory buses. However, while the roles of masters and slaves
are commonly agreed, the interface method calls required to set up and perform transactions differ
significantly.
ST Microelectronics’ TAC package for example ([41, 119]), which is based on OSCI’s TLM kit 1.0
for SystemC ([109]), provides simple read and write methods that transport arbitrary data types
over point-to-point channels and abstract bus models. TAC operations are blocking and they are
not designed to support advanced control of communication behavior such as specification of bus
access priorities or byte-enables. Thus, TAC is a good choice for high-level models aiming at early
embedded software development, but it does not support communication refinement towards lower
levels of abstraction, thus architecture exploration with TAC is limited.
IBM’s CoreConnect models for SystemC ([57]), on the other hand, provide a precise simulation
environment for CoreConnect bus architectures. To this end, a tailor-made CoreConnect API with a
2In the following, I use the terms master and slave in replacement for PE where its (temporal) role in terms of a
transaction shall be highlighted.
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comprehensive set of communication methods has been developed. This API perfectly assists designers
who deal with CoreConnect bus interfaces everyday, but is inconvenient for others. Thus, IBM’s TLM
framework is an excellent tool to create simulation models of already existent CoreConnect chips, but
is less appropriate for top-down SoC design.
The two examples show that ideally the API is completely decoupled from the underlying TLM
fabric. If, e.g., the IBM models were equipped with a TAC API, that would allow TAC-based
software models to communicate with CoreConnect IP over a precisely simulated bus architecture.
Put another way, ideally, a designer should be at liberty to choose which interface suits his needs best,
independently of the technology and details of the communication mechanism. A designer used to
‘speaking’ CoreConnect would rather use the CoreConnect API, while a different designer may prefer
TAC.
This sounds idyllic, and if the underlying technology is insufficient to support the API it is un-
realistic, but it remains one of the key areas in which TLM frameworks can help increase engineers
productivity, and get models out quicker. If TLM is to live up to the hype, then one key is providing
the TLM engineer with a choice of environments that they can choose from in order to better support
their specific style and their specific needs, in which they can operate effectively and write their mod-
els quickly. If the API is independent from the communication fabric, then theoretically, swapping
out one communication fabric for another should be possible, models should become interoperable.
These issues will be revisited below.
3.2.2 TLM view
3.2.2.1 Abstraction
As has been touched upon already in chapter 2.1.2, communication abstraction is closely related
to both the time and data abstraction domains. In figure 3.2, two fictitious bus transactions are
shown as an RTL wave diagram. A master sends data to a slave. The transactions are initiated
by a clocked request signal. After the bus arbiter grants access, the master sets the target address,
which is acknowledged by the slave. Then data transmission is performed. The first transaction is a
single-beat transfer, whereas the second transaction is a burst transfer. The extent of the transactions
is defined by the idle/busy state changes of the protocol (cp. chapter 2.3.3).
Now we can consider different time points of the communication to model it at different levels of
time abstraction:
None
No attempt is made to record any of the time points whatsoever. Complete data records can be
transmitted by single method calls and simulation speed is very high, which is convenient to software
developers. There is a problem with ensuring that multiple masters (i.e. concurrent processes) in
a simulation progress at realistic rates and one is not blocked waiting for another. This is typically
termed system synchronization. It can be implemented in two ways, either by keeping a very rough
estimate of time and ensuring that each master ‘yields’ after some time to the others.
Or specific ‘synchronization points’ can be coded into the model (cp. [41, chapter 2.3]). These are
points at which synchronization is required, and hence it’s only here that other master need to be given
the chance to execute. In real-time operating systems (RTOS), this is supported by message queues,
semaphores, and special events [40, 83, 139]. The former method has the advantage of being simple
to code, but it is always sub-optimal, requires a notion of time (which is otherwise meaningless in an
untimed model), and removes the need for the system designer to think about where synchronization
happens in the system. However, it is a good idea to categorical avoid such a modeling style, because
it often will result in models that boast non-deterministic behavior.
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Transactions
Considering transactions ‘as a whole’ often is referred to as programmers view (PV) [41, 109, 119].
PV transaction modeling allows for describing synchronized communication between both hardware
and software processes. Here, lightweight interfaces are used to describe PE-to-PE communication
with simple abstract methods, such as provided by ST’s TAC package or the FIFO channels that are
part of OSCI’s TLM framework.
As only the transaction boundaries are considered, the typical modeling style are blocking interface
methods. They do not return until the transaction has been completed. The resulting communication
model may be either timed or untimed. If all interface method calls return in the same simulation
time point, the model is referred to as an untimed PV model. If some interface method calls let
pass simulation time (e.g., one of the communicating PEs calls wait to implement a rough time
calculation), the model is referred to as a timed PV model. For the latter, sometimes also the term
PV+T (programmers view with time) is used.
PV models are proposed as an appropriate entry point for embedded software development. Many
TLM hardware/software co-design methodology proposals adhere to PV(+T) communication as stan-
dard base for design entry [22, 24, 37, 41, 42, 79, 81, 101, 138]. However, the timing fidelity of PV
models is not sufficient for communication architecture exploration. Dynamic delays that occur due
to access collisions when multiple masters share a single channel are not taken into account.
Protocol phases
Here it is assumed that the modeled communication can be described as a sequence of protocol phases.
Typical protocol phases in bus transactions are init, data transmission, and finalize phases. In terms
of the FSM approach to protocol modeling (cp. 2.3.3), a protocol phase can be understood as a
sequence of states that must be traversed in order to exercise a specific protocol operation (get bus
access, send command, read data, write data, etc.).
A protocol phase encompasses one or any number of clock cycles (limited by the duration of the
transaction) and has a start and an end time point. The latter typically are associated with specific
signal value changes in the corresponding RTL model, as can be seen in fig. 3.2. These and all signal
value changes that take place in-between form the information content of the phase.
The duration of a phase (in clock cycles) is generally determined by the control signals of the related
RTL communication architecture model (protocol-specific fixed delays, dynamic delays due to multiple
access arbitration, dynamic response times of the PEs). When adequately applied, the phase-based
modeling style can provide a ‘cycle-count accurate at transaction boundaries’ (CCATB) simulation
of the related RTL model. That is, the start and end times of transactions (‘transaction boundaries’)
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are exactly estimated. The timing fidelity for the intermediate activities, however, is less accurate.
Pasricha et al. show in their work on this modeling style that they were able to create CCATB
CAFMs of the AMBA buses with SystemC [103]. The authors assume that the CCATB approach is
sufficient for other CAFMs as well, but do not provide solutions. The implementation technique used
is not explained and the achieved simulation performance is rather unsatisfying (55% faster than the
RTL models). The latter, however, may be a result of the utilized simulation environment.
In contrast to PV models, in a phase-based model the effects of shared medium access contention
can be taken into account. Since arbitration of request phases can be considered independently of
the other communication phases, e.g., a high priority master can cut of a lower priority transaction
(which may have already started). Protocol phases may overlap in time. Hence, phase-based models
should use nonblocking interface methods. That is, the interface method call to initiate a protocol
phase returns immediately, although the phase may be still active. In SystemC models, the end of
the phase can be notified either with an event or with another interface method call. This concept
for example is used by the Open Core Protocol channel library for SystemC ([95]). Two abstraction
levels, OCP-tl2 and OCP-tl1, are provided using the phase approach. At OCP-tl1, a transaction
comprises of a request phase followed by several data phases, each transferring an individual data
word. At OCP-tl2, all data transfers are merged into a single data phase, transferring a vector of
words.
The phase-based approach seems to be a very promising approach to CAFM design, as it can provide
satisfying timing fidelity for communication architecture exploration while nevertheless ‘abstracting
away’ most details of the related RTL model. However, up to now only very few of the existing
CAFMs make use of this approach. A reason may be that there is no SystemC extension or library
available to systematically support phase-based CAFM design. Hence, the GreenBus framework
presented in this work focuses on providing such an extension, a generic TLM fabric for phase-based
CAFM development with SystemC. It will be shown that GreenBus not only allows for development
of fast CCATB CAFMs, but also provides the possibility to develop CAFMs that support a greater
range of timing fidelity grades, from PV over CCATB to cycle-count accurate.
It is important to note that the simulation accuracy of phase-based models strongly depends on
the careful selection of the communication time points that are being represented by its phases. The
specification documents provided for the buses used in today’s embedded systems (see chapter 5 and
appendix A) are rather informal; in most cases the communication rules that make up the protocol are
presented in an implicit manner based on exemplary waveform diagrams [6–8, 49, 54–56, 105, 108, 127].
Thus, there is no automatic way to derive CCATB-sufficient phase specifications from the existing
protocol descriptions. Nonetheless, my experiments have shown that a straightforward approach is
to mainly consider the arbitration signals of the bus (i.e. those signals that are connected to the
arbiter). They determine both the request phases supported by the protocol and its finalize phases.
The data transfer operations are typically controlled by few control signals.
A review of bus protocols shows that the supported communications can be mapped onto one or
more of the following generic phase-based models:
• Single beat: The transaction splits up into a request and a data phase, transferring a single data
word. The size of the data word is determined by the physical bit-width of the data bus. In
some buses request and data phase overlap (i.e. the data signals are set in the same time point
as the arbitration signals).
• Single-request multiple data (SRMD): The transaction splits up into one request and several
data phases. With each data phase, one data word is transferred.
• Multiple-request multiple data (MRMD): The transaction splits up into a sequence of alternating
request and data phases. The resulting communication is similar to a sequence of single beat
transactions, but bus access is granted to a single PE during the whole MRMD transaction,
which hence (usually) cannot be interrupted.
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For the prevalent on-chip bus architectures CoreConnect and AMBA this is exemplified in chap-
ter 4.4.1. For the inter-chip bus architectures PCI Express and CAN (which are quite different), this
has been confirmed as well [76, 114] (PCI Express see also 5.4.2).
For point-to-point links and NoCs constructed therewith, we can state that they generally can be
modeled with the phase-based approach as well: the protocols used for data transfers between the
switches that make up a NoC are typically simpler than those of buses, as they do not need to deal with
more than one master at once. In [46], this has been confirmed for an OCP-based NoC (see also 5.4.3).
In the related work, even PV models are considered sufficient for NoC modeling [12, 25, 39, 78], as
here the main challenge is modeling the switches, not the channels. However, NoCs are still a young
and mostly academic research area [64, 137] and buses remain the most often used communication
architecture in embedded systems. Hence the concepts presented in this thesis focus on bus modeling,
but where applicable NoC modeling is taken into account as well.
Clock cycles
The highest resolution in terms of communication timing is provided by cycle accurate models. Here,
the signal value changes at each individual clock cycle in the corresponding RTL model are considered.
This enables precise simulations of any interconnect, provided that its communication is synchronized
to a clock. Nevertheless, cycle accurate models may perform faster than native RTL models, mostly
because the data and functionality used is typically abstracted to being more suitable to execute on
a host platform, rather than being an accurate reflection of the hardware implementation.
3.2.2.2 Ambiguity and incompatibility
Interpretation of communication abstraction is ambiguous in the TLM frameworks I have reviewed.
For example, the OSSS channels from OFFIS Oldenburg ([42]) in principle allow for cycle accurate
simulation of bus architectures, but the provided bus models do not support combinatorial arbitration
of concurrent request.
OSCI’s new TLM kit 2.0 (which at the time of writing this document is available for public beta
review, see [90, 98]) basically supports both PV and CCATB CAFM development, but it is unclear
how they should be implemented. Some PV request and response data structures are defined, while
those for timing are left to the user to determine (though the expectation seems to be that the PV
level request and response structures would be re-used).
IBM’s CoreConnect models only support a clocked mode of operation, but from the documentation
it does not become clear how accurate these models are.
The OCP channel library provides the most comprehensive coverage of communication abstraction
levels. However, the adapters by which OCP channels of different abstraction levels are connected
are not made public, and different OCP configurations may result in incompatible behavior.
The plurality of approaches results in the obvious problem that TLM models of different design-
ers are not compatible. Moreover, even models created with the same TLM framework may not
fit together, because the designers used incompatible configurations or different interpretations of
abstraction.
The whole extent of the problem becomes apparent when we take data abstraction into account.
There is no standard for the representation of data in transactions. Many TLM frameworks allow for
individual configuration of the transported data types by means of template parameters. Other frame-
works use fixed data types in their interfaces. As a result, hoping for interoperability of transaction
level models designed by different companies today unfortunately seems futile.
3.2.3 Technical view
Many techniques for the implementation of transaction level communication have been proposed. In
general, all TLM frameworks I have reviewed try to make the most of the features of the underly-
ing system-level design language, that is SystemC. While first communication architecture models
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based on the PE-port-channel approach (such as the Simplebus example that is provided with the
open-source SystemC kernel [61]) were of quite simple nature, today’s sophisticated bus CAFMs are
comprised of dozens of interacting classes that are often built of complex and interwoven class hier-
archies. Features include comprehensive transaction monitoring and debugging, global memory and
register models, system-wide address space management, as well as extensive configuration capabili-
ties. Thus, the original basic ports and interfaces are snowed under with extensions and modifications,
of which makes clear why compatibility of different TLM frameworks is so hard to achieve.
The specific implementation techniques used in the various existing TLM framework approaches
are surveyed in the following.
3.3 Survey of TLM frameworks
To complete the presentation of the related work, this section summarizes the characteristics of a se-
lection of TLM frameworks for SystemC. For an overview on the characteristics of the communication
architectures which are ‘abstracted’ by these, see appendix A.
OSCI TLM
Founded in 2003, the OSCI TLM Working Group (TLM-WG) pioneered the development of TLM
frameworks for SystemC with the release of the OSCI TLM kit 1.0 [109]. A set of three interfaces is
provided that form the heart of the kit, enabling unidirectional blocking, unidirectional non-blocking,
and bidirectional blocking transfers.
The TLM 1.0 kit does not define standard data types nor abstraction levels. The intended use
of the kit is to develop customized channels with it, using application-specific data structures and
user-defined protocols. Thus, the OSCI kit does not help in achieving model interoperability.
Having identified these issues, the OSCI TLM Working Group is currently working on a revised
version of the kit (OSCI TLM 2.0). A first proposal of concepts has been made available for public
review in spring 2007 [90]. It involves several of the proposals that I present in this PhD thesis, as
the GreenSocs initiative (which I am an active member of) has submitted GreenBus to OSCI.
OCP SystemC channels
The OCP-IP provides a comprehensive library of point-to-point channels for modeling of SoCs based
on the Open Core Protocol with SystemC. Three levels of abstraction are supported, namely OCP-tl0
for cycle accurate, OCP-tl1 and OCP-tl2 for CCATB, and OCP-tl3 for PV communication modeling.
A large set of interface methods for both blocking and nonblocking channel access is provided.
OCP channels use predefined data types for transfer qualifiers such as address, command, thread
identifier, etc. and provide basic instrumentation for transaction monitoring. However, they do not
provide any means for communication architecture simulation, as they only support point-to-point
communication.
ST Microelectronics TAC
TAC, ‘transaction accurate communication’, is a set of channels and interfaces aiming at the creation
of virtual PV prototypes for early software development. It is built on top of OSCI TLM 1.0 and
provides a pair of so-called initiator and target ports. These ports implement simple blocking read
and write communication methods.
As part of TAC a router model is delivered that can add wait calls to transactions so that approx-
imate (PV+T) communication times are estimated, e.g. using weighted randomization. However,
TAC does not support communication architecture simulation.
SystemCSV
An interesting approach to TLM communication modeling at mixed levels of abstraction is the
SystemCSV extension of SystemC [116]. It defines an interface that describes communication among
PEs at different levels of abstraction in terms of interface items. An interface item may represent
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either a complete transaction, a frame or word, a field within this frame, or a signal state on a physical
wire.
SystemCSV provides C++ macros with which the composition of interface items can be described
in a declarative style. Interfaces use these macros to automatically decompose interface items for
transmission and reassemble them on reception. Thus, mixed multi-level communication of PEs at
different abstraction levels is made possible.
While the SystemCSV approach is very appealing for describing point-to-point communication,
it does not support modeling of shared-buses. Also, the simulation speed-up of 160x ([116]) when
using abstract interface items instead of RTL level interface items is considerably lower than the
performance reached by other TLM frameworks (including the results of this thesis).
OCCN
OCCN, ‘on-chip communication network’, see [25]) addresses network-on-chip modeling with SystemC
at mixed abstraction levels. It transports ‘protocol data units’ (PDUs) among PEs. PDUs are
composed of user-definable fields that carry user data and protocol information. An OCCN channel
implements blocking send and receive methods for PDUs. Receive delays and timeouts can be specified
as parameters, enabling PV+T modeling equal to ST TAC.
Coppola et al. propose the implementation of an application API on top of the PDU transport layer.
This API can provide master and slave ports with convenience methods. Similar to OCP channels,
the OCCN channel is a point-to-point channel that does not support communication architecture
simulation.
OSSS library
The goal of the OSSS library from OFFIS Oldenburg [42] is to enable HW/SW communication
modeling with synthesizable channels. OSSS supports a two-layered channel model. Internally, a set
of sc_signals is used, which is equivalent to RTL wires and therefore synthesizable. An application
layer provides more abstract convenience methods.
For bus modeling a predefined read/write interface is proposed. A protocol library contains
different implementations of these interface methods, e.g. to simulate the OPB. Data transport and
arbitration in OSSS is performed at the RTL level of abstraction. Thus, bus simulation is cycle
accurate. The simulation performance achieved with this approach hence is hardly better than with
pure RTL models. HW/SW communication synthesis is not discussed in [42].
IBM CoreConnect models
IBM provides SystemC bus functional models for their CoreConnect architecture. They enable precise
CC simulation of the PLB [56], OPB [55], and DCR [54] buses. For each of the three buses a dedicated
API is provided, which are quite comprehensive and low-level: for example, the PLB API boasts 33
different interface methods. Thus, the IBM library is a good tool to create a virtual prototype of an
already existing CoreConnect SoC, but is inappropriate for architecture exploration.
CoWare AMBA models
A library of AMBA [5] bus functional models is provided with CoWare’s Platform Studio, which is
a commercial SystemC design environment. These models enable simulation of AHB [8] and AXI [7]
on-chip buses, but similar to IBM’s models their dedicated AMBA-specific APIs hamper architecture
exploration.
CCATB AMBA models
In their paper on the CCATB simulation approach [103], Pasricha et al. present CCATB CAFMs for
the AMBA AHB and AXI buses and compare them with ARM’s cycle accurate bus functional models.
A speedup of 55% is achieved, which is rather unsatisfying in comparison to the other approaches.
This limited result may be due to the utilized instruction set simulator.
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Result oriented modeling (ROM [113]) too takes advantage of the limited observability within a
transaction to increase the performance. The idea is to calculate the transmission time of a transaction
a priori and then advance simulation time to the end time of the transaction. This is similar to PV+T
approaches such as TAC, but in addition, ROM checks whether a ‘disturbing influence’ has occurred,
such as an overlapping transaction on a shared bus. In this case, corrective measures are taken if
necessary.
Schirner et al. achieve simulation speeds close to that of PV models with this approach. However,
ROM simulation results are only correct when observed at transaction boundaries. Thus, BA and CC
models are not supported. Moreover, ROM CAFMs are only periodically synchronous to SystemC
simulation time.
Kogel et al.
In [78], Kogel et al. present a a combined bus/NoC simulation framework for packet based commu-
nication via a so-called NoC channel. Multiple masters and slaves can be connected to the channel.
It implements a symmetric request-response communication scheme. Masters initially not compliant
to this interface can be attached by means of adapters.
An advantage of Kogel’s approach over all of the above proposals is that protocol simulation and
multiple access arbitration is inherently supported by the channel. So-called network engines can be
attached to the channel that implement the behavior of a bus or NoC protocol. Upon initiation of a
transaction, the channel creates a transaction data structure and forwards it to the network engine.
The network engine collects concurrent transaction requests in a queue and delays them in accordance
with the arbitration policy. Transmission times are taken into account as well, however on a coarse-
grained packet basis only. The framework therefore lacks the possibility of providing CCATB timing
estimations. Communication refinement towards the implementation model is not considered by the
authors.
3.3.1 Summary
Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of the reviewed TLM frameworks.
3.4 Discussion
TLM frameworks remain one of the most required and most argued over tools in system-level design.
There are a number of different technological features of different proposals. They differ either in the
supported levels of abstraction or the supported transportation technology. There is even argument
about the requirement and scope for a ubiquitous framework. We believe that, given the number of
proprietary CAFMs ([9, 10, 19, 26, 41, 57, 103, 112, 132]) and unpublished ‘generic buses’3 present
in the industry today, the utility is unquestionable. From my research cooperations with GreenSocs,
IBM, Intel, Texas Instruments, and Volkswagen it became clear that significant productivity gains in
TLM-based SoC design can be achieved if there would be industry-wide agreement on the fundamental
techniques of TLM frameworks.
The survey shows that there are currently two main approaches to such frameworks:
1. ‘generic’ frameworks such as OSCI TLM and ST TAC enable flexible high-level communication
modeling but do not support simulation of architectural details;
2. CAFM libraries such as IBM’s CoreConnect models for SystemC enable accurate simulation of
a particular communication architecture.
3Due to feedback I got from discussions in the GreenSocs community, the OCP-IP SLD Working Group, and the
OSCI TLM Working Group, in the industry there currently are a lot of proprietary ‘niche’ solutions in use.
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3.4.1 Towards a TLM framework interoperability standard
Almost all frameworks I have reviewed are either in the first or in the second category. Only few
approaches support both design tasks at once. One reason is that many frameworks only deal with
one specific level of abstraction.
TLM engineers face a design flow gap between the golden model and the refined TLM models
(virtual prototypes): model-specific adapters need to be in place that translate between the high-
level and the CAFM interfaces, for example if a TAC PE is to be connected to IBM’s CoreConnect
CAFM. Literature review and web scans evince that such adapters are not available at large. Thus,
there is no way to avoid manual adapter development, which is tedious and error prone.
3.4.1 Towards a TLM framework interoperability standard
We believe that significant productivity gains in TLM-based SoC design can be achieved if there would
be industry-wide agreement on the fundamental techniques of TLM frameworks. The most important
result of my reviews of the existing frameworks is that the part of the TLM framework implementations
that in fact needs to be standardized is surprisingly small. The experiments in the following chapters
will show that IP cores at different levels of abstraction and with different interfaces can work together
over various channels and CAFMs if the following technical fundamentals are carefully considered:
• Data representation;
• Transport mechanism.
The outcome of this research is the GreenBus TLM fabric for SystemC, which combines a stan-
dardized yet extensible data representation with a generic transport mechanism for modeling protocol
phases. The scope of this work is to enable both mixed mode (different levels of abstraction) and
heterogeneous (different bus interfaces) modeling, using the channels and CAFMs that meet best the
respective requirements of the system engineer. Hence, one design goal for GreenBus is to provide
better user-defined adaptability than other frameworks. The most interesting work has been done
by Kogel et al. Their generic interconnect model for simulating on-chip busses and networks-on-chip
enables architectural exploration. However, they deal with this at a very high level of abstraction only
and therefore do not support cycle-count accurate timing estimations. The CCATB models presented
by Pasricha et al., on the other hand, provide satisfying timing fidelity, but do not offer the simulation
speed required for early software development and fast architecture exploration. Moreover, they are
available for the AMBA buses only. Other research groups identified the need of generic bus models
but do not offer solutions [22, 39].
The reviews of CAFMs being used in the industry show that at higher levels of abstraction (PV)
there is industry wide cohesion, with blocking calls being used. OSCI and ST suggest the usage
of a single transport call for PV. At lower levels of abstraction nonblocking interfaces are often
preferred, but not ubiquitous. For example frameworks such as the OCP channel library offer both.
The fundamental requirement is to provide a mechanism to efficiently transmit data, and timing
information from master to slave.
The first aspect of this is how memory will be managed. The choices are to either have the master
port allocate enough memory for both the request, and response information (from the target) – this
is commonly called pass-by-pointer as recommended by CoWare and ST Microelectronics [41, 119];
or, all data can be transfered as data items and no memory allocation is necessary – this is often
referred to as pass-by-value [88, 109].
This fundamental difference at the outset of a transaction impacts the way subsequent communi-
cation is handled. TLM fabrics that deploy pass-by-pointer can then either use subsequent method
calls or simply events to indicate updates to the (shared) data structure. Fabrics that pass by value
must use method calls to pass updated values.
The second aspect is the timing of data transfers. In order to minimize the amount of re-calculation,
some bus fabrics are designed to execute on the falling edge of the clock ([42, 61]), such that all requests
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which need to be arbitrated will be present, and the arbitration only need take place once. Compelling
as this scheme at first seems, on todays multi-bus SoC’s, designers soon run out of ‘falling edges’,
and interfacing to RTL becomes very much harder. Another approach is to recalculate results when
a ‘timing violation’ is detected ([113]), which achieves high simulation speed but does not work with
CCATB and RTL models.
One of the goals of this work is to be able to support the body of existing IP, which uses the full
spectrum of ‘bus interfaces’, hence I introduce an extra requirement on GreenBus to be able to
support both blocking and nonblocking interfaces, pass-by-pointer and pass-by-value. For blocking
interfaces, GreenBus should support a PV mode of operation. For nonblocking interfaces, it should
enable both CCATB and more accurate simulation of different communication architectures.
Similarly, there are different approaches taken to the data that is transported. There are in essence
two different approaches taken to this subject. Some favour extensible data types, while others opt
for providing a defined bus fabric onto which ‘all other’ buses can be mapped. The latter approach
is typical of bus vendors, while the former is often adopted by bus users. Hence, ST’s TAC favors
extensible data types, enabling the user to transfer any data, while for example OCP predefines the
data structure (bit vectores) but offer some user definable flags.
The disadvantage of the extensible data structures is, first there can be lack of consistency between
implementations, second many data types do not lend themselves to extension. However, there are
equal disadvantages with defined busses, i.e. its extension if (and when) a bus is being used which does
not easily map onto the offered structures. In addition, from the simulation speed perspective, a pre
defined ‘common bus’ incurs a simulation overhead if modes have to be wrapped onto the predefined
structures.
The approach presented in this thesis is to fix the data structure elements, but to allow choice of
which elements to use in a channel. The intent is to mitigate the problems of inconsistent implemen-
tations while offering the user a flexible channel and CAFM development framework.
Both ARM’s AMBA and IBM’s CoreConnect offer interfaces and protocols that can deal with most
communications occuring in embedded systems. Both of these protocols map easily onto the OCP
bus fabric. The details of how they map onto GreenBus will be described in the next chapter.
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4.1 Introduction
In the last chapter, three key issues have been identified that need to be standardized to enable
systematic and efficient communication architecture design with SystemC:
1. Communication abstraction;
2. Data representation;
3. Transport mechanism.
The goal of this chapter is to develop an appropriate answer to the question how such a standard
should look like. The results have been implemented in the GreenBus TLM fabric for SystemC.
There are three basic parts to GreenBus fabric:
1. A generic protocol definition, to be used as a base for abstract channel and phase-based CAFM
development. This includes both the representation of the data that is transported across
the channel and the modeling of protocol phases and their synchronization with the SystemC
simulation time.
2. An adaptation layer which enables users to define their own bus independent API. This provides
the possibility to connect heterogeneous PEs to a GreenBus CAFM, independent of their
interfaces.
3. A communication router which is bus and user API independent. The router takes the
application-specific protocol definition and provides a well implemented fast communication
router which works at several abstraction levels.
The advantage of this approach is that it enables IP reuse, as the user API is independent of the
bus fabric, and as standards are developed (i.e. the OSCI TLM standard which is currently being
worked on [90]) GreenBus can be adapted to remain compliant with it, while user code can remain
unchanged.
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This chapter develops a list of main requirements for GreenBus. Starting with
R1 Standardization proposal. Develop methodologies and proof-of-concept how a generic
TLM fabric for SystemC should look like.
we define the following two additional goals:
R2 Ease of use. The API and components of GreenBus shall be self-explanatory and fault
safe, and it shall be easy to make use of and extend GreenBus functional abilities.
R3 Performance. The simulation performance when using GreenBus for communication
architecture exploration shall not be considerably less than with dedicated CAFMs.
Table 4.1 works out the details of R2. This table forms the wish list of user-view features which this
PhD research is dedicated to, aiming at as efficient embedded system design with TLM and SystemC
as possible. Initially, these requirements were derived from reviews of the related work. During the
developing process of GreenBus, I refined some of them in respect of experimental results and due
to feedback I got from discussions with TLM engineers in the chip industry.
The performance demand R3 can be understood in two different aspects: first, in each framework
there is a trade-off between performance and usability/flexibility, which needs to be carefully consid-
ered; second, to be successful it is extremely important for a standardization proposal that it does
not come with the price of poor performance.
Table 4.1: Detailed user-view requirements for GreenBus
Req. Description
R2.1 Support different user APIs. This is important to attain interoperability of heterogeneous IP. Any PE
shall be attachable to a GreenBus interconnect independent of its interface and protocol.
R2.2 Generic protocol for data access and transport. The low-level transport and data structures shall be
separated from the user API layer by an intermediate generic protocol layer. Thus, the bus core protocol
can be replaced while user code remains unchanged.
R2.3 Mixed-mode modeling, avoid adapters. GreenBus shall make it easy to mix PEs at different abstrac-
tions in one model. Writing model-specific communication adapters shall be rendered unnecessary.
R2.4 Enable both untimed performance and timed architecture simulation with one model. Separate
blocking and nonblocking transport interfaces shall be provided such that a PE can comprise two distinct
implementations, one for fast untimed and one for accurate timed simulation.
R2.5 Automatic memory management. All transaction related data structures shall be automatically allo-
cated and deallocated by the fabric.
R2.6 Clearness about transaction data validity and life span. There shall be no doubt when transaction data
is valid and when it is safe to read/write specific data elements.
R2.7 Clearness about abstraction. The API shall support different abstraction models for communication,
which shall be clearly distinguishable by the user and thus encourage systematic ‘abstraction modeling’.
R2.8 Clearness about communication timing. The API shall support an appropriate method for specification of
communication delays at different transaction time points (depending on abstraction) and at any location
on a transaction’s path through the system.
R2.9 Provide a simple way of constructing interconnects. The user shall be able to connect PEs via
point-to-point links, buses, and Networks-on-Chips with a simple script-like description syntax both in
the testbench (compile time) as well as using a platform configuration file.
R2.10 ‘Plug-In’ interface for different CAFMs. The user shall be able to replace the communication architecture
functional model without the need for re-compilation of the system model.
R2.11 Facilitate development of new user APIs and CAFMs. The fabric shall define a methodology that
enables straight-forward implementation of user extensions and additional simulation abilities.
R2.12 Analysis & debug. Support for communication analysis and debug shall be inherent to the GreenBus
fabric. Thereby adhere to common standards such as SCV [99].
R2.13 Interfacing to external tools. There shall be a flexible mechanism for connecting external development
tools to the fabric, such as CoWare Platform Architect [26] and ModelSim [87].
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4.3 General concepts
GreenBus is an open-source TLM fabric built on top of the SystemC-2.1 library [97]. In the following
we use the word ‘GreenBus’ both as the name for this TLM fabric and as short term for a TLM
interconnect that has been constructed with it (e.g., ‘both JPEG encoder and DDR RAM are connected
to a PLB GreenBus’ means that the two PEs ‘JPEG encoder’ and ‘DDR RAM’ are connected to
a PLB CAFM that has been constructed with the GreenBus TLM fabric). GreenBus supports
both point-to-point communication modeling with abstract channels and communication architecture
exploration with CAFMs. Point-to-point channels can be easily replaced by CAFMs, and CAFMs
can be configured to simulate different bus architectures. Any of these model modifications do not
necessitate changes to the PEs nor do they require the designer to re-compile his model. Different
communication architectures can be explored by simply making changes to a configuration file.
The PEs themselves use ‘convenience methods’ for exercising transactions. As has been seen in
chapter 3.2, the convenience interface that is chosen varies between different user companies, and
different CAFMs. Thus, GreenBus follows a layered approach that decouples the PE communication
interfaces from the GreenBus interface – which is the underlying low-level transport API, denoted
connection layer.
This has several advantages:
• PE models can be written using the most convenient IO interface API, and can remain un-
changed (even shipped as binary objects).
• PEs can be exchanged by simply changing the ‘user API to GreenBus connection layer’, which
we refer to as adaptation layer.
• The adaptation layer is efficiently managed and has no significant effect on simulation perfor-
mance.
Figure 4.1 shows a simple use case of GreenBus to illustrate this approach. Four communication
layers can be distinguished, with the two middle ones belonging to GreenBus (table 4.2). The
master port on the left-hand side provides an application-specific communication interface to the
master PE, referred to as the master user API, here the read/write methods of ST TAC. Slave
Master
TAC
Master port
TAC user API
Slave port
OCP-tl1 user API
Slave
OCP-tl1
Router
Generic protocol
Protocol
PLB
Scheduler
Fixed priority
Application
layer
Adaptation
layer
Connection
layer
Convenience 
interface
GreenBus generic
interface
Figure 4.1: Layered communication approach
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Table 4.2: Communication layers in GreenBus-based TLM models
Layer Description
Application Processing elements with dedicated interfaces and protocols.
Adaptation Master and slave ports map PE interface methods and protocols to the generic
GreenBus interface and protocol.
Connection Generic low-level data structures and transport mechanism, bus functional simu-
lation.
SystemC Basic data types, events, ports, . . .
PEs are connected to the channel by the same mechanism. A slave implements a potentially different
application-specific interface defined in the slave user API, which is implemented in the slave port.
The underlying interconnect is independent from the user APIs. User APIs can be chosen by the
model designer and can be different for each PE in the system. Several typical user APIs have been
implemented for GreenBus. For example, the OCP slave user API in figure 4.1 supports the same
interface methods than the SystemC channels provided by OCP-IP [95]. Hence, PEs that have been
designed for the Open Core Protocol can be connected to a GreenBus interconnect with this user
API.
For CAFM development, a router component is used, which is part of the GreenBus fabric1. It is
accompanied by a bus simulation engine, which is responsible for all the bus protocol arbitration and
timing estimation. The bus simulation engine comprises user-exchangeable protocol and scheduler
classes. For example, in the system presented in figure 4.1 an IBM Processor Local Bus is simulated.
The router and bus simulation components can be left out to create a simple point-to-point channel.
Then master and slave port are directly plugged together, which is the simplest use model of Green-
Bus. An example system that employs both use models of GreenBus – point-to-point channels and
CAFMs – is shown in figure 4.2.
1The GreenBus core elements are described in this chapter, the router is described in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.2: Example system model with both point-to-point channels and a CAFM based on Green-
Bus
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Note that four different port types are distinguished:
• Master ports and slave ports implement the individual user APIs for the PEs. Each PE in the
example may use another user API.
• Initiator ports and target ports provide access to router components, which implement the
generic interface and enable communication architecture functional simulation.
Master and slave ports are possessed by the PEs. They are instantiated in the PE constructors and
equip them with a generic interface to the outside world. Inside the PEs, however, the user API(s)
implemented by their master/slave port(s) is used for communication.
The connections between master and slave ports are set up in a configuration file. There, also
CAFMs can be instantiated. When a master or slave port of a PE is connected to a CAFM, an
appropriate target or initiator port is automatically created in its router. Listing 4.1 shows the
configuration file for figure 4.2.
Listing 4.1: Configuration file to set up the interconnect in fig. 4.2
1 BUS(plb , PLB , 10, SC_NS)
CONNECT(PowerPC.plb_port , PLB.target_port)
3 CONNECT(PLB.init_port , BlockRAM.port2)
CONNECT(PowerPC.bram_port , BlockRAM.port1)
5 CONNECT(myHW.bram_port , BlockRAM.port2)
4.4 Bus accurate abstraction approach
As has been pointed out in chapter 3, finding an appropriate approach to communication abstraction
is crucial to enable fast yet accurate communication architecture simulation. The here presented
approach is based on the assumption that transactions over an RTL communication architecture
model can be simulated as a sequence of protocol phases in order to get a more abstract yet accurate
enough CAFM (see 3.2.2). In the following, a protocol phase data representation and transport
mechanism for SystemC is developed with which such CAFMs for various protocols can be modeled.
4.4.1 Transactions, atoms, and quarks
We refer to the implementation approach used in GreenBus with the term transactions, atoms,
quarks (TAQ). Transactions are modeled as a sequence of so-called atoms. They are a SystemC
representation of protocol phases. An atom has two time points, atom start and atom end, and refers
to (‘carries’) a number of so-called quarks. They are a SystemC representation of the information
content of protocol phases. In a CAFM based on atoms and quarks, an atom is the smallest un-
interruptable part of a transaction that once started will complete its life cycle.
4.4.1.1 Atoms
All the bus and IO structures we have analyzed2, namely OCP [94], AMBA [5–8], CoreConnect [54–
56], WishboneTM [49], STBusTM [25], PCI Express [105], CANTM [108], and USB [127], can be
represented as containing transactions with up to just three different types of atoms: init atoms, data
atoms and finalize atoms.
• The init atom carries all the transfer qualifiers, after its completion both master and slave are
ready to exchange data.
2See appendix A for an overview of the analyzed communication architectures.
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Figure 4.3: Overlapping atoms of concurrent PLB transactions
• Data atoms are used to transfer write or read data and all accompanying qualifiers like byte
enables or error flags.
• The finalize atom finishes the transfer and can carry final responses or information needed to
release the transaction properly.
It is possible that a transaction does not use all atoms, e.g. there are buses that won’t need a
finalize atom, a simple IO interface may only use one init atom. It may furthermore be the case that
several init, data, or finalize atoms are used.
Atoms may overlap in time. Consider figure 4.3. It shows the atoms of three transactions on a
CAFM of the IBM Processor Local Bus (PLB). The first transaction, T1, is a SRMD write and starts
at time point t0. T2 is another SRMD write, issued by a second master while T1 is in the data phase.
Hence, an init atom starts in parallel to the data atom of T1. However, since the PLB can only handle
one write transaction at a time, it is dynamically delayed by the CAFM until the finalize atom of T1
has been terminated, indicating that the write bus has been deallocated. The third transaction, T3,
is a read transaction and can run in parallel to the write transactions, as the PLB provides separate
read and write buses. The dashed lines in the graph show the time points that need to be considered
by the CAFM in order to simulate the timing of these communications with CCATB accuracy. Note
that the number of time points simulated is independent from the number of clock cycles covered by
the simulation. It only depends on the number of atoms.
4.4.1.2 Quarks
A quark is nothing more than a basic data type. A fundamental principle of GreenBus is that quarks
are pre-defined. We simply suggest that for all features of a communication protocol there should be
a one-to-one mapping of feature and underlying transport type. For instance, any bus CAFM capable
of transporting byte-enable information with the data should always use the same quark to do so.
This fundamental principle is the key to providing model inter-working with the minimum cost.
The quark data types need not be exhaustive, as bus and IO features which are really unique
will always require some interpretation between IP not designed to the same interface. In this case,
inter-working will always come with some cost, hence standardizing on the types for unique features
does not help.
We can distinguish different categories of quarks required for communication architecture simula-
tion:
• Protocol quarks: they carry control flow information of the modeled protocol;
• Payload quarks: they model the data flow among the communicating PEs;
• Simulation quarks: they provide meta information which cannot be found in the RTL model
but is required for its abstract simulation, e.g. for communication analysis.
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Table 4.3: Standard quark set
Quark Description Type
Init quarks
MAddr Target address uint64
MAddrSpace Master address space uint64
MAtomicLength Length of atomic burst uint32
MBurstLength Number of data words in this burst uint32
MBurstPrecise Given burst length is precise bool
MBurstSeq Address sequence of burst GenericMBurstSeqType
MBurstSingleReq Burst uses single request / multiple data protocol bool
MCmd Master command (read, write, ...) GenericMCmdType
MConnID Master connection identifier uint32
MID Master identifier uint64
MReqLast Last request in a multiple request burst bool
MTagID Master tag identifier uint32
MTagInOrder Force tag-in-order bool
MThreadID Master thread identifier uint32
MReqInfo Extra information sent with the request uint64
TransID Unique transaction ID uint64
Data quarks
MSData Transaction data GBDataType
MDataInfo Extra information sent with the write data uint64
SDataInfo Extra information sent with the read data uint64
MSByteEn Byte enable information sent with the burst uint32
MSBytesValid Number of bytes valid in MSData Data
SResp Slave response to master command GenericSRespType
SThreadID Slave thread identifier uint32
STagID Slave tag identifier uint32
STagInOrder Force tag-in-order bool
SRespInfo Extra information sent with the response uint64
SRespLast Last response in a multiple request burst bool
Finalize quarks
Error Error identifier uint32
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Table 4.4: Mapping of PLB and AXI onto GreenBus quarks and atoms
Quark Atom AXI PLB
Init atom
MAddr AWADDR / ARADDR PLBABus
MID - PLBMID
MTagID AWID / ARID -
MBurstLength AWLEN / ARLEN Used with line reads/writes and fixed
length bursts
MBurstType AWBURST / ARBURST PLBSize, PLBrdBurst / PLBwrBurst
MByteEn AWSIZE / ARSIZE PLBBE
MCmd Fixed parameter of port PLBrNw
userQuark1 AWLOCK / ARLOCK PLBbusLock
userQuark2 AWCACHE / ARCACHE PLBtype
userQuark3 AWPROT / ARPROT PLBordered, PLBlockErr
PLBguarded, PLBcompress
X AWVALID / ARVALID PLBrequest
X AWREADY / ARREADY PLBAddrAck
userQuark4 N/A PLBreqPri
Data atom
MID - PLBMID
MTagID WID -
STagID RID -
MData WDATA / RDATA PLBrdDBus / PLBwrDBus
MByteEn WSTRB PLBBE
MSBytesValid WLAST / RLAST Inverted PLBwrBurst / PLBrdBurst
X WVALID / RVALID Write Data is always valid during burst
/ Read Data is valid with PLBrdAck
Finalize atom
MID - PLBMID
MTagID WID -
STagID RID -
X BRESP / RRESP -
X BVALID / RVALID -
X BREADY / RREADY / WREADY PLBwrComp / PLBrdComp
X - Combination of PLBBusy, PLBErr
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As an initial set, we believe that the set of types defined by OCP [94] is relatively comprehensive,
with some minor additions. Table 4.3 lists the quarks defined with GreenBus. The quarks are
loosely organized in three groups to show their typical relation to the corresponding protocol phases
and therefore to the corresponding atoms. However, this relationship is not mandatory. In several
cases it may make sense to relate an init quark to a data or finalize atom, whereas in other cases data
quarks may be used along with init atoms as well (e.g. a CAFM may allow to transfer the first data
word as part of a write transaction init atom).
It is important to note that the data types shown in the ‘Type’ column in table 4.3 are not
fixed. They are a proposal that I have used in my GreenBus reference implementation. To achieve
interoperability, however, not the data types but set and get methods for reading and writing these
data types should be standardized. As long as the syntax and the semantics of these methods do not
change, the underlying data types may differ.
In general, each signal in an RTL model can be represented by a corresponding quark. But in many
cases it also makes sense to subsume several RTL signals in a single quark, to get a more abstract
data representation. Furthermore it is important to understand that quarks are only validated at the
atom start and end time points, but not in-between. Hence, in a TAQ model value changes of an RTL
signal during the life cycle of an atom need to be considered spatially, not temporally. That is, if a
data burst is modeled with a single atom, it must carry so many data quarks as there are individual
data transfers in the RTL model during the burst. Again, the individual data word quarks also can
be subsumed in a single quark that is a vector of data words.
The quarks in table 4.3 allow for modeling the basic communication features, such as single-beat
reads/writes and burst transfers of fixed as well as variable length. To illustrate this approach with
an example, table 4.4 shows the quarks and atoms needed for IBM’s CoreConnect PLB and ARM’s
AMBA AXI. Their common transfer qualifiers are mapped onto standard quarks, uncommon features
are mapped onto so called user quarks, whose semantics are defined by the users. While for PLB, four
user quarks are required, AXI needs three. Inter-operation between PLB and AXI PEs is enabled
with the standard quarks, which are sufficient for basic communication. Transactions between PLB-
only or AXI-only PEs, however, can make use of the additional user quarks to enable special protocol
features, such as bus locking or dynamic priority. Chapter 4.8 will give a deeper discussion of this
extension mechanism.
The column entitled ‘Atom’ in table 4.4 shows a check mark for those bus signals that are already
implicitly modeled by the atom type and therefore do not require an explicit quark. For example,
the WVALID signal of AXI indicates that the master write data is valid. In a GreenBus CAFM, this
information can be modeled by starting a data atom and relating it to the corresponding MData and
further quarks. To model the WVALID signal value change no extra quark is needed, as this information
is already indicated by the start of the atom. Similarly, the acknowledge signals shown in the last
section of the table can be modeled by starting a finalize atom.
4.4.2 Abstraction level formalism
A natural outcome of considering transactions as being composed of atoms and quarks is that we can
present a formalism for TLM communication abstraction.
Explanation 8. Depending on the time and data abstraction a GreenBus channel uses to execute
communication, it implements one of the following levels of abstraction:
• Programmers view (PV): a PV model is communication with atomic transactions, i.e. each
transaction is a single atom which carries all quarks encompassed by the transaction. Exactly
two time points are modeled, transaction start and end. There are no intermediate time points
considered by a PV model, especially quark value changes are only evaluated at transaction
start and end.
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• Bus accurate (BA): with the term bus accurate I refer to models that are communication
with several atoms. That is, in a BA model transactions are composed of a sequence of atoms
and each atom carries a subset of the quarks encompassed by the transaction. For each atom,
its start and end time point are modeled, and at each of these time points, quark value changes
may be evaluated.
• Register transfer level (RTL): an RTL model is communication with atoms and clocked quarks,
i.e. in addition to transactions being composed of a sequence of atoms, quark value changes are
not only evaluated at atom start and end time points, but also at each cycle of a reference clock
signal.
Table 4.5: Abstraction / time resolution relationship
Abstraction level Time points of quark validations
PV Transaction start and end
BA Atom starts and ends
RTL Atom starts and ends, and quarks at each clock edge
Table 4.5 lists the time points of quark validations at the different levels of communication abstrac-
tion. In accordance with this, in a GreenBus simulation a PV master will always send the whole
transaction including all quarks at once and wait for it to be completed. A BA master would send
the transaction atom-wise, to keep control of protocol phase propagation and a RTL master would
also send the transaction atom-wise but in addition keep control of the quark values at each cycle of
a clock signal.
4.4.2.1 Simulation accuracy and terminology
With the implementation technique for TAQ presented in the following, SystemC channels and in
particular CAFMS can be developed using the above levels of abstractions. But the mere fact that a
CAFM is a PV, BA, or RTL model does not provide any information about its simulation accuracy.
Hence, we in addition need to examine a BA model regarding the following interesting characteristics:
• A BA model can have the property to simulate the underlying RTL model with cycle count
accurate at transaction boundaries (CCATB) timing accuracy (see 3.2.2). In terms of the Sys-
temC simulator this means that when a transaction has been started, the model will notify the
end of the transaction at the correct simulation time in the future, with reference to a given
communication clock speed. We will see that for CCATB accuracy typically only two atoms are
required.
• A CCATB accurate BA model in addition can have the property of notifying the starts and
ends of the simulated protocol phases at the correct simulation times. We refer to this timing
accuracy with the term cycle count (CC) accuracy. The experiments below will show that for
the examined buses CC accuracy is achieved by splitting the data atom into a sequence of data
atoms, each modeling the transfer of one data word (its size depends on the data bus width).
• Finally, a CC accurate BA model can have the property to be cycle accurate, thereby providing
the same timing fidelity as the simulated RTL model. To this end, in addition to atom notifica-
tions quark value changes must be notified with each cycle of a clock signal. This approach has
been examined in the first GreenBus version but was cancelled due to lack of performance.
Figure 4.4 illustrates how transactions can be built out of atoms and quarks and shows the points
of interest (depicted as arrows) at the various abstraction levels. To simplify the terminology for
describing the abstraction level and timing accuracy used by a CAFM to simulate transactions, in
this figure and in the following we use the following nomenclature:
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Figure 4.4: Simulation of RTL transactions with atoms and quarks
• PV transaction: the transaction is simulated by a PV model with PV ‘accuracy’.
• BA transaction: the transaction is simulated by a BA model with CCATB accuracy.
• CC transaction: the transaction is simulated by a BA model with CC accuracy.
4.4.2.2 Atom life cycle
Since atoms in GreenBus are the basic blocks to build CAFMs with, it is important to understand
their life cycle in the simulation. The life of an atom starts with it requesting access to the CAFM.
After tgrant the atoms is granted access to the CAFM, and after tdelivery the atom arrives at its
destination. Then some time taccept may pass until the atom is accepted by the target and finally
after tterminate this atom will be terminated and the master gets informed about this, so it knows
the transfer of this atom has been finished. Figure 4.5 shows the life cycle of such atoms, regardless
of the type of the atom.
(requested)
Initiator
(granted) (delivered)
(accepted)
(terminated)
Target
taccept
tgrant tdelivery
tterminate
CAFM
Figure 4.5: An atom’s life cycle
4.5 A data representation and transport mechanism for TAQ
In the following, a SystemC implementation technique for atoms and quarks is proposed which con-
stitutes the base of the GreenBus fabric.
4.5.1 Data representation
A straightforward approach for the data representation of atoms would be a data container encom-
passing the atom state (‘requested’, ‘granted’, etc.) and all quarks that are related to the atom.
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However, this approach has some drawbacks. First, there are several quarks for which it makes sense
to transfer them with each atom of a transaction repeatedly. A router model for instance can be kept
simple if each atom of a transaction carries the MAddr quark. It is used by the router to identify the
right atom target port. Otherwise, more complex housekeeping would be required inside the router, it
would need to store a target port ⇔ master port relation in an internal memory for each transaction.
The like is true for other quarks such as MID, MBurstLength, and so on. Thus, master and slave
would need to copy these ‘redundant’ quarks from atom to atom. A second drawback is that realizing
atoms as data containers would imply to use pass-by-value for the atom transport. Otherwise, if
using pass-by-pointer instead, each (local) state change of an atom would be immediately visible to
all (other) components involved in a transaction, so that again additional housekeeping would be
required to for instance compare the state of a previously sent atom with its state when it returns.
As a result, the quarks ‘carried’ by an atom should not be copied from initiator to target. Instead,
they should reside in the initiator and are accessed by reference. The atom state, on the other hand,
should be passed-by-value. The outcome of these considerations is to represent an atom as a
pair<TC, PHASE>.
TC is an access handle that provides an interface with which to access (set/get) the quarks of a
transaction. PHASE is a simple data structure containing an atom type identifier (‘init’, ‘data’, etc.)
and its state (‘requested’, ‘granted’, etc.). A transaction is comprised of a sequence of such pairs.
This is illustrated in figure 4.6.
Init Atom Data Atom Finalize Atom
MAddr MCmd ... Data Data ... SResp ...
Figure 4.6: GreenBus transaction3
All quarks that are related to a transaction are stored in a transaction container (TC). It can
reside in the initiator of the transaction during its whole life cycle – which is the master. All other
components involved in the transaction use access handles to get and set quark values.
While the TC always contains all quarks supported by GreenBus, in high-level models only few of
them are used. For setting up a PV transaction, it is sufficient to set the target address (MAddr), the
command (MCmd), the burst length (MBurstLength), and the transaction data (GBDataType). When
moving down in abstraction, the number of used quarks increases, such that additional protocol
properties (e.g., byte enables) are taken into account.
4.5.2 Transport mechanism
To efficiently support this approach, GreenBus must provide a low-level transport mechanism for
TCs that allows to construct a set of convenience functions at little or no cost. I propose two
orthogonal interfaces. First, to reflect the PV level requirement to pass entire transactions a single
blocking method call:
b_transact(TC);
This is in common with ST’s TAC and OSCI TLM (see 3.3). The b_transact method is blocking
and will return when the entire transaction is complete.
3Note that this illustration does not precisely reflect the actual implementation. Although it is a useful imagination
that quarks are carried by atoms, it is not always an include relation, but sometimes a true relation (one quark / two
atoms).
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Figure 4.7: Representation of a PLB transaction with atoms and quarks
Secondly, to cover all other lower levels of abstraction, GreenBus provides a single nonblocking
method call:
notify(ATOM, DELAY);
This method call takes an atom and notifies all other (interested) components in the system of the
atoms presence after the specified amount of time (DELAY) has passed. The function of this method
is similar to that of the SystemC notify method for events, but with the difference, that here also
a data payload (the atom) is delivered in combination with the event notification. Hence, I refer to
these events as payload events.
When an atom is initiated, there then may be a number of events that can be generated with
respect to the atom. If there are several hops (routers) between the atom initiator and the target,
these will be further payload events that forward the atom to the next component on its way to the
target. Furthermore, processes may be started (or resumed) to handle the atom. Finally, an atom
terminate and accept event will be generated by the target port.
In GreenBus, all events regarding to an atom life cycle can be implemented using the notify
method call shown above, independent of the direction of the data flow (master to slave or vice
versa). Thus, any communication in GreenBus comes down to the two low-level transport methods.
This simple interface allows both blocking and nonblocking user APIs to be constructed with little or
no overhead in either case.
Example 2. To illustrate how the transaction container and the transport mechanism is used in
GreenBus, figure 4.7 shows the simulation of a RTL transaction across the IBM Processor Local
Bus (PLB) with atoms and quarks4. Depending on the timing fidelity chosen for the bus simulation,
the information carried by the transaction container is sampled in different resolution. This is pointed
out at the top of fig. 4.7.
For PV accuracy it is sufficient to consider the atomic transaction, using the blocking b_transact
method. Hence, a PV PE is only able to validate all quarks at once. Note that the illustration of
4Here, a PLB fixed length burst write transfer is shown. Compare [56, pg. 91].
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the PV transaction in the figure is idealistic, as it suggests that the end time estimated by the PV
simulation correlates with the RTL model. When there are more than one transaction taking place in
parallel, this usually is not the case and the estimated time points get wrong.
For BA and CC accurate simulation, the nonblocking notify atom interface is used. Hence, BA
and CC PEs are able to validate the quarks related to an atom at once. The init atom starts when
the master PE requests access to the bus. It must refer to quarks that carry the corresponding signal
values, such as M_address (target address), M_size (burst length), and M_priority (master dynamic
priority). After a number of clock cycles, the request is granted by the bus arbiter and then accepted
by the slave, which in the RTL model is indicated by the S_addrAck signal. Now the bus is allocated
and a logical data link between the master and the slave has been set up. This is the time point when
the request atom terminates and the data atom starts. Data transfers take place without intervention
of the arbiter on the PLB until the last data word has been transferred. In the CAFM, these transfers
are simulated either with a single data atom (BA transaction) or with a sequence of data atoms
(CC transaction). After the last data word has been transferred, the finalize atom starts, indicated by
the S_complete signal in the RTL model. The bus is still allocated until the slave informs the arbiter
that it has successfully consumed the last data word by toggling the S_busy signal. Then the finalize
atom terminates.
This technique enables interoperability between PV, BA, and RTL PEs. For every timing accuracy
of the PLB model as defined in explanation 8, there is a representation with transactions, atoms, and
quarks in GreenBus. All abstraction levels use the same quarks for data transport and transaction
set up. While timed PEs in addition will use protocol-timing specific quarks, untimed PEs may just
ignore them.
The example shows that with TAQ, adapters between different abstraction levels are avoided. For
example, a user API (cp. fig. 4.1 on page 35) for a PV PE that receives a PLB BA transaction just
needs to wait for the finalize atom and then presents the whole transaction container to its PE. Note
that this works independent of the bus protocol used – any transaction that adheres to the TAQ
scheme and uses the standard quarks will be successfully received by any user API. There may be
compatibility issues if a protocol implementation requires additional user quarks for vital protocol
functions – this will be discussed in chapter 4.8.
The disadvantage of the TAQ approach is that data structure members which are timing specific
are present (but unused) in untimed models. Hence, more memory may be allocated for a transaction
than necessary. Chapter 4.10.1 presents a solution to overcome this issue with memory pooling.
4.5.3 Modeling communication delays
The low-level transport interface can be used by both PEs and interconnect components to model:
• latencies due to communication data processing, and
• communication delays due to protocol timing and bus arbitration.
Explicit wait calls in master, slave, and router processes are avoided. This has several advantages
over the approaches presented in the related work:
• Modeling efficiency: Transactions can be ‘sent out’ and received nonblocking, so that the related
processes do not ‘miss’ any (potentially important) model activity while performing communica-
tion (e.g., an interrupt request). Contrary to the nonblocking APIs in the related work, payload
events deliver the transaction data to the target in the same way than blocking method calls (as
a method parameter). This simplifies the development of user APIs to the GreenBus low-level
transport interface, because the number of variables and internal events in PEs can be reduced
and explicit state machines using several parallel SC_METHOD processes are not necessary.
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• Performance modeling: Communication data processing latencies can be easily modeled using
the payload event delay parameter. For example, a slave performance model, which ‘knows’ that
processing of a received data atom will take a certain amount of time can immediately finalize
the atom, passing the estimated processing time as payload event delay parameter. Such a slave
can suspend at the same simulation time point when it was activated.
• Avoid polling: Using payload events, PEs do not need to poll for communication activity (e.g.,
check bus state after a wait call has returned, listen for bus state change events, etc.). Also,
they do not need to copy the transaction data from the bus using a getData or similar function
call. Slaves can be modeled as fully passive models. They only get activated upon bus activity
that is related to them.
The different delays that can be modeled with the low-level transport interface are shown in fig-
ure 4.8. From the side of the master, we can define:
• master overhead: overheads prior to or during data transmission, such as a busy master, or data
shaping (packetizing, de-packetizing) in the send buffer;
• transmission delay: data transmission between master and slave. From the viewpoint of the
master, it includes the transmission delay of the interconnect as well as the slave overhead.
The interconnect (i.e. routers, CAFMs, bridges, etc.) may model the following delays:
• arbitration delay: time that passes between a master request and permission to channel access.
• transmission and congestion delay: time that passes during data transport. It depends on chan-
nel bandwidth and transaction data size, and may also include extra time due to interconnect
components such as bridges, as well as protocol-specific delays (e.g. due to burst slicing).
Finally, from the side of the slave, we can define:
• slave overhead: time that passes in the slave prior to or during data transmission, similarly to
master overhead.
• transmission delay: data transmission between master and slave. Contrary to the transmission
delay seen by the master, the transmission delay noted by the slave is shorter as it does not
include the slave overhead.
Transaction delay
Transmission delay
Transmission and 
congestion delay
Slave
overhead
Master
overhead
Arbitration
delay
Master
Interconnect
Slave Transmission delay
Overall
Transport delay
Figure 4.8: Delay model using the GreenBus low-level transport interface
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In total, there are two overall delays to a transaction:
• transport delay is the delay that emerges from the communication fabric;
• transaction delay is the total time a transaction takes.
All delays shown in figure 4.8 can be modeled using the nonblocking notify transport interface,
which results in a BA model. The overall transaction delay can also be modeled using wait with the
blocking b_transact, which results in a PV model.
4.5.4 Copy at slave
In contrast to most related frameworks, GreenBus uses pass-by-pointer instead of pass-by-value.
This means that the master is responsible for allocating the transaction container structure. This
structure must be kept ‘live’ till the end of the transaction. Nobody else need allocate anything.
This scheme allows to use a single data structure with as much timing and data ‘granularity’ as
required. The TC is passed to the slave by pointer – either using b_transact or notify. Hence, the
slave port always receives the complete TC. However, the slave is only interested in some of the data,
which may also depend on the timing point of the transaction. Thus, the slave port must copy the
corresponding data out of the TC, as this data will not be available after the transaction has finished.
We refer to this approach as copy at slave.
This approach has two advantages over pass-by-value:
• all components involved in a transaction can see all information about this transaction during
its complete lifetime. They can also attach private information to the TC which they can read
out when they see this TC again. For example, a router can annotate the target port, such that
it only needs to resolve it once for a multi-atom transaction.
• as all slave ports are forced to make a copy of important transaction data, pass-by-pointer can be
used safely in the TLM fabric. By using shared pointers5 TCs in GreenBus get automatically
deleted when they expire. The user needs not to care about memory management.
4.6 Connection layer
4.6.1 Basic port
Internally, all GreenBus ports use the low-level blocking transport and nonblocking notify meth-
ods as basic means of communication. They are implemented in the GreenBus basic port (class
basic_port, see file tlm_port.h). The higher-level master, slave, initiator, and target ports are
hierarchically constructed from this port.
The basic port contains two SystemC ports for each of the two interfaces (blocking and nonblock-
ing), an sc_port and an sc_export. The sc_ports are used to do b_transact and notify interface
method calls on another (connected) basic port. The sc_exports are used to export an implemen-
tation of the interface methods to the other basic port. Two basic ports can be connected together
using the operator ():
basic_port_a(basic_port_b);
Figure 4.9 depicts the nonblocking communication interface. On the left-hand port A, a PE calls
notify with an atom and a notification delay. As a result, a notify interface method call takes place
on the right-hand port B via the sc_port-to-sc_export connection. The notify interface method is
implemented by a special channel that processes payload events, the payload event queue (PEQ).
Its interface is exported to port A by the sc_export of port B. The advantage of having an sc_export
5See BOOST smart pointers [2].
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Figure 4.9: Nonblocking basic port communication
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Figure 4.10: Blocking TLM port communication
is that the notify implementation is separated from the basic port implementation and thus can be
easily replaced, e.g., by a PEQ with debug features.
After the notification delay has passed, the PEQ delivers the atom by calling notify in the target
PE. The receiver of the atom now may alter its state and uses the same transport mechanism to pass
it back to the source. This is indicated by the dotted arrows in figure 4.9. On its way back, the atom
passes the PEQ of port A.
Figure 4.10 shows how blocking communication over the basic port works. In contrast to the
nonblocking interface the blocking interface is untimed and therefore does not require the event
queue. The b_transact method call is immediately forwarded to the target, again using sc_port-
to-sc_export binding. Here, the sc_export exports the interface of the target module. It must
implement the b_transact method that is defined in the tlm_b_if.h). Again, this interface can be
used in both directions.
4.6.2 Payload event queue
The PEQ implements the payload_event_queue_if interface shown in listing 4.2. This interface
supports several ways of firing a payload event with a given notification delay.
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Listing 4.2: Payload event queue interface (payload event queue if)
1 template <typename PAYLOAD >
class payload_event_queue_if : public virtual sc_interface
3 {
public:
5 virtual void notify (PAYLOAD& p, double when , sc_time_unit base) =0;
virtual void notify (PAYLOAD& p, const sc_time& when) =0;
7 virtual void notify (PAYLOAD& p, const enumPeqDelay delay=YIELD) =0;
virtual void cancel_all () =0;
9 };
When notify is called, the payload event is enqueued in a time ordered list. When the given
delay has passed, the target gets notified and the payload is delivered. The notification of the target
takes place using an sc_port, to which the target must be connected. The port is bound to the
payload_event_queue_output_if interface, which defines a simple notify method that has to be
implemented by the target (listing 4.3). The method passes the payload to the target. In GreenBus,
this payload always will be an atom, i.e. pair<TC, PHASE>. The PEQ implementation can be re-used
for other tasks than bus modeling by specifying another payload data.
Listing 4.3: PEQ output interface (payload event queue output if)
1 template <typename PAYLOAD >
class payload_event_queue_output_if : public virtual sc_interface
3 {
public:
5 virtual void notify (PAYLOAD& p) =0;
};
Figure 4.11 illustrates the PEQ operation with an example. An initiator creates two payload events.
The first is created at simulation time point 10ns and is given a delay of 40ns. The second is created
at time point 20ns and is given a delay of 10ns. Thus, the second payload event is enqueued before
the first in the time ordered list, and the payload event queue first serves the second payload event
and then the first one upon the target.
Payload 
event queue
 
notify(atom1, 40, SC_NS)
notify(atom2)
t=10ns
t=30ns
notify(atom2, 10, SC_NS)t=20ns
notify(atom1)
t=50ns
atom2atom1
Initiator Target
Figure 4.11: Processing of payload events
4.6.2.1 Delay types
Similar to SystemC events (class sc_event), the PEQ notify method supports the following three
types of transport delay:
• Immediate transport: No delay is specified at all. The notify method in the target is called at
the current delta cycle.
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• Zero-time or delta transport: A zero time delay (SC_ZERO_TIME) is given. The notify method
in the target will be called in the next delta cycle.
• Timed transport: A delay time greater than zero is specified. The notify method in the target
will be called in the first delta cycle of the specified simulation time point in the future.
4.6.2.2 Immediate notifications
While there is no doubt about the semantics of zero-time and timed transport, special attention
should be paid to immediate transport. In the TLM fabrics reviewed in chapter 3.3, we find two
fundamentally different implementation techniques for immediate data transport:
1. Direct method call: This is usually found together with a blocking API. The blocking transport
primitives of OSCI-TLM, ST TAC, and OCCN do a direct interface method call in the slave.
2. Immediate event: This is typically used with nonblocking APIs. The nonblocking transport
methods of OSCI-TLM, OCP, and IBM CoreConnect trigger an immediate sc_event, which
activates a slave process in the same delta cycle.
Though aiming at the same functionality, these two approaches result in considerably different
model behaviors and transport techniques. Using direct method calls, the slave method is executed as
part of the master process. It does not return until the slave has completed processing the transaction
data. No separate (concurrent) thread is started. Hence, the payload data must be passed-by-value,
since otherwise a master would see modified data values in its memory when the slave method returns.
This is illustrated in figure 4.12a.
Using immediate event notification, however, the payload data can be passed-by-pointer. The im-
mediate event schedules the slave process to be activated after the master process has suspended.
Thus, the master can safely continue working with the transaction data after it has called the (non-
blocking) transport method, as the slave will not start modifying the data before the master process
yields. This ‘safe’ kind of immediate transport, however, is not supported by any of the blocking TLM
APIs I have reviewed. This may lead to defective models if these APIs are not used with reasonable
care.
In GreenBus, the payload event queue allows to overcome this issues in an elegant way. By using
an internal immediate sc_event notification, the PEQ enables safe immediate payload transfers
using pass-by-pointer. When notify is called without the delay parameter, the internal sc_event is
used to call the slave notify method at the end of the current delta cycle. Hence, the slave is not
activated before the master process has been terminated (or suspended, in case of an SC_THREAD).
This immediate ‘yield’ notification is illustrated in figure 4.12b.
Note that in both cases no simulation time passes. Both blocking and nonblocking user APIs can
be built with this transport mechanism, and blocking and nonblocking transport method calls can be
mixed for processing different atoms of the same transaction.
Contrary to these considerations, in special cases it may make sense to sidestep the PEQ-internal
event. In abstract models that aim at rough execution time estimations every single additional event
has an impact on the overall simulation performance. Random data may be used where data integrity
is not an issue. The payload event queue provides the special delay type IMMEDIATE to support such
models. That is, a call
notify(PAYLOAD, IMMEDIATE);
on the PEQ will result in a direct notify interface method call on the slave.
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Figure 4.12: Effects of immediate (non-delayed) data transfers
4.6.3 Hierarchical ports
The basic port enables to set up point-to-point links using the low-level transport interface. Higher-
level functionality is implemented by extended ports, which are derived from basic port using the
inheritance tree shown in figure 4.13. Table 4.6 summarizes the functionality of the several ports.
Two main port types are distinguished: initiator and target ports. Initiator ports are intended to
be used by components that actively start a transaction. They therefore are the base class for master
ports. Target ports are intended to be used by components that passively listen for transaction
requests. They therefore are the base class for slave ports.
4.6.3.1 Initiator port
The initiator port extends the basic port with functionality to create and manage transaction con-
tainers. A new TC is created by a function call:
accessHandle ah = myInitPort.createTransaction();
This function returns an access handle to a pre-initialized TC. The values of the quarks carried by
this container can be read and written using the generic access methods (see 4.7). A memory pool
is used for the construction of TCs. Before start of simulation, the pool constructs a number of TCs
and allocates memory for them. During simulation, these TCs are re-used to minimize simulation
overhead due to memory allocation and de-allocation.
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Table 4.6: GreenBus ports
Port Functionality
Basic port Low-level transport interface (blocking b_transact, nonblocking notify)
Initiator port Transaction container creation and memory management
Target port Target address space administration
Generic initiator port Generic protocol implementation for initiator access (router, adapters, other in-
terconnect components)
Generic target port Generic protocol implementation for target access (router, adapters, other inter-
connect components)
Master port User API implementation for master PE access
Slave port User API implementation for slave PE access
Basic Port
Initiator Port Target Port
Generic
Initiator Port
Generic
Target Port
Master Port
(User API)
Slave Port
(User API)
Adaptation
layer
Connection
layer
Master
(PE)
Slave
(PE)
uses uses
extends extends
extends extends
extendsextends
Application
layer
Figure 4.13: Port inheritance class diagram
Using a template parameter, initiator ports can be configured for different TC implementations.
This enables model interoperability. Each port in a heterogeneous model can be configured individ-
ually to return the right TC for ‘his’ PE when createTransaction is called.
4.6.3.2 Target port
The target port contains two configurable parameters6, base_addr and high_addr. These parameters
specify the target port address range. If a target port is connected to a router, they are used to build
the address map in the router. The parameters can be set either at runtime or using a configuration
file.
4.6.3.3 Generic initiator port and generic target port
The generic initiator port and the generic target port classes extend the initiator port and target
port classes with an implementation of the generic protocol (GP). This protocol eases TC handling
and provides convenience functions for sending and receiving atoms. It is the standard interface to
the GreenBus communication layer and is used as a base for the development of user APIs. It is
addressed in chapter 4.7.
6Configurable parameters are explained in 6.2.3.
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4.6.3.4 Generic router initiator and generic router target port
To enable multiple connections to router components, special multi-port versions of the generic ports
are available, namely generic router initiator port and generic router target port. These ports can be
connected to an arbitrary number of initiator or target ports respectively and contain a vector, which
can be used by the router to iterate through the list of connected ports.
4.6.3.5 Master and slave ports
Finally, master and slave ports form the PE interfaces to a GreenBus interconnect. Contrary to the
above described ports, which implement the standardized generic interface, master and slave ports
implement PE-specific user APIs. My GreenBus reference implementation includes user APIs for
the following interfaces:
• OSCI TLM 1.0 [109] and OSCI TLM 2.0 [90];
• OCP-tl1 and OCP-tl0 [95];
• ST TAC [119];
• SHIP and SimpleBus [69, 70, 73].
PEs designed for one of the above interfaces can be immediately connected to a GreenBus, using
the appropriate master and slave ports as a replacement for the original ports. Other user APIs can
be implemented using the design patterns presented in appendix B. An approach for automated user
API generation from IP interface descriptions is presented in [75].
4.6.3.6 Summary
Figure 4.14 illustrates the GreenBus port hierarchy.
4.6.4 Concluding remarks
In summary, the communication model implemented by the GreenBus ports contributes to the
following concepts:
Pass-by-pointer / copy at slave: All data related to a transaction resides in the master port TC. A
shared pointer to the TC is passed through the interconnect. Simulation overhead is decreased
in comparison to pass-by-value approaches.
Automatic memory management: The transaction data structures are created and managed by the
TLM fabric, not by the PEs. Thus, PE programmers do not need to take care about memory
management.
Mixed abstraction modeling: Due to the separate blocking and nonblocking transport interfaces
PEs can be developed that use a fast ‘performance mode’ when receiving PV transactions and
switch to a slower ‘accuracy mode’ to process BA and CC transactions. The source code for
both operation modes is separated.
Reduce housekeeping: Ports, routers, and other components can attach protocol simulation and other
meta information to a TC while it travels through the interconnect. When it is seen again (next
atom), the attached meta information can be re-extracted.
Ease instrumentation and analysis: As all communication uses the same standardized low-level
transport interfaces, analysis and debug features can be implemented that work independent of
the used CAFMs and user APIs.
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Figure 4.14: Master-slave communication via hierarchical GreenBus ports
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4.7 Generic protocol
While the low-level transport interface in combination with the transaction container is an efficient
base for communication modeling, it is not very convenient nor safe in use, and it does not implicitly
guarantee interoperability. If the blocking b_transact and nonblocking notify interface methods are
utilized improperly, transactions may fail or unexpected behavior may occur. For example, a master
should be prevented from starting a new transaction with a finalize atom, a slave should not send a
response without having received a request before, and certain quark values should be protected from
overwriting while an atom is in progress.
To avoid such problems and ease communication modeling, the generic ports implement a generic
protocol, which is the standard ‘user API to GreenBus’ interface. It splits up into two parts:
1. Transaction container access;
2. Atom transport.
The functionality of the GP is distributed over a set of interface methods. They are implemented
by the generic initiator port (master access methods), the generic target port (slave access methods),
and the multi-port versions of these ports (router access methods). Many problems due to wrong
API usage are avoided a priori, since masters simply do not have access to interface methods that
are intended for router and/or slave use only. Furthermore, an important advantage is that different
versions of the access methods can be implemented:
1. Generic protocol implementation for performance simulation
This implementation of the generic access methods aims at fast design space exploration. As few
runtime checks as possible are implemented and time consuming operations such as dynamic
casts and memory copies are avoided. Method inlining and pointers are used to optimize
simulation performance.
2. Generic protocol implementation for debug and analysis
This implementation of the generic access methods includes assertions, protocol rule checks,
and log and warning messages. This eases debugging and helps discover modeling errors. All
interface methods are instrumented to enable transaction recording and data introspection.
In combination with a debug tool, they can be used for interactive communication analysis
(see 6.3).
4.7.1 Transaction container access
Figure 4.15 shows a possible realization of the TC in the GP implementation. All quarks re-
lated to a transaction are stored in a single data container, the GenericTransaction. The ac-
cess methods are defined by the virtual interfaces GenericMasterAccess, GenericSlaveAccess, and
GenericRouterAccess. Their implementation resides in GenericTransaction. Using this hierarchy,
the createTransaction method in the generic initiator port can create a GenericTransaction but
return a GenericMasterAccess handle. Thus, a master has only access to the interface methods
defined in GenericMasterAccess. Similarly, the generic target port delivers a GenericSlaveAccess
upon reception of a GenericTransaction, and routers work with GenericRouterAccess handles.
The generic access methods set and get quark values. For example, the setMAddr method sets the
value of the address quark in the TC, and with getMAddr it can be read out again. While most access
methods are related to exactly one quark, others affect multiple quarks at once. Note that for the
user this does not matter as long as the expected behavior is achieved.
7This figure shows only a selection of interface methods to keep the class diagram simple. Please refer to the source
code documentation for a full list.
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GenericMasterAccess
+ setMAddr(const MAddr& : ) : void
+ setMCmd(MCmd& : ) : void
+ getSData() : GSDataType&
GenericSlaveAccess
+ setSData(GSDataType& : ) : void
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
+ getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
GenericRouterAcess
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
+ getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
GenericTransaction
- mAddr : MAddr
- mCmd : MCmd
- msData : GSDataType
- msBytesValid : MSBytesValid
+ setMAddr(const MAddr& : ) : void
+ setMCmd(const Cmd& : ) : void
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
+ getSData() : GSDataType&
+ getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
Figure 4.15: Possible implementation of the generic transaction container7
To give an example, the following code sets up the TC for a write transaction:
accessHandle ah = myInitPort.createTransaction();
th->setMAddr(0x2000); // set target address
th->setMCmd(Generic_MCMD_WR); // write command
th->setMData("Guten Morgen Braunschweig!"); // set transaction data
The result will be a single-request multiple-data burst. The code in the slave port to receive this
transaction could look like this:
switch(th->getMCmd()) {
case Generic_MCMD_WR:
processWrite(th->getMData(), th->getMBurstLength());
...
Using method overloading, several access methods with the same name are provided for different
parameter data types, e.g.:
th->setMData(uint64); // set single-beat data word
th->setMData(std::vector<byte>&); // set burst data vector
Both methods set the MData quark, thereby translating the user data types into the data type
used in the TC. In addition, they also set the MBurstLength and MBurstPrecise quarks, as this
information is implicitly passed with the method call as well.
4.7.1.1 User data
The data types supported for the read and write data of transactions differ significantly in today’s
TLM fabrics. As GreenBus aims at interoperability, it must provide a universal data type that can
be applied for both approaches. The GBDataType therefore supports two modes of operation:
• Pointer mode: A pointer (void*) to a user object is transported.
• Byte stream mode: A vector of bytes (std::vector<byte>) is transported.
The byte stream mode enables data exchange between PEs that use incompatible user data types.
The user data types are serialized into a stream of bytes in the sender and are de-serialized in the
receiver. Several overloaded setData methods are available to create a byte stream representation of
standard data types, such as char, uchar, int, uint, long, ulong, std::string, etc. With similarly
overloaded getData methods, these data types can be reconstructed again.
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Listing 4.4: Serializable interface
class gb_serializable_if {
2 public:
/// serialize this object into a byte vector
4 virtual const gs_uint32 serialize(GBDataType &data) =0;
/// reconstruct this object from a byte vector
6 virtual const gs_uint32 deserialize(GBDataType &data) =0;
/// get the serialized size of this object
8 virtual const gs_uint32 getSerialLength () =0;
};
For user data types, serialization and deserialization must be implemented by the user. A
gb_serializable_if interface is provided with GreenBus for that purpose. It is shown in list-
ing 4.4. Objects that implement this interface can be converted into a byte stream representation
and back. This is used in GreenBus to enable data exchange between PEs that use different data
representations.
4.7.2 Generic communication
Mapping user interface data structures to GreenBus quarks is necessary but not sufficient to enable
interoperation of heterogeneous PE. It ensures a common semantic understanding of the transferred
data values. The second matter to be decided is the protocol. All ports involved in a transaction need
to implement the same protocol in order to establish a transaction. In other words, the sequence of
atoms sent back and forth between master and slave ports during a transaction must follow rules for
reliable communication, with both user APIs being sure to not talk at cross-purposes.
The GP is a simple request-response protocol that enables read and write transactions of variable
length, using the following rule to build transactions out of atoms:
Init → Data∗ → Finalize
All transactions start with an init atom, followed by any number of data atoms or none, and are
terminated by a finalize atom. If there is only one data atom, it represents both data and finalize
atom at the same time. Initiator and target ports provide a number of generic transport methods to
enable straightforward communication modeling using the GP. They are listed in table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Generic protocol API
Method Description Atom type
Generic initiator port API
Request Issue read / write request Init
SendData Send read / write data Data / Finalize
AckResponse Acknowledge read data reception Data / Finalize
ErrorResponse Deny read data reception / signal error Data / Finalize
Idle Master is idle (for optional use) -
Generic target port API
AckRequest Acknowledge master request Init
ErrorRequest Deny master request / signal error Init
AckData Acknowledge write data reception Data / Finalize
ErrorData Deny write data reception / signal error Data / Finalize
Response Send read data to master Data / Finalize
Idle Slave is idle (for optional use) -
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The methods take a transaction container and an optional delay time. Each of them supports the
following kinds of invocation (here shown using the Request method as an example):
Request(transactionHandle th);
Request(transactionHandle th, const sc_time &d);
Request(transactionHandle th, double d, sc_time_unit u);
Request(transactionHandle th, enumPeqDelay d);
All generic transport methods create an atom and send it using the basic port notify method.
The optional delay value is directly passed to notify.
The generic transport methods support both nonblocking and blocking communication. The default
behavior is nonblocking. That is, the method returns immediately after issuing the appropriate atom.
Blocking behavior can be achieved by adding the suffix ‘.block’ to the method call:
myPort.Request.block(th, 20, SC_NS);
In blocking mode, the methods suspend the calling process until the corresponding reply atom
has been received. The method listens for incoming payload events on the port and compares each
received atom with the atom that has been sent out. If the TCs referred to by the two atoms are
identical, the method returns. The return value is the phase identifier of the received atom.
Each atom is accompanied by a protocol phase identifier. It is an instance of the class
GenericPhase, which provides the list of methods shown in listing 4.5.
Listing 4.5: GenericPhase methods
1 class GenericPhase // "Phases for the Generic Protocol ";
{
3 public:
/// the phases of the generic protocol
5 enum {
Idle = 0,
7 RequestValid ,RequestAccepted ,RequestError ,
DataValid , DataAccepted , DataError ,
9 ResponseValid ,ResponseAccepted , ResponseError ,
LAST_GENERIC_PHASE
11 };
13 gs_uint32 state;
15 /// methods to query the phase state
bool isRequestValid ();
17 bool isRequestAccepted ();
bool isRequestError ();
19 bool isDataValid ();
bool isDataAccepted ();
21 bool isDataError ();
bool isResponseValid ();
23 bool isResponseAccepted ();
bool isResponseError ();
25
... (constructors and further attributes) ...
27 };
The phase identifier is created with the init atom of a transaction (by calling one of the Request
methods) and is then passed as the second argument to all subsequent generic transport method calls.
With each atom of a transaction, the state of the phase identifier changes. Thus, the phase identifier
keeps track of the transaction progress. Listing 4.6 shows the code in a master to send of a write
transaction with two data atoms in a row. The phase identifier is passed back and forth between
master and slave.
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Figure 4.16: Write transaction using the generic protocol
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Listing 4.6: Method call sequence in the master for sending a write transaction with one request and
two data atoms, using the blocking GP interface
1 GenericPhase ph = myInitPort.Request.block(th);
ph = myInitPort.SendData.block(th, ph, 100, SC_NS);
3 ph = myInitPort.SendData.block(th, ph, 50, SC_NS );
The generic protocol defines how the receiver of an atom must react. It must always reply with a
response, being either an acknowledge or error signal, or a data atom. The GP for read and write
transactions is described by the activity diagrams presented in figures 4.16 and 4.17.
Transactions that adhere to the GP are called generic transactions. The GP supports both
single beat as well as SRMD and MRMD transfers. The minimum number of notify calls per generic
transaction is four, for a direct connection of two generic ports. For a successful BA write transaction,
the method call sequence is:
InitPort.Request → TargetPort.AckRequest
→ InitPort.SendData → TargetPort.AckData
For a successful BA read transaction, the method call sequence is:
InitPort.Request → TargetPort.AckRequest
→ TargetPort.Response → InitPort.AckResponse
4.8 GreenBus extensions and interoperability
A key requirement for GreenBus is flexibility. For the transaction container we therefore postulated
that it must be easy to extend. Similarly, the generic protocol must allow to add new phases. Fig-
ure 4.18 shows a typical TLM model as constructed by GreenBus users such as Intel Corp. (cp. [114]).
Three different TC implementations are used in this design: GenericTransaction, PLBTransaction,
and PCIeTransaction. The latter two implement user extensions.
Basically, adding new quarks and phases is not a big technical challenge. The designer can simply
create a new ‘MyTransaction’ class that inherits from GenericTransaction and appends user quarks.
The difficulty, however, is in the interoperability. How can a designer make sure that his extension
PCI Express
PLB
Device 1
PCIeTransaction
Device 2
GenericTransaction
PowerPC CPU
PLBTransaction
DDR RAM
PLBTransaction
PCIe
Root 
Complex
Figure 4.18: Interoperability example: mixing three transaction container types in one model
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Figure 4.19: Class PCIeLightTransaction inherits from GenericTransaction and extends it by two
new quarks
is still interoperable with other IP? Two aspects need to be considered to answer this question: the
technical details of the extension mechanism and the compatibility level required.
4.8.1 Extension mechanism
Consider listing 4.7. The code shows a stripped-down version of our PCI Express transaction container
for GreenBus (which actually is more comprehensive, see [114]). The class defines a new command
set and adds two new quarks, one for the specialized command and one for signaling a completion
status (fig. 4.19). They are accompanied by four new access methods.
PEs designed for a PCIeLightTransaction interface will use these methods along with the methods
inherited from GenericTransaction to create and perform transactions, which will work just fine as
long as all master and slave ports (and routers) involved into such transactions do this concertedly.
If, however, there are also models that use pure GenericTransaction containers instead, there are
two obvious approaches how interoperability can be achieved: using an adapter, or making use of
virtual inheritance.
The first, using an adapter, is the common approach proposed in the related work. In our
example, let’s assume that MemWrite and MemRead transactions are similar to generic reads and
writes, whereas for the other new commands introduced by PCIeLightTransaction there is no di-
rect mapping. Hence, upon reception of a PCIeLightTransaction, a proper adapter would check
the mPCIeCmd quark and, in case of a MemWrite or MemRead, create a new GenericTransaction
and set its MCmd to either Generic_MCMD_WR or Generic_MCMD_RD. The completion status would
be ignored, as there is no matchable quark in the generic transaction. The opposite direction,
GenericTransaction ⇒ PCIeLightTransaction, would function the other way around. Here, the
completion status can be calculated from the MBurstLength and MSBytesValid quarks (note that
this is only possible for memory reads and writes on the PCIe bus).
4.8.1.1 Dynamic casts using virtual inheritance
The second approach seems to be more elegant: we can utilize the C++ feature to dynamically cast
‘up’ and ‘down’ between derived class and base class to achieve interoperability. If we declare the
setters and getters in GenericTransaction ‘virtual’, the compiler will generate a virtual method table
(vtable, see [125, chapter 2.5.5]), so that a generic PE that receives a PCIeLightTransaction can
simply treat it as a GenericTransaction, thereby unconsciously using the PCIeLightTransaction
access methods thanks to the vtable. Thus, PCIeLightTransaction can overwrite the setMCmd and
getMCmd methods to set mPCIeCmd to the correct value.
No explicit adapters are required. Figure 4.20 illustrates the resulting class hierarchy. In the other
direction, PCIe PEs that receive a GenericTransaction instead of a PCIeLightTransaction can
detect this by trying a
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Listing 4.7: Transaction extension example
1 ATTRIBUTE (MMyCmd , gs_uint32 );
ATTRIBUTE (MCompletionStatus , gs_uint32 );
3
/// Enumeration for user quark mMyCmd
5 enum PCIeCmd {
NO_CMD = 0,
7 MemWrite ,
MemRead ,
9 IOWrite ,
IORead ,
11 CnfgWriteTy0 ,
CnfgWriteTy1 ,
13 Msg ,
MsgWithData ,
15 MemReadLocked
};
17
/// Enumeration for user quark mComplStatus
19 enum CompletionStatus {
NO_COMPL_STATUS ,
21 SuccessfulCompletion ,
UnsupportedRequest ,
23 ConfigurationRequestRetryStatus ,
CompleterAbort
25 };
27 class PCIeLightTransaction
: public virtual PCIeLightMasterAccess ,
29 public virtual PCIeLightTargetAccess ,
public virtual PCIeLightRouterAccess ,
31 public virtual GenericTransaction
{
33 private:
// user quarks
35 MPCIeCmd mPCIeCmd;
MComplStatus mComplStatus;
37
protected:
39 // getters and setters
inline void setMPCIeCmd(const MPCIeCmd& s) { mPCIeCmd=s; }
41 inline const MPCIeCmd& getMPCIeCmd () const { return mPCIeCmd; }
inline void setMComplStatus(const MComplStatus& s)
43 { mComplStatus=s; };
inline const MComplStatus& getMComplStatus () const
45 { return mComplStatus; }
47 // constructor
PCIeLightTransaction ()
49 : GenericTransaction (),
mMyCmd(NO_CMD),
51 mComplStatus(NO_COMPL_STATUS)
{}
53 };
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PCIeLightRouterAccess
+ getPCIeCmd() : const PCIeCmd&
PCIeLightMasterAccess
+ setPCIeCmd(const PCIeCmd& : ) : void
+ getPCIeCmd() : const PCIeCmd&
PCIeLightTransaction
- mPCIeCmd : PCIeCmd
+ setPCIeCmd(const PCIeCmd& : ) : void
+ getPCIeCmd() : const PCIeCmd&
+ setMCmd(const MCmd& : ) : void
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
GenericTransaction
- mAddr : MAddr
- mCmd : MCmd
- msData : GSDataType
- msBytesValid : MSBytesValid
+ setMAddr(const MAddr& : ) : void
+ setMCmd(const Cmd& : ) : void
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
+ getSData() : GSDataType&
+ getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
GenericMasterAccess
+ setMAddr(const MAddr& : ) : void
+ setMCmd(MCmd& : ) : void
+ getSData() : GSDataType&
GenericSlaveAccess
+ setSData(GSDataType& : ) : void
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
+ getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
PCIeLightSlaveAccess
+ getPCIeCmd() : const PCIeCmd&
GenericRouterAccess
+ getMCmd() : const MCmd&
+ getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
Figure 4.20: Transaction container extension using virtual inheritance
PCIeLightMasterAccessHandle &mah =
boost::dynamic_pointer_cast<PCIeLightTransaction>(ah);
with ah being the generic access handle received from the interconnect. If the result of the dynamic
cast is NULL, a ‘fallback mode’ for handling generic transactions can be used (the completion status
will be ignored). Note that in order to achieve full interoperability for memory reads and writes,
the setMPCIeCmd method must be extended to not only set the mPCIeLightCmd quark but also the
generic mCmd as well.
For commands other than MemWrite and MemRead the MCmd quark will contain the default value
Generic_MCMD_IDLE, which, upon reception by a generic slave, will force an error. The designer will
get informed when he constructed a situation where a PCIe device sends incompatible commands to
a generic PE. In that case an explicit adapter (i.e., a bridge) would be required.
The adapter-only approach has the advantage that the access methods of the generic transaction
need not be overwritten in the extended transaction. The disadvantages are that an appropriate
adapter must be developed for any TC extension and that these adapters slow down simulation
performance because they copy quarks from one TC into another. The dynamic cast approach
overcomes these disadvantages as no explicit data copying is required, but necessitates to include
‘compatibility code’ as we have seen with the setMCmd and setMMyCmd methods in the example.
Compelling as the dynamic cast approach first seems, the virtual inheritance introduces a ‘hidden’
impairment of simulation performance: each atom transfer requires a dynamic cast and each call
of a TC access method causes a vtable lookup at runtime. My experiments have shown that this
slows down simulation performance considerably in comparison to using a non-virtual class hierarchy.
Figure 4.21 shows normalized simulation durations for different example platforms8 with and without
usage of virtual inheritance. The performance slowdown with the dynamic cast approach is up to
50%.
8The example platforms can be found in the greenbus/examples directory of the reference implementation.
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Figure 4.21: Simulation performance comparison of different demo platforms, using virtual vs. non-
virtual transaction container class hierarchy
In conclusion, both the dynamic cast and the adapter-only approaches are not satisfying. While
the latter is too ungainly, the former necessitates too much additional ‘legacy’ code.
4.8.1.2 The static cast alternative
A solution that emerged from intensive discussion in the GreenSocs community and also in the OSCI
TLM Working Group is the static cast approach. It turns the class hierarchy upside down as shown
in figure 4.22.
The generic access classes inherit from GenericTransaction and export its protected get and set
methods with the using statement:
class GenericMasterAccess_class
: protected virtual GenericTransaction_class
{
public:
using GenericTransaction_class::setMAddr;
using GenericTransaction_class::setMBurstLength;
using GenericTransaction_class::setMSBytesValid;
...
Again, master and slave user APIs as well as routers can only use those methods that are defined
in their access classes. However, ‘upcasting’ using virtual method tables is not supported with this
approach. That is, all master, slave, and router ports in the model that encounter PCIe TCs must be
compiled with the PCIeLightTransaction type. Otherwise, generic PEs wouldn’t use the setters and
getters that are overwritten in the extended TC. So the big difference to the dynamic cast approach
is that the TC type must be defined at compile time. This might appear as a disadvantage, because
now every time a generic PE is connected to an ‘extended’ PE the designer must change the code of
the generic port so that it is compiled with the correct extended TC type. But by making use of the
C++ preprocessor, this additional effort can be completely avoided: an include file for the extended
TC simply re-declares GenericTransaction, GenericTargetAccess, etc. using the typedef feature
of C++.
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GenericTransaction
- mAddr : MAddr
- mCmd : MCmd
- msData : GSDataType
- msBytesValid : MSBytesValid
# setMAddr(const MAddr& : ) : void
# setMCmd(const MCmd& : ) : void
# getMCmd() : const MCmd&
# getSData() : GSDataType&
# getMSBytesValid() : const MSBytesValid&
PCIeLightTransaction
- mPCIeCmd : PCIeCmd
# setPCIeCmd(const PCIeCmd& : ) : void
# getPCIeCmd() : const PCIeCmd&
# setMCmd(const MCmd& : ) : void
# getMCmd() : const MCmd&
PCIeLightMasterAccess PCIeLightSlaveAccess PCIeLightRouterAccess
PCIeLightTransactionCreator
GenericTransactionCreator
GenericMasterAccess
GenericSlaveAccess
GenericRouterAccess
Figure 4.22: Transaction container extension using static cast hierarchy
With this approach, the example platform from figure 4.18 splits up into two subsystems: a PLB
and a PCIe subsystem. The top-level file of the PLB subsystem looks like this:
#include "greenbus/transport/PLB/PLB.h" // load PLB extended TC
#include "powerpc.h"
#include "ddr_ram.h"
... instantiate and connect PEs ...
And the top-level file of the PCIe subsystem looks like this:
#include "greenbus/protocol/PCIe/PCIe.h" // load PCIe extended TC
#include "pcie_device1.h"
#include "pcie_device2.h"
... instantiate and connect devices and PCIe bus ...
The two top-level files must be compiled separately. Because of the different typedefs in the PLB.h
and PCIe.h header files, each subsystem uses the right TC extensions. In particular, ‘Device 2’,
which is actually a generic PE, is compiled using PCIeLightTransaction. The overall platform is
assembled by linking the two subsystem object files together and connecting the two buses by a bridge
component. This component acts as an adapter and has the special characteristic that it deals with
both PLB and PCIe transaction containers, using the former with its PLB-side port and the latter
with its PCIe-side port.
The experimental results in figure 4.21 confirm that the static cast extension approach can give
a significant simulation performance boost over the dynamic cast variant. The effects are especially
drastic when a lot of quark accesses take place. This can be observed in the TAC and PCIe demo
platforms, which both are communication-centric; i.e., most simulation time is spend in sending and
processing transactions. An exception is the EmViD video processor model: here the processing of
video image data takes center stage (appendix C).
In conclusion, the better extension technique is the static cast approach. Though it first might
seem less elegant in comparison to the dynamic cast approach because it requires changes to the
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code, it has outstanding performance advantages and moreover its disadvantages can be hidden with
the aid of the C++ preprocessor. As a result of my experiments with both approaches GreenBus
supports both variants. The preferred mode can be chosen with the global switch USE_STATIC_CASTS
in greenbus/core/tlm.h.
4.8.1.3 Phase extensions
In addition to extending the TC, new phases can be added to the generic protocol as well. This can
be used to express protocol (sub-)states that are not explicitly covered by the generic phases, such
as for instance ‘secondary request’ in a bus with address pipelining support, such as the PLB. The
phases of the generic protocol are specified as an enum (see listing 4.5 on page 59). The last item,
LAST_GENERIC_PHASE, can be used as the starting point to add new phases:
namespace PLB {
enum {
SecondaryRequest = GenericPhase::LAST_GENERIC_PHASE,
WrPrim,
RdPrim
};
};
This code example actually shows the extended phases for our PLB implementation for GreenBus,
which is discussed in chapter 5.4.1.
4.8.2 Compatibility
User quarks of extended TCs are passed along with their generic associates from port to port through
a GreenBus interconnect. If the user APIs of two communicating ports are both aware of the
meaning of the user quarks, they can make use of them to realize special protocol features that go
beyond the capabilities of the generic protocol. Examples we have seen are special master commands
and overlapping transactions. Further examples are priority based bus access and advanced routing
schemes, such as ID based routing in a PCI interconnect.
All user APIs that adhere to the generic protocol can realize basic data exchange. This is an
important advantage of GreenBus because it enables communication among incompatible IP cores
without the need for adapters. Though this flexibility comes with the price that for each new PE
interface an appropriate user API must be constructed, this is necessary for each interface only once
and ideally has already been done by the IP provider; instead of creating up to n(n−1)2 adapters for
the connection of n heterogeneous IPs without GreenBus.
In general, we can distinguish three compatibility levels for two user APIs:
• Full compatibility: both user APIs use the generic protocol without extensions.
• Partial compatibility: one of the two user APIs requires user quarks to implement ‘special tricks’
but data exchange is still possible without them.
• No compatibility: one or both user APIs do not adhere to the generic protocol.
In the latter case, adapters are required. An interesting side effect of the GreenBus layered ap-
proach is that IP providers can encrypt their source code but still enable the connection to different
buses by supplying an appropriate user API. Such IPs can be connected to any GreenBus intercon-
nect since they ‘speak’ the generic protocol. For the designer, the protocol between IP core and user
API doesn’t matter (fig. 4.23).
On the GreenSocs website (www.greensocs.com/GreenBus) currently a data base of GP extensions
and user APIs is being established.
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Figure 4.23: Using the generic protocol as compatibility interface for encrypted IP cores
4.9 Adaptation layer
Figure 4.24 depicts the data and control flow for interface method calls to user APIs. The picture
illustrates the write method which is part of my implementation of ST’s TAC user API for Green-
Bus. The method takes three arguments: address, data, and tac_error_reason. It sends the data
to the slave at the given address and blocks until the transaction has been completed. The master
can check the value of the third argument to detect a potential transfer error.
With GreenBus, this behavior can be realized using the generic protocol: in listing 4.8, at first a
new transaction container is created and then its access methods are used to set up a write transaction.
The transaction is sent by issuing a request and a data atom consecutively. For both atoms, the
.block operator is used and the state of the reply atom is checked. If the transaction was successful,
a positive TAC status is returned to the PE. The read method can be realized in a similar way, and
when putting both methods into a class that inherits from GenericInitiatorPort, the result is a
bus accurate (BA) TAC master port for GreenBus.
This first example of a master user API implementation is quite simple. The data types passed
to the write method call are natively supported by the TC. Thus, no explicit data conversion is
required. Furthermore, no attempts to recover from error situations are made. For example, if the
port is connected to a bus CAFM, the request atom may be refused due to bus contention. A while
loop should be used to retry the request in such a case.
However, it is interesting to see that this simple implementation already supports multiple concur-
rent write method calls (as could occur in a multi-threaded master), because the .block operator is
thread-safe. Moreover, protocol rule checking and transaction recording / analysis can be activated
by simply switching to the debug version of the GreenBus generic protocol implementation.
To complete the TAC example, listing 4.9 shows the code for the TAC write command in the slave
port. The slave port implements the notify method of the PEQ output interface. Whenever an atom
arrives, the method determines the atom type and sends the appropriate replies.
4.9.1 Implementation strategies for user APIs
The TAC example illustrated the basic principles of designing user APIs for GreenBus. They map
PE interface method calls onto the generic protocol, and vice versa. Any communication that can
be mapped onto a sequence of request and response messages can be implemented this way. This
requirement is fulfilled by all protocols that have been examined in this work. Thus, the generic
protocol can be understood as a ‘base’ protocol over which other protocols can be transported. To
encourage systematic user API development using the GP, appendix B gives a number of user API
design patterns associated with state machine templates.
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Figure 4.24: Data and control flow using the generic API and the generic protocol
Listing 4.8: TAC master port user API (write method)
1 tac_status write(const uint32& address ,
const std::vector <byte >& data ,
3 tac_error_reason& error_reason)
{
5 accessHandle ah = mst_port.create_transaction ();
7 // map TAC attributes onto quarks
ah->setMCmd(Generic_MCMD_WR );
9 ah->setMAddr(address );
ah->setMData(data);
11 ah->setMSBytesValid(data.size ());
13 // send request atom
GenericPhase ph;
15 ph = PORT:: Request.block(ah);
if (ph.isRequestAccepted ()) {
17 ph = PORT:: SendData.block(ah, ph); // send data atom
}
19
// set TAC error state
21 tac_status status;
if (!ph.isDataAccepted ()) {
23 status.set_error ();
error_reason.set_reason(ph.toString ());
25 }
else
27 status.set_ok ();
return status;
29 }
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Listing 4.9: Implementation of write transactions in the TAC slave port
1 void notify(PORT::ATOM &atom) {
accessHandle ah = _getSlaveAccessHandle(atom); // get access handle
3 phase ph = _getPhase(atom); // get phase
5 // determine atom type
switch(ph.state) {
7 case GenericPhase :: RequestValid: // master sends request atom
GenericMCmdType cmd = ah ->getMCmd (); // get master command
9 if (cmd != Generic_MCMD_WR && cmd != Generic_MCMD_RD) {
ah->setSError(GenericError :: Generic_Error_AccessDenied );
11 PORT:: ErrorRequest(ah , ph); // unknown master command
}
13 else {
PORT:: AckRequest(ah, ph); // acknowledge request atom
15 if (cmd != Generic_MCMD_WR) {
// source code for other commands here ...
17 }
}
19 break;
21 case GenericPhase :: DataValid: // master sends data atom
if (cmd != Generic_MCMD_WR)
23 SC_REPORT_ERROR(name(), "Unexpected write data phase");
else {
25 // pass write data to slave
if (slave_port ->write(ah ->getMData (). getData(),
27 ah->getMAddr () - base_addr ,
ah->getMBurstLength ()) {
29 PORT:: AckData(ah , ph); // acknowledge data atom
}
31 }
break;
33
default:
35 SC_REPORT_WARNING(name(), "Unknown atom received");
}
37 }
4.10 Experiments
Starting with the first GreenBus implementation in 2005, simulation performance has been contin-
uously improved. In comparison to the results presented in [74], the current version is considerably
faster (table 4.8). Furthermore, it is safer and easier in use. In the following some selected perfor-
mance optimizations are considered. Then the simulation performance of abstract channels modeled
with GreenBus is compared to the related work. Note that the simulation accuracy and performance
of GreenBus-based CAFMs is examined in the next chapter.
Table 4.8: GreenBus CC transactions performance with OCP-tl1 user APIs: results of the first
implementation (presented in [74]) compared to the final version
Transaction Transactions per second
size undelayed Ack 5 cycle delayed Ack
GreenBus v1 GreenBus v2 GreenBus v1 GreenBus v2
64 Byte 30,120 68,593 16,340 61,072
128 Byte 18,180 39,336 8790 33,422
2 kByte 1,410 2,756 605 2,303
5 kByte 560 1,122 240 915
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4.10.1 GreenBus optimization
4.10.1.1 Transaction pooling
To minimize the overhead of transaction container creation, a memory pool is used. It contains a
number of TCs that are created at initialization and then reused throughout the simulation. Thus, fre-
quent memory allocation and deallocation for transactions is avoided, such that the number of quarks
in the TC has no impact on simulation performance (cp. 4.5). Figure 4.25 graphs the performance
benefit.
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Figure 4.25: Simulation performance for point-to-point transactions via GreenBus at BA abstraction
using different transaction container creation techniques
First, we used the object_pool of the well-known BOOST library [107], but it turned out to be
somewhat suboptimal for GreenBus because it calls the TC constructor for each transaction and
therefore re-initializes all its quarks, which is not necessary. We developed an own transaction pool
that overcomes this issue and gives some additional speed.
4.10.1.2 Payload event queue optimization
My implementation of various user APIs for GreenBus has shown that many atom transfers are
either untimed (immediate notification) or zero-timed (delta cycle notification). Hence we examined
whether the PEQ implementation can be optimized for these event types. We added extra event lists
for immediate and delta cycle events, which work independent of the timed event queue.
Experiments with a simple bus model9 show a performance increase of >20% (figure 4.26). In this
experiment, 1 mio. BA transactions of size 16 byte were send to a slave by a varying number of
masters. The medium fill level of the PEQs in the model increases with each additional master, so
this example also tests the impact of higher PEQ workload on the two implementations. It can be
seen that both variants scale similarly.
4.10.1.3 SC METHOD versus SC THREAD
The first implementation of GreenBus was mainly based on SC_THREAD processes as they are easy
to code. However, experiments revealed that SC_METHOD processes produce less simulation overhead.
SC_THREAD processes possess a separate execution context in the SystemC kernel and hence a switch
to the stored thread context is necessary each time a thread is started or resumed. The context switch
includes saving of the current processor state and recovery of the stack and processor state of the new
execution context.
9I used a simulation of the OPB with the generic router for these experiments, see chapter 5.1.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of simulation performance for 1 mio. transactions of a varying number of
masters to a slave via GreenBus at BA abstraction using different PEQ implementations
In contrast, SC_METHOD processes are executed in the simulation kernel context. They are simple
method calls.
A conversion of all SC_THREAD processes into SC_METHOD based implementations gave a performance
improvement of 21% for the CC experiment in table 4.8.
4.10.2 Simulation performance
We can measure simulation performance in different aspects:
• Transaction size: how performance scales with burst length.
• Abstraction and time model: trade-off between performance and timing fidelity of results.
• User API and protocol: how the fabric behavior change with different use models.
4.10.2.1 PV, BA, CC
We start with comparing the performance of GreenBus PV, BA, and CC point-to-point transactions.
For the PV and BA measurements a TAC master was connected to a TAC slave, using the appropriate
GreenBus user APIs. The TAC master produces burst writes of configurable size. The TAC slave
models a DDR memory block, including realistic write latencies. For the CC measurement I replaced
the TAC PEs by OCP PEs that have the same behavior but a CC accurate interface (using my
OCP-tl1 user APIs for GreenBus).
Figure 4.27 presents the results. It can be seen that simulation speed increases significantly with
abstraction. PV transactions are one order of magnitude faster than BA transactions. BA transactions
are one to two orders of magnitude faster than CC transactions, depending on the burst length. This
confirms the TLM expectations (cp. [17, 41, 112]). Although the user APIs of the PEs are mapped
onto the generic low-level protocol, the transactions can still benefit from their respective abstraction
layers.
The next experiment, shown in figure 4.28, considers the impact of communication delays. For
burst writes with a constant length (64 bytes) the acknowledge delay of the slave was varied. The
experimental results show that no dependency between acknowledge delay and performance can be
seen (variance results from operating system effects). With the payload event technique it makes no
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Figure 4.27: PV - BA - CC performance comparison of GreenBus point-to-point writes
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Figure 4.28: Impact of request acknowledge delay on GreenBus performance
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Figure 4.29: Example of BA ⇔ CC mixed-mode communication: TAC to OCP-tl1 writes
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Figure 4.31: PV performance: comparison of TAC transactions over GreenBus with TAC transac-
tions over ST’s TAC fabric
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Figure 4.32: OCP-tl1 simulation performance of GreenBus compared to the original OCP-IP chan-
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difference whether the AckRequest atom is scheduled for delivery in 10 ns, 100 ns, or 1000 ns. This
confirms the TAQ approach to be suitable for the typical communication scenarios in TLM models.
Finally, figure 4.29 shows the simulation performance of a TAC master talking to an OCP-tl1 slave.
This system has been built with the components from the previous experiments: I took the TAC
master and simply connected its user API directly to the OCP-tl1 user API of the OCP-tl1 slave.
This demonstrates the interoperability capabilities of GreenBus. The simulation performance is
better than in the OCP-tl1 ⇔ OCP-tl1 experiment (CC curve in fig. 4.27), which results from the
fact that the TAC master user API sends just one data atom for the whole write burst. The cycle-
count accurate OCP data handshake sequence is exercised between the OCP-tl1 slave user API and
the slave only. Figure 4.30 shows a message sequence chart that depicts this approach. To simplify the
diagram and point out the relevant timing points only, for the slave instead of the complex OCP-tl1
interface a more general CC accurate interface is shown.
4.10.2.2 Comparison to related frameworks
ST Microelectronics TAC
Figure 4.31 compares the performance of TAC communication over GreenBus with the original TAC
fabric from ST Microelectronics.
The experimental results highlight the advantage of using pass-by-pointer in GreenBus: the
simulation performance remains constant, independent of the burst length. ST’s TAC fabric, which
uses pass-by-value, however, provides better performance for short writes. The reason is that my
TAC user APIs for GreenBus suffer from the overhead that results from setting and interpreting
the TC quarks for each transaction.
OCP-tl1
This experiment compares the performance of OCP-tl1 communication over GreenBus with the
performance of the OCP-tl1 channels from OCP-IP [95]. The measurements show GreenBus to
almost reach the same speed than the original OCP-tl1 channel. Note that for both measurements
the same PEs were used – only the OCP-tl1 channel has been replaced with two GreenBus ports
that were directly bound together, namely the OCP-tl1 master port and the OCP-tl1 slave port.
All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core 2 CPU@2.4GHz machine with 2 GB RAM running
Gentoo Linux 2.6.
4.11 Summary and outlook
This chapter presented the TAQ approach and a SystemC fabric to support it – GreenBus. From
the survey of existing TLM frameworks (chapter 2) three main requirements for efficient TLM
communication modeling with SystemC were identified:
R1 Standardization proposal: what needs to be standardized and why;
R2 Ease of use: the approach should be intuitive, easy to use, interoperable, and error
preventive;
R3 Performance: highest simulation speed should be attained.
For R1, I suggested both data structures and interface APIs which need to be standardized in
order to make interoperation a reality. A systematic approach to abstract communication modeling
and terms for these aspects were introduced (atoms, quarks, transaction container, payload events).
Finally, a generic protocol was presented that enables interoperation among heterogeneous TLM user
APIs. Different extension mechanisms have been developed and compared for this approach.
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Table 4.9: Implementation of the user-view requirements from table 4.1 in GreenBus
Req. Description Proposed technique GreenBus
implementation
Section
R2.1 Support different user APIs Layered approach Basic ports,
generic ports,
user APIs
4.3
R2.2 Generic protocol for data access and
transport
Transaction container and generic pro-
tocol
Generic ports 4.5, 4.7
R2.3 Mixed-mode modeling, avoid adapters Decouple transport mechanism and
data representation
Basic ports,
generic ports
4.3, 4.6
R2.4 Enable both untimed performance and
timed architecture simulation with one
model
Blocking and nonblocking low-level
transport
Basic ports 4.6
R2.5 Automatic memory management Transaction pooling, shared pointer Initiator port 4.6.3.1,
4.10.1
R2.6 Clearness about transaction data valid-
ity and life span
Atom life span, generic protocol Generic ports 4.5, 4.7
R2.7 Clearness about abstraction TAQ abstraction formalism Basic ports 4.4.1,
4.6.1
R2.8 Clearness about communication timing Nonblocking transport interface Payload event
queue
4.6.2
My GreenBus reference implementation for SystemC implements all these techniques and provides
both good performance (R3) and an easy-to-use interface (R2). The experiments and comparison to
related frameworks show that GreenBus performance does not suffer from the layered approach.
Table 4.9 summarizes the GreenBus features in relation to the R2 requirements from the beginning
of this chapter.
The key advantages of GreenBus are:
1. clear distinction of standards from user code;
2. user and low level API are separated, and the low level API follows efficient user level convenience
functions;
3. formalism for abstraction levels;
4. a simple ‘bus accurate’ level router can be used efficiently for communication architecture ex-
ploration. This presents the possibility of automatically generating virtual system prototypes
from a description of the architecture features, using heterogeneous IP with different interfaces
and abstractions.
The latter will be explored in the following chapters, which also will address the remaining R2
requirements (R2.9 to R2.13).
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5.1 A router architecture for GreenBus
While the generic protocol in combination with user APIs enables interoperability of PEs with het-
erogeneous interfaces, the generic router is that part of GreenBus that is the principle part of any
CAFM, the router and arbitration mechanism itself. Again, the approach I have taken keeps as much
of the fabric re-usable as possible. The actual communication architecture simulation subsystem splits
up into three pieces: the generic router, a bus protocol class, and a scheduler class. This architecture
is shown in figure 5.1. The three components are interconnected by port-to-interface binding. The
router is the generic part, that can be reused without change for any bus. In contrast the bus protocol
class contains all the bus specific information. So the router in connection with an PLB bus protocol
class forms an PLB bus functional model. In connection with a PCIe bus protocol class it forms
a PCIe bus functional model. This decoupling of routing, which is common to all buses and bus
behavior, which is very specific, is possible with the help of the previously described atom concept.
From my review of buses, the most important requirements for bus functional simulation are:
1. Support multiple simultaneous, outstanding and active transactions;
2. Support and profit from transaction’s phase structures;
3. Support fixed and dynamic delays;
4. Events must mark rising signal edges to enable wrapping onto RTL;
5. Support clocked and combinatorial arbitration.
The router conforms to the GreenBus architecture, implementing the two transport methods
of its target port, blocking and nonblocking, at the BA level of abstraction. The blocking method
(b_transact(TC)) takes a TC and transfers it as a whole to the targeted slave. This method is used
for PV transactions. The nonblocking interface method puts atoms into the router (notify(ATOM))
and the protocol class will forward the atom to the targeted slave either immediately or delayed, in
accordance with the implemented protocol and arbitration scheme. On their way back from the slave
to the master, atoms again are passed through the protocol class.
5.1.1 Address map
The router uses the special multi-ports from section 4.6.3.4 to which an arbitrary number of masters
and slaves can be connected. Masters are connected to the GenericRouterTargetPort and slaves to
the GenericRouterInitiatorPort respectively. Before simulation starts an address map is generated
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Figure 5.1: Bus functional simulation subsystem
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for the connected slaves. For each slave this map contains its address range and given an address, it
can decode the port index number of the GenericRouterInitiatorPort to which the targeted slave
is connected.
With the GreenBus reference implementation the following address maps are provided:
• simple address map: it supports one single contiguous address range per slave using the
base_addr and high_addr target port parameters (cp. 4.6.3.2);
• PCIe address map: additionally enables ID-based routing such as used in PCI Express inter-
connects (see 5.4.2).
5.1.2 PV bypass mode
If a master uses the blocking b_transact, the router will do a decode(ah->getMAddr()) call to the
address map and then will call the blocking b_transact of the targeted slave. The protocol class is
bypassed for PV transactions, which makes them very fast as the only simulation overhead generated
by the router is for address decoding. The only place where a delay can be applied is in the slave.
Figure 5.2 illustrates this behavior.
returnreturn
RouterUserAPI SlaveMaster UserAPI
     send
transaction
     send
transaction
b_transactb_transact
∆ Slave
Figure 5.2: Transaction between a PV master and a PV slave over the generic router
5.1.3 BA/CC mode
If the master uses the nonblocking transport, the router’s main task is to receive atoms from master
ports and to deliver them to the targeted slave ports. Thereby the router must apply all the delays
introduced in section 4.4.2.2. This has to be done in a generic manner, so that the router can be used
for every conceivable bus. To this end, every time an atom is received from a master or a slave, the
router does a callback into the bus protocol class, which is responsible for calculating and applying
the delay.
Bus protocol classes must implement the GenericProtocol_if in order to support this mech-
anism. For atoms that arrive at the GenericRouterTargetPort of the router it calls the proto-
col’s registerMasterAccess method. For atoms arriving at the GenericRouterInitiatorPort the
registerSlaveAccess method is called. The router then suspends and waits for one of the following
activities:
• A new atom arrives at one of the multi ports;
• The protocol class triggers processMasterAccess or processSlaveAccess.
The latter are SC_METHODs that can be made sensitive to protocol class internal events. For each
received atom, the protocol class calculates its delay and schedules its processing for the future.
This is indicated by an event, which executes the router’s processMasterAccess (for master atoms)
or processSaveAccess method. In the reference implementation, these methods do nothing but
calling the protocol’s methods of the same name. However, they are there to enable user exten-
sions to the router’s atom processing functionality. After the protocol’s processMasterAccess or
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processSlaveAccess method has been called, it’s up to the protocol class to handle the pending
atom(s) and eventually pass them to the targeted receiver. The protocol class makes use of the
decodeAddress, getInitPort, and getTargetPort methods with which all essential router elements
(address map, target port, and initiator port) can be accessed through the GenericRouter_if.
Figure 5.3 illustrates BA ⇔ BA transactions over this architecture. Mixed-mode transactions
between PV and BA PEs is inherently supported because the mapping of abstract transaction onto
less abstract transactions and vice versa is done in the user APIs, not in the router. Figure 5.4
exemplifies this for PV ⇔ CC transactions.
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Figure 5.3: Transaction between a CCATB accurate master and a CCATB accurate slave over the
generic router
5.2 Scheduling and arbitration
When multiple masters are connected to the router, there can be simultaneously incoming request
atoms competing for access to the bus. To solve such conflicts, a scheduler is used that is attached to
the protocol class via the GenericScheduler_if interface. For each request atom, the protocol class
does an enqueue(ATOM) call to pass the atom to the scheduler, which inserts it into a request queue.
Different arbitration policies can be implemented with this approach by simply changing the sort key
for this queue. For example, a fixed priority scheduler would use the connection order of the masters
as sort criterion, whereas a dynamic priority scheduler would consider the value of a priority quark
in the TC.
The schedulers provided with the reference implementation of GreenBus use the C++ standard
template library (STL) multiset as atom queue:
typedef std::multiset<ATOM, atomCmp> atomSet;
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Figure 5.4: Mixed-mode transaction between a PV master and a CC accurate slave over the generic
router
Listing 5.1: Comparison class implementation for a fixed priority scheduler
1 template <class T>
class fixedPrioritySchedulerCmp {
3 public:
fixedPrioritySchedulerCmp(std::map <gs_uint32 , gs_uint32 > *mstMap)
5 : m_pMstMap(mstMap)
{}
7
bool operator () (const T& x, const T& y) {
9 GenericRouterAccess& t1 = x.first ->getRouterAccess ();
GenericRouterAccess& t2 = y.first ->getRouterAccess ();
11
// compare master connection order
13 return (* m_pMstMap )[t1.getMID ()] <(* m_pMstMap )[t2.getMID ()];
}
15
protected:
17 std::map <gs_uint32 , gs_uint32 > * m_pMstMap;
};
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The sort key is implemented by the atomCmp class that is passed to the multiset as template
parameter. Thus, it can be easily exchanged while the code for the scheduler itself is reused. Listing 5.1
shows the atomCmp class for a fixed priority scheduler1. A ‘master map’ is used that returns the port
index for a given master ID. This map is created by the protocol class before start of simulation.
When a new atom is inserted into the scheduler queue, the compare function reads the master ID
and determines the position in the queue by evaluating the corresponding master port index.
In order to discover which request atom can be granted the protocol class calls dequeue on the
scheduler. For cycled arbitration, this will be done with the rising edge of a simulated clock. This can
be realized quite easily by scheduling an internal event for the duration of one clock cycle after the
first request atom has been received. This technique is considerably faster than using an sc_clock
(as e.g. can be seen in the OSSS framework [42] and in IBM’s CoreConnect channels [57]), because
the rising edge event is only fired when arbitration actually takes place. Again, this advantage arises
from the atom-based simulation approach.
Combinatorial arbitration, however, is another story. Many bus fabrics for SystemC do not support
combinatorial arbitration at all (e.g., [25, 42, 57, 78, 116, 119]). One reason is that in a transaction
level model, concurrent requests that are issued from different masters at the same time point may
arrive at different delta cycles (cp. explanation 1). Often this is caused by sc_signal chains that
occur in module hierarchies: a submodule forwards a signal to its parent module using an sc_signal
and the parent module performs a bus access upon activity of this signal. The sc_signal delays the
delivery of the value change by one delta cycle. Thus, the bus access will take place one delta cycle
later than the bus access of the competing modules.
Figure 5.5: Combinatorial arbitration in RTL and TLM models
Figure 5.5 exemplifies this behavior with three masters trying to access a combinatorial arbitrated
OPB concurrently: the requests are issued at the same time point but in different delta cycles.
In a RTL simulation (fig. 5.5a) this is not a problem: the grant signals get re-evaluated with every
change of one of the request signals and thus indeed produce false intermediate results, but also
the combinatorial logic of the three master models will be re-calculated in each delta cycle, such
that eventually the simulation produces a correct result (at the end of the simulation time point).
However, as is known this slows down simulation performance.
In a TLM model the arbiter therefore should generate only exactly one grant event per simulation
time point. This would avoid simulation overhead due to re-arbitration. This ideal behavior is shown
in figure 5.5c. TLM fabrics that do not care about delta cycle skew, however, will produce a behavior
similar to figure 5.5b, which – if not properly considered by the model developer – may lead to
unexpected model behavior and false simulation results.
1The fixed priority scheduler and a dynamic priority scheduler are part of the GreenBus reference implementation.
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Implementation of the behavior from fig. 5.5c is everything but trivial. The root of the problem is
that the bus functional model cannot know if a request is the last request at the current simulation time
point or if further requests will arrive. Hence an algorithm is required that assures to not announce the
arbitration decision before the very last request has arrived. Several approaches have been proposed
to solve this problem but they all entail drawbacks either for the designer (higher modeling effort) or
according simulation performance. [47] provides a survey of the existing techniques and in this paper
we also propose a new approach based on synchronization layers. In comparison with the already
existing solutions this novel approach shows excellent performance while avoiding their disadvantages.
5.3 Protocol simulation
To the generic router different protocol classes can be attached to simulate different protocols. The
framework allows to do such replacements without recompilation, so that the exploration process can
be automated, e.g. by using a shell script.
Each protocol class contains a state machine that reacts on atom arrivals and processes them
in accordance with the simulated communication protocol. It thereby makes use of the attached
scheduler class. Figure 5.6 shows the state machine for a simple bus protocol that allows for one read
or write transaction at a time.
The state machine starts with the wait for activity state. Upon arrival of an atom from a
master, the protocol’s registerMasterAccess method is called. It checks the atom phase and
if it is a request atom it calls the scheduler’s enqueue method and schedules the start of the
processMasterAccess method for the next clock cycle:
processMasterAccessEvent.notify(m_clkPeriod);
The protocol class now again waits for activity. Further master requests may be enqueued until the
processMasterAccessEvent fires. Then the protocol’s processMasterAccess method is invoked,
which gets the top-most pending request from the scheduler and passes it to the targeted slave.
When the slave acknowledges the request, registerSlaveAccess is called and the AckRequest is
passed to the master. The bus state changes from ‘idle’ to ‘busy’ and now it is ready to transport
data atoms from master to slave (for a write) or response atoms from slave to master (for a read).
In this ‘data phase’ the protocol’s sole job is to hand over the atoms among master and slave, thus
representing a ‘virtual’ point-to-point link. The protocol class monitors the traffic and eventually
detects the finalize atom. The bus state then changes back to ‘idle’, thereby again notifying the
processMasterAccessEvent to process the next request atom in the scheduler’s queue, if any.
To summarize this, the call back processMasterAccess is used to determine tdeliver from fig. 4.5
(page 43), while registerMasterAccess and the external bus specific scheduler class determine the
arbitration scheme and tgrant. Similarly, tterminate is determined by the registerSlaveAccess and
processSlaveAccess methods (the latter not being used in the above protocol example). It is
important to notice that taccept is not bus but slave dependent because the acception is triggered
by the slave. The GreenBus architecture enables the slave to immediately accept incoming atoms
without calling wait but nonetheless applying a taccept deferral using the payload event delayed
notification mechanism (cp. 4.5.3).
All communication delays can be modeled either fixed or to be dynamically dependent on the trans-
action. For example, a priority quark can be used to influence the scheduler’s arbitration decision.
Similarly, taccept typically will depend on the transaction burst length. Finally, configurable parame-
ters (6.2) can be used in the protocol and scheduler classes to modify communication parameters and
thus explore the effects of changes to critical architecture properties.
The protocol depicted by figure 5.6 actually is similar to the IBM CoreConnect OPB protocol with
cycled arbitration. Only two callbacks into the protocol class and one into the scheduler class are
made per request atom, and only one callback is required for all other atoms. No explicit wait calls
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are made at all. Simulation of an OPB locked back-to-back write burst transfer2 using the SRMD
design pattern from appendix B at BA abstraction therefore only requires
3 (Request) + 1 (AckRequest) + 1 (SendData) + 1 (AckData) = 6
SC_METHOD call backs and scheduling of one additional sc_event. The resulting simulation output is
a bus accurate representation of the OPB communication behavior in terms of protocol timing and
arbitration.
Switching from BA to CC transactions does not necessitate any changes to the bus protocol or
scheduler classes. Once the request has been granted the rest of the transaction is under control of
the master and slave user APIs.
In conclusion, this communication architecture simulation concept contributes to the requirements
given on page 81 by making use of the atom concept (requirement 2), by handling multiple atoms
at once (requirement 1), by supporting both fixed and dynamic delay action (requirement 3), by
triggering events at the positive edge of a signal (requirement 4) and by supporting an efficient
mechanism for combinatorial arbitration (requirement 5).
5.3.1 Mapping protocols onto atoms
The above presented mapping of the OPB protocol onto GreenBus atoms is straightforward, as the
OPB can only handle one transaction at the same time. More complex bus protocols, such as used
by PLB and AXI, require a deeper understanding of their various (parallel) operations in order to
derive an adequate abstraction of their RTL signal onto atoms. Our experiments with different buses
have shown the following approach to deliver satisfying results:
• Consider the arbitration signals of the bus (i.e. those signals that are connected to the arbiter):
which conditions must be met in order to successfully gain bus access? From these the extent
of the ‘request phases’ supported by the protocol are derived.
• Consider the transfer qualifier signals of the bus (i.e. those signals that control the data flow):
which conditions must be met in order to read/write data words? From these the extent of the
‘data phases’ supported by the protocol are derived.
• Reconsider the arbitration signals of the bus: which signals determine whether a transaction is
terminated? From these the extent of the ‘acknowledge phases’ supported by the protocol are
derived.
To verify the quality of a mapping, a waveform signal trace can be generated with GreenBus
for different test scenarios (regression test suites are provided for most buses). A comparison with
the output of a cycle accurate model of the bus reveals timing errors. More sophisticated testing
approaches may include formal verification techniques, but these are out of the scope of this thesis.
If a protocol specification is available as a formal definition (e.g., state machines), this might present
the possibility to automatically translate it into a BA CAFM. However, for this to work additional
annotations in the formal model would be required with which the adequate protocol phases can be
identified. Again, this is out of the scope of this thesis.
5.4 Experiments
5.4.1 Processor Local Bus (PLB)
This chapter evaluates the capabilities of the bus functional simulation subsystem using the PLB
as example. In comparison to the OPB, a protocol class for the PLB must support the following
additional features:
2Compare [55, pg. 44].
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1. Dynamic priority based arbitration: a master can set its bus access priority for each request
individually.
2. Overlapping of read and write transfers: the PLB architecture has two distinct data buses that
enable concurrent reads and writes.
3. Address pipelining: a master request can be granted as a ‘secondary request’ while the bus is
still busy, thus avoiding the one-cycle arbitration delay for the secondary request.
The first requirement can be met by adding a new mPrio quark to the transaction container (see 4.8)
and creating a new scheduler that can handle dynamic priorities based on this quark.
The second requirement affects the state machine implementation in the PLB protocol class. We
can use the OPB state machine from figure 5.6 as a base and extend the control flow so that if there
is a pending request atom in the scheduler queue and it can be processed in parallel to an already
running transaction, this atom is granted immediately.
For the third requirement we introduce the three new phases that have already been shown on
page 68: SecondaryRequest, WrPrim, and RdPrim. With these the protocol can announce secondary
requests (that are on hold) to the slave as well as their promotion to primary. A PLB slave can use
this information to prepare its reply to a request while the request is still on hold.
The PLB implementation encompasses 730 lines of code, whereas the OPB protocol class gets
by with 300 lines of code. This highlights the complexity of the PLB but also shows the modeling
efficiency of the GreenBus approach. For example, only the header files3 of IBM’s PLB models for
SystemC already have more than 500 lines, not counting the comments.
5.4.1.1 Simulation accuracy
To evaluate the quality of the PLB simulation with GreenBus I have compared the simulation results
with both IBM’s simulation framework for SystemC [57] and VHDL models from Xilinx [132]. The
experimental set ups are shown in figure 5.7. A producer (master) and a consumer (slave) component
have been modeled both in SystemC and in Verilog. The SystemC models do either PV, BA, or
CC transactions and can be connected both to a GreenBus PLB bus functional model or to IBM’s
SystemC model of the PLB (the latter only supports CC accurate operation). The Verilog components
are at the RTL level and use a pin and cycle accurate interface. They are fully synthesizable (using
a hardware synthesis tool such as Xilinx XST [135]) and have been connected to the VHDL PLB
model, which is part of Xilinx Embedded Development Kit (EDK [136]).
In the test set up, the two masters are continuously performing read and write bursts on the two
slaves. The generated bus load can be controlled by the burst length and by wait times between
the transactions. The test exhausts all the special PLB features such as overlapping read and write
transactions, dynamic priority arbitration, as well as address pipelining. I have used two techniques
to evaluate the simulation results:
• Compare the simulated execution time of the three test set ups after a pre-defined number of
read and write transactions have been performed.
• Verify the simulation output of the GreenBus based simulation by generating a waveform trace
and comparing it with the RTL waveform output.
The comparison of the simulated execution time revealed some minor protocol timing bugs in the
PLB implementation for GreenBus which were quickly identified and fixed using the waveform trace.
The simulation with GreenBus then produced exactly the same waveforms as the RTL simulation (of
course only in terms of the signal value changes that are considered by the atoms in the GreenBus
model), and the simulated model execution time was concordant with the results I got from the IBM
3The IBM PLB models for SystemC are distributed as a pre-compiled library.
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Figure 5.7: Evaluation of GreenBus / PLB simulation quality
and the RTL models. Figure 5.8 shows a waveform output of the GreenBus simulation, which can
be created with GreenControl(see 6.2). Both masters continuously perform write bursts. The two
markers at 2080 ns and thereafter enframe one transaction of master M1 to slave S1. It can be seen
that the write request at first is accepted as a secondary request and then promoted to primary after
the running transaction of M2 to S2 has terminated.
Figure 5.8: Waveform output of the GreenBus PLB bus functional model at CC abstraction
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Figure 5.9: GreenBus PLB simulation performance relative to Xilinx RTL bus functional model
performance
5.4.1.2 Simulation performance
To examine the performance characteristics of communication architecture simulation with the generic
router I compared the execution times for a simulation of 1 mio. PV, BA, and CC transactions
respectively with the execution time of the RTL simulation, using the test bench from figure 5.7.
For all four tests I set the communication parameters to the same values (producing a bus load
close to 100%) and any graphical and textual outputs have been suppressed. While the PV, BA, and
CC transactions have been performed with SystemC 2.2 using the static cast variant of GreenBus
(4.8), for the simulation of the RTL model (VHDL model of PLB provided by Xilinx) the industry
standard tool ModelSim 6.2 [87] was used.
Comparison of the different abstractions
It can be seen from figure 5.9 that the simulation speed increases with abstraction right similar as in
the point-to-point experiment in chapter 4.10.2. In fact, there is nearly no difference; the overhead of
the PLB simulation is insignificant. This confirms the TAQ approach to be an appropriate approach
to bus functional simulation.
Comparison with the related work
To evaluate my PLB model in terms of the performance one can expect from dedicated bus functional
models, I compared it to the work done by Schirner and Doemer from UC Irvine. In [112], the authors
discuss hand-optimized TLM models for the AMBA bus family and present performance results for
512 byte transfers.
Table 5.1: GreenBus PLB simulation performance of 512 byte writes relative to RTL, in comparison
to the performance of AMBA models from Schirner et al. [112]
Model PV BA CC RTL
GreenBus PLB 2442 233 13 1
UC Irvine AMBA 6802 78 - 1
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Table 5.1 shows that the performance of GreenBus and the performance provided by the AMBA
models from Schirner et al. are in the same order of magnitude for the different abstractions. So we
can say that concerning abstraction TAQ seems to work just fine. Note that the slower PV speed
comes from the additional wrapping overhead in the user APIs which is not present in the dedicated
AMBA models.
To evaluate GreenBus performance in respect of absolute numbers consider figure 5.10. It shows
the results I got from experiments with GreenBus, IBM’s PLB models, and the Xilinx VHDL model,
respectively. According to my expectations, the performance of IBM’s TLM model exceeds that of
the VHDL simulation in the same order of magnitude than GreenBus.
The measurements also show that GreenBus running CC transactions scales very similar to IBM’s
model in terms of burst length. However, GreenBus is about 4 times faster than the IBM model.
As the source code of the latter is not available, the reasons are unclear.
The diagram also shows CCATB and PV performance I measured with GreenBus (these abstrac-
tions are not supported by IBM’s model). While the CCATB simulation reaches 250 thousand PLB
transactions per second, at PV simulation speed increases to 2.7 mio. PLB transactions per second.
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Impact of bus workload
A further experimental result is shown in figure 5.11. For this experiment 10 BA masters and 10
BA slaves have been connected to a GreenBus router that simulates the PLB. The masters’ task
was to ‘pollute’ the bus by randomly sending 2 mio. write transactions of 1024 to the slaves. The
experiment was carried out several times and for each collection of data the bus workload was increased
by reducing the latency periods between transactions. The graph shows that GreenBus simulation
overhead isn’t strongly affected by increased bus load. Surprisingly, for bus loads greater than 85% a
slight performance increase of 10% can be seen. This results from less events scheduled at high bus
contention, because there more often already is a pending request in the queue which can immediately
be processed after the preceding transaction has been finalized. The number of payload events for
the transactions themselves, however, does not change.
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Figure 5.11: GreenBus PLB simulation performance in dependence of bus load
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Figure 5.12: GreenBus PLB simulation performance in dependence of PE number
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Finally, figure 5.12 shows the PLB simulation performance in dependence of the number of masters
accessing (and being connected to) the bus. For each measurement a total of 1 mio. transactions
has been send, with each master doing 1,000,000#mst BA writes of 16 byte, interrupted by random delays
to keep the overall bus load under 20%. Again, the results confirm the expectation: GreenBus
scales very well (note the logarithmic scale), as from the GreenBus architecture point of view there
is no reason why the number of components connected to the router should affect its simulation
overhead. However, a slight performance drop down can be seen in the measurements, which results
from increasing context switch overhead in the SystemC simulation kernel.
Note that all these experiments where constructed such that only the computation time spend in
the GreenBus CAFMs is measured, including router, bus protocol class, scheduler, all ports, and
the user APIs. That is, the shown experimental results do not involve any (potential) simulation
overhead that would be produced when using ‘real’ PEs. The experimental PEs do not consume
any simulation time during transactions but the computation time needed for running through the
protocol with the master and slave ports (i.e., interacting with the user APIs). The data transferred
is random data and simply seeps away in the receiver, without doing any memory copies or the like.
5.4.2 PCI Express
In contrast to PLB, which has been designed for on-chip communication, PCI Express (PCIe) is a
bus architecture for connecting multiple chips on a board. The PCIe standard [105] has been derived
from PCI but in contrast, PCIe connections are always point-to-point. Figure 5.13 shows an example
PCIe system.
In a research project funded by Intel Corp., Phoenix, we used GreenBus as a base to develop a
complete PCIe transaction-layer modeling framework for SystemC [114]. This work was particularly
interesting in terms of two aspects:
• the PCIe standard defines an extremely versatile protocol and therefore its implementation for
GreenBus required extensive utilization of the extension mechanism (4.8);
• the ultimate goal was to take advantage of GreenBus mixed-mode and interoperability features
while at the same time highest simulation performance should be achieved.
The latter is particularly important for PV models: their intended use case is to enable device
driver and firmware developers to efficiently develop, test and debug their code. Hence, simulation
performance must be fast enough to boot an operation system (Windows, Linux) on the SystemC
models.
The implementation of the whole PCIe modeling kit with GreenBus took one person three months,
including complete familiarization with both GreenBus and the PCIe and PCI specification. The kit
boasts a performance of 5.1 mio. transactions/sec for PV memory reads/writes over the PCIeRouter,
which is quite satisfying in consideration of the overhead due to mapping PCIe onto the GreenBus
generic protocol.
Figure 5.14 shows the PV performance of PCIe transactions in terms of GByte/sec via a PCIe
switch. An average throughput of 7 GByte/s is reached on a 2.4 GHz Intel Core-2 linux PC. Note
that only in the slave a memory copy takes place (copy-on-write, see 4.6.4). In conclusion, this project
was a good test for the GreenBus extension mechanism and the results show that compatibility of
PCIe to the generic protocol can be achieved without significantly affecting simulation performance.
5.4.3 Network-on-Chip
In a research cooperation with GreenSocs and Texas Instruments the NoC simulation capabilities of
GreenBus have been examined and the outcome is a modeling that particularly addresses NoCs
based on the Open Core Protocol. Two contributions have been made:
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Figure 5.14: PV transaction performance (write bursts over a PCIe switch)
• A generic NoC switch based on the generic router;
• A NoC-enabled OCP transaction container.
An important result of this project is the observation that the data passed among PEs and NoC
routers can be classified into four different categories, namely end to end invariant, point to point
invariant, point to point changeable, and local data. For example, the command and the data
of a transaction is end-to-end invariant, which means that it is not changed by the intermediate
components while it ‘travels’ through the NoC. Other quarks, which are initially set by the master,
however, may also be set by other communication components. For example, a bridge may overwrite
the address quark due to address translation. When the transaction returns, it must recover the
original value of this point-to-point invariant data. Our NoC transaction container implementation
enables modeling of such behavior by providing special stacked quarks. With these, the original
address quark value will be automatically recovered when the transaction returns to the initiator.
This helps to reduce the housekeeping effort in routers and bridges. In [46] and [16] a detailed
discussion of this approach is provided.
Figure 5.15 shows how the simulation performance in an OCP-based NoC modeled with our frame-
work scales with the number of NoC switches on a transaction path. The diagram shows the results
for test models where communication delays were applied at different locations in the system. The
performance has been compared to a similar test fixture using the original OCP channels instead of
GreenBus. Unsurprisingly, the version with no delays is the fastest one, because the atoms can be
immediately delivered by the payload event queues. If there are delays in both directions the speed
up is reduced due to additional event scheduling. GreenBus in all cases is faster and the source
code for the NoC switches is simpler (less than half number of lines of code) than the code for the
switches that use the original OCP channels, thanks to the ‘data life span aware’ quarks.
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Figure 5.15: Write burst simulation performance of an OCP NoC model depending on number of hops
(length of transaction path in terms of NoC switches)
5.5 Discussion of GreenBus CAFM accuracy
GreenBus is intended to simulate buses (and similar communication links) at a ‘logical’ level. It
does not consider electrical information. Instead, the simulation accuracy can be measured in terms
of signals, clock cycles, and high and low levels. However, in contrast to RTL bus functional models,
a GreenBus CAFM does not have an exact internal representation of those signals. In their place,
atoms and quarks are used as abstract representatives. The transaction container provides information
about the current and all previous states of the communication, including information about the
protocol, the originator, the addressee, the router(s), bridges, and so on.
With the nonblocking transport interface, CAFMs can deliver CCATB and CC accurate results.
The difference between CCATB and CC is that at CCATB some blur is allowed concerning the timing
fidelity of the data handshake. This enables the creation of fast abstract models: a BA PE can accept
a complete data burst at once and if it can exactly estimate how long processing of this data will
take, it can apply the accept delay for the data atom correctly (cp. 4.4.2.2). For example, the BA
model of a memory controller can calculate the delay of a write burst like this:
twrite = tinitial + tdata
with
tinitial = tcyclei, tdata = tcycle burstlengthw .
Here, it is assumed that after an initial number of wait states i for addressing the RAM, w bytes
can be written per clock cycle tcycle. For BA transactions, tinitial is applied to the request atom and
tdata to the data atom. For CC accuracy, the burst is divided into w data atoms and for each an
individual tcycle delay is applied. This is illustrated for a 9 byte write burst in figure 5.16.
Note that the figure only shows the delays applied by the memory controller. In a global scope,
further delays will be added by the CAFM and by the initiator of the transaction (cp. figure 4.8).
Only if the following conditions are met, a simulation with GreenBus will be sufficient to produce
CC accurate results at large:
1. the PEs produce precise accept delays for the data being transferred;
2. the communication architecture functional model does not allow transactions to be stalled or
cut off during the data handshake phase (e.g., by a high priority device).
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Figure 5.16: Communication delays applied by a memory controller PE at different abstractions
Condition 1 depends on the abstraction of the model, the modeled application, and the model of
computation used. In Kahn process networks [65] and synchronous data flow models [84] for example,
the total processing time for a transaction can be calculated by annotating each node in the data flow
graph with a processing delay and then execute the model with the input data. However, execution
of such models implies that the transaction data is fed into the computation block token by token.
The PE computation abstraction therefore is lower than CCATB and thus such models rather should
use a CC interface to the interconnect instead of internally chopping the BA transaction data atom
into pieces.
In more abstract models it depends on the data dependency how good a delay estimation can be.
For the memory controller from above the data accept delay can be calculated without even looking
at the data. Only the burst length is important, so there is no data dependency at all. For a JPEG
encoder, the delay cannot be exactly determined without actually performing the JPEG compression
on the input data, so there is full data dependency. Other PEs such as network controllers may have
partial data dependency.
Condition 2 is typically true for point-to-point links and simple buses. Their rather simple arbitra-
tion algorithms can be precisely dealt with in BA transactions. But if the protocol allows transactions
to be stalled (e.g. AMBA split-transactions) or killed (e.g. CANbus high-priority messages [108])
during the data phase, only CC transactions can deliver cycle count accurate results. Figure 5.17
shows simulation of a stalled transaction at the different timing resolutions. At time point tstart1, a
master issues a request and gets access to the bus. At time point tstart2, another master with higher
priority accesses the bus. After the request is granted, the first transaction is paused and the data
of the second transaction is transferred. Transaction 2 is finished at tterm2, so that transaction 1
resumes and terminates at tterm1.
With CC transactions, this behavior is simulated accurately. With BA transactions, the data phase
of transaction 2 is not started before all data of transaction 1 has been sent, so the timing fidelity of
the atom start and end time points is affected. But the total communication time remains correct.
With PV transactions, the request delay is added to the delay estimation for transaction 2 and not
only the intermediate simulation results but also the overall simulation result gets wrong.
In conclusion, the communication timing fidelity of a TLM model not only depends on the CAFM(s)
but also on the abstraction of the PEs. The experiments in this chapter have shown that the TAQ
approach allows to create CAFMs with unambiguous timing fidelity. The timing fidelity of PEs,
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Figure 5.17: Simulation of a stalled transaction at different abstractions
however, depends on their underlying MoC and the individual coding style used by the engineer.
TAQ and the generic protocol allow to model the communication interfaces of PEs with CCATB or
CC accuracy, but further research is required to investigate how a predetermined timing fidelity for
the computation part of PEs can be systematically achieved.
5.6 Summary
The router concept presented in this chapter aims at providing a generic building block for the con-
struction of CAFMs with GreenBus. It provides a plug-in interface for different protocol, address
map, and scheduler implementations. Experiments with CoreConnect OPB and PLB, PCI Express,
and the Open Core Protocol have shown the TAQ scheme to be a viable approach to abstract commu-
nication modeling. All examined protocols have been successfully mapped onto this scheme, although
they differ quite significantly in structure and application. Also the simulation performance doesn’t
fall short of one’s expectations. In fact, GreenBus even outperforms its fully application-specific
competitors, such as IBM’s PLB models and OCP-IP’s SystemC channels.
With this, requirements R2.9 to R2.11 (cp. table 4.1 on page 34) have been addressed, see table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Fulfillment of user-view requirements from table 4.1 by the generic router
Req. Description Proposed technique GreenBus
implementation
Section
R2.9 Provide a simple way of constructing
interconnects
Router, bus protocol classes, sched-
ulers, and user APIs
Layered ap-
proach, generic
router
4.9, 5.1
R2.10 ‘Plug-In’ interface for different CAFMs Bus protocol and scheduler interface of
the generic router
Port-to-
interface
binding
5.1,
5.2, 5.3
R2.11 Facilitate development of new user
APIs and CAFMs
Combination of generic protocol and
generic router
TAQ, design
patterns, pro-
tocol state
machines
4.7,
4.9,
5.1,
5.3, B
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6.1 Overview
For design space exploration in general and for communication architecture exploration in particular
it is important to have appropriate support for:
1. Testbench creation: calibrate and configure PEs, create the interconnect, and generate stimuli
data;
2. Simulation control and debug: start/stop and pause/resume simulation, set conditional break-
points and assertions;
3. Performance analysis: during simulation collect performance data and send to database and/or
analysis tool;
4. Visualization: show the performance trends of the design-under-test to the user with intuitive
visualizations.
A well-known proposal for SystemC is the SystemC Verification Standard specification (SCV) [99].
Its implementation, the open-source SCV library, is an extension to SystemC focusing on test stimuli
generation, model introspection, and transaction recording. While the abilities of SCV are quite
impressive, its usability is rather not. Instrumenting a design for data introspection and transaction
recording requires dozens lines of code and profound knowledge of SCV internals. Furthermore,
SCV is slow: in our experiments with a video processor model, simulation performance with SCV
transaction recording dropped under 3% of the original speed [71].
A second issue is debugging: SystemC does not have built-in debug support. Thus, analysis and
debug functions well-known from RTL simulators such as pause/resume and conditional breakpoints
are not supported. There do exist some mature development tools with SystemC-aware linter and
debugging capabilities such as AccurateCTM [1], CoWare’s Platform ArchitectTM [26], Celoxica’s
AgilityTMSystemC/RTL compiler [20], or Mentor’s SystemC development environment VistaTM [86].
But all of these tools are either limited to a certain language subset [20] or application domain [26],
and/or are bound to a specific version of the SystemC language, often in combination with a modified,
proprietary simulation kernel [20, 26, 86].
In this chapter an approach to TLM-driven test, analysis, and debug is presented which is com-
pletely based on the idea of configurable parameters. Configurable parameters are variables that
look and feel like normal data types but in addition provide interesting analysis and debug features.
In the following the GreenControl framework that reuses GreenBus techniques to realize con-
figurable parameters for SystemC will be discussed, and we will look at Dust a visual GreenBus
performance analysis tool written in Java.
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6.2 GreenControl: a model instrumentation framework based on
GreenBus
The GreenControl1 project aims to provide a library that can be used to connect user defined
configuration mechanisms to tool configuration mechanisms, giving both flexibility. Figure 6.1 shows
an IP block connected, via the GreenControl library, to an ESL tool that is providing configuration
from a database.
ESL
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Figure 6.1: IP block, ESL tool, and GreenControl library
The IP block has one API to the library. The library uses a different API to the ESL tool. This
allows IP designers to chose the configuration mechanism that best suits their style of IP creation,
while staying independent of tools. The GreenControl framework is extendable with plugins which
provide a service and add new functionality. One example is the configurable parameter plugin which
we examine here. Other examples are2:
• Analysis plugin: collect statistical information of a design under test, such as bus workload,
cache misses, etc., and forward it to a database or tool;
• Register & memory plugin: provide an API for the creation of memory regions and register
banks that can be accessed both by the PEs and by analysis tools;
• Debug plugin: enable pause/resume simulation and conditional breakpoints (e.g., stop simula-
tion when a parameter value changes or on violation of an assertion).
6.2.1 Requirements and related work
At the heart of the GreenControl framework are configurable parameters. They are extended data
types that can be used at any place in a SystemC design in replacement for a standard data type
(including user-defined types). They aim to provide the following features:
1. Model-wide parameter access using hierarchical names;
2. Initialization using a configuration file or an external tool;
3. Visibility: find parameters using wildcards or regular expressions;
4. Observation of parameter value changes using callback function;
5. Tool support for debugging and visualization.
1This research was funded by GreenSocs, Intel Corp., and Texas Instruments.
2At time of writing this document, the GreenControl core library, the configurable parameter plugin, the debug
plugin, and parts of the analysis plugin have been successfully implemented.
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Figure 6.2: GreenControl framework with service plugins
A survey of configuration libraries for SystemC revealed that none of them supports all these
requirements. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the review results.The last column shows the capabilities
of GreenControl.
6.2.2 Transaction-based approach
The GreenControl framework uses a transaction-based approach. The GreenControl core is a
router that connects PEs and tools with service providers (plugins). The connections are established
via ports. Communication takes place using a generic transaction container. This concept is similar
to GreenBus PV transactions.
Figure 6.2 shows the approach. The GreenControl core routes transactions between the PEs, an
analysis tool, and plugins. A transaction container is used that contains generic attributes to transfer
commands between the user modules and the service providers. Table 6.2 gives an example.
Both the router component and the generic ports of GreenBus have been reused for the imple-
mentation. To ease usability, the required user APIs are automatically instantiated and connected to
the router. The framework therefore traverses the simulation context before start of simulation and
searches for unbound user APIs.
6.2.3 Configurable parameters
Listing 6.1 exemplifies the instrumentation of a PE with configurable parameters, using the ‘Green-
Config API’, which has been developed as a simple interface to the framework.
Inside the PE, there is no difference in using configurable parameters or standard data types. The
parameter data type is specified as a template parameter. From other PEs, the parameters can be
accessed with the GreenConfig API.
6.2.4 Parameter database
All configurable parameters of a model are stored in a database. The database is managed by the
‘ConfigPlugin’. It only stores pointers to the configurable parameters, not their values, which makes
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6.2 GreenControl: a model instrumentation framework based on GreenBus
Table 6.2: Example of a GreenControl transaction container
Quark Value
Service ConfigService
Target top.jpeg.compression_rate
Command addParam
DefaultValue 42
Listing 6.1: Using configurable parameters in a PE
class bram
2 : public sc_module
{
4 protected:
gc_param <uint32 > size;
6 gc_param <uint8 > operation_mode;
gc_param <bool > dual_port;
8 gc_param <std::vector <uint8 > > memory;
10 public:
bram(sc_module_name name)
12 : sc_module(name),
port("port"), // a GreenBus port (PE communication interface )
14 size("size", 0x200), // param name: "size", default value: 512
operation_mode("operation_mode", BRAM_WRITE_FIRST),
16 dual_port("dual_port", false),
data("data") // no default value
18 { [...] }
20 bool write(const std::vector <uint8 > &data ,
const uint32 addr , const uint32 length) {
22 sc_assert(length <=size);
memcpy (& memory[addr], &data[0], length );
24 }
26 [...]
};
parameter access very fast since no communication overhead is produced. Tools and PEs use the
database to get access to parameters.
6.2.5 User APIs
Different user APIs have been implemented. For example, the SCML user API provides the interface
methods defined by CoWare’s SystemC Modeling Library (SCML) [27]. Thus, PEs that have been
developed for the SCML library can be used with the GreenControl framework.
6.2.6 Tool support
GreenControl has been tested with a command line tool and CoWare’s Platform Architect [26].
The command line tool has been written for the GreenConfig API. It provides a user console during
simulation into which the user can type simple commands such as set, get, and list to inspect and
set the configurable parameters in the design-under-test.
The Platform Architect tool from CoWare enables the analysis of models that use the SCML library.
The SCML user API for GreenControl implements the interface methods for parameter access of
this library and thus allows for using Platform Architect with GreenBus based models. Here it is
interesting that GreenControl not only can make Platform Architect believe it deals with SCML
parameters, but also extends the capabilities of SCML parameters: with the command line tool SCML
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parameters can also be set during simulation runtime although this functionality is not supported by
CoWare’s tool.
6.2.7 Testbench creation using configuration files
In addition to the configurable parameter framework a configuration file parser and a router fabric
have been realized. The parser takes a configuration file such as shown in listing 6.2 and sets the
parameters in the model accordingly. Several syntax formats are supported.
Listing 6.2: Example of a GreenControl configuration file
1 # interconnect
BUS(bus , PLB , 10, SC_NS)
3 CONNECT(master.port , bus.tport)
CONNECT(bus.iport , bram.port)
5
# configure bram
7 bram.size 8 # 8 byte
bram.dual_port false
9 bram.data { 0 42 200 12 64 0x2A 10 0xFF }
bram.base_addr 0x1000
11 bram.high_addr 0x1008
13 # configure master
master.target_addr 0x1000
15 master.write_size 8 # write 8 byte per transaction
master.read_size 2 # read 2 byte per transaction
Listing 6.2 also illustrates the capabilities of the router fabric for GreenBus. The BUS command
(line 8) instantiates the following interconnect components: the generic router, the PLB protocol
class, and the PLB scheduler. Thus, a new CAFM is created. In the following CONNECT commands
(lines 9-10) the two PEs master and slave are connected to this CAFM. The router fabric supports
all CAFMs included with the GreenBus kit. User CAFMs can be easily added (see source code
documentation).
6.3 DUST: a SystemC-aware design analysis toolkit
To examine the potential of GreenControl for performance analysis, the Dust3 toolkit has been
developed in a series of student research projects ([15, 36, 102, 141]). Dust splits up into two parts.
The backend collects and pre-process performance data. The frontend receives, stores, and visualizes
the data. Figure 6.3 outlines this approach.
6.3.1 DUST backend
The backend adds analysis services to the design-under-test. Three service classes are distinguished:
• Structure extraction: this service explores the model components and provides GreenBus-
aware design structure information;
• Monitor services: they observe model properties using configurable parameters and collect
performance information;
• Injection services: they inject control information into the design-under-test and can be used
to implement debug features.
Access to the backend is provided by a network socket, using XML streaming.
3See [71] for a conceptual overview and discussion of related work.
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Figure 6.3: Dust analysis framework for SystemC
6.3.2 DUST frontend
The frontend has been implemented in Java. It establishes a network connection to the backend and
communicates with the service manager. The service manager sends a list of the available services
and allows for activation, configuration, and deactivation of services. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the
frontend user interface. The following functionalities are provided:
• Design structure analysis
A graphical representation of the PEs and channels in the design-under-test is presented to the
user. Model elements that do not add value to the visualization, such as inheritance trees (basic
ports and parent classes) are omitted.
• Performance data analysis
The frontend can record and display the value changes of configurable parameters in the design-
under-test. A message sequence chart plotter and atom tracing have been implemented (fig. 6.5).
• Simulation control
The SystemC simulation can be paused and the user can step to the next delta cycle or a given
simulation time point. A future goal is to support conditional breakpoints.
6.3.3 Minimal-intrusive approach
An important goal of Dust was to enable performance analysis under the following constraints:
1. compliance with the SystemC 2.1 standard;
2. no changes are required to the SystemC simulation kernel source code;
3. only minimal code additions are required to enable analysis of a design-under-test.
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Figure 6.4: Design structure visualization and parameter monitoring
Figure 6.5: Message sequence chart view
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Figure 6.6: Communication between frontend and backend
Dust meets requirements 1 and 2 by using the sc_trace function to hook into the simulation
kernel for simulation control. Requirement 3 can be fulfilled by using configurable parameters and
dynamic linking. The GreenBus implementation has been extended to support Dust analysis. To
attach the Dust backend to the design-under-test, it can be passed to the C++ linker as a dynamic
link library.
6.3.4 XML based data processing
The control flow and analysis data flow between frontend and backend is based on an XML format.
Figure 6.6 shows an example data handshake. First, the frontend gets the list of available services in
the design-under-test and invokes the observation service, thereby requesting to monitor some model
parameters. Then the simulation is started using the control service. As a result, the frontend is
informed about any value changes of the monitored parameters.
A formal definition of the XML format has been developed in XML schema [128]. With the aid
of an XML parser generator (e.g., Apache XMLBeans [4]) Java and C++ classes can be generated
to interpret XML data that is compliant to these schemas. Our experiments have shown that in
connection with an SQL database this approach makes it easy to process and visualize large amounts
of analysis data in Java. In [15] a tool has been developed that can generate the necessary SQL
database tables from the XML service descriptions.
6.3.5 Compatibility
Experiments have shown that the Dust backend can be made compatible to commercial visual anal-
ysis tools that use SCV for data capturing, such as Mentor ModelSim [87] and CoWare Platform
Architect. To make this work, we have implemented a new output plugin for GreenControl that
wraps the performance data from the design-under-test into an SCV stream. However, as the tested
tools only support passive visualization, most capabilities of Dust lie idle when using such a tool.
Figure 6.7 shows a screenshot of ModelSim displaying GreenBus transactions.
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Figure 6.7: ModelSim displaying GreenBus transactions using SCV
6.4 Summary and outlook
In this chapter, an analysis and debug framework for GreenBus has been presented that enables
introspection and reflection of different SystemC model properties using the concept of configurable
parameters. GreenControl allows for communication analysis and debugging without requiring
changes to the design-under-test. The Dust toolkit demonstrates how GreenControl can be used
to enable visual analysis of GreenBus-based models and SystemC-aware debugging. Furthermore,
it has been shown that industry standard tools such as ModelSim can be connected, using the same
layered approach (user APIs) as in GreenBus for integration of heterogeneous IP. However, these user
APIs must be implemented manually and their complexity depends on the tool interface. Further
research is required whether a set of standard IO templates (e.g., SCV stream output, comma-
separated list file output, gdb interface support) can help to ease this process.
In conclusion, GreenControl contributes to the last two remaining requirements R2.12 and
R2.13 from table 4.1 (page 34), see table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Fulfillment of user-view requirements from table 4.1 by GreenControl
Req. Description Proposed technique Implementation Section
R2.12 Analysis & debug Model instrumentation and ob-
servation using configurable pa-
rameters
GreenControl framework based on
analysis & debug transactions over a
modified GreenBus router
6.2
R2.13 Interfacing to exter-
nal tools
Tool user APIs and service plug-
ins
Layered, transaction-based approach
with standardized low-level API
6.2.2,
6.2.5,
6.2.6
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7 Summary and Future Work
In this thesis a standardization proposal for transaction level communication modeling with SystemC
has been presented that eases the integration of heterogeneous hardware/software models and tools.
A generic TLM fabric, GreenBus, has been developed for proof-of-concept and it has been shown
that this approach enables modeling and exploration of state-of-the-art embedded system and system-
on-chip communication architectures at different, mixed levels of abstractions. The layered interface
architecture of GreenBus allows engineers to always use the communication APIs and tools that
best support their specific needs and their specific style.
After an introduction (chapter 1), the following chapters 2 and 3 gave an overview of several
approaches to transaction level communication modeling in SystemC, and identified from commercial
bus fabrics and from discussions in the TLM community the requirements for GreenBus, aiming
at both model interoperability and clearness about the quality of simulation results. The discussion
of the related work showed that there are several different and even incoherent interpretations of
TLM and related abstraction levels. As a result, models developed with different frameworks and
tools cannot be efficiently integrated, as their interfaces are not interoperable. My reviews revealed
that in order to achieve interoperability across different interfaces and abstraction levels, the part
of TLM communication that in fact needs to be standardized is surprisingly small. I suggest terms
for these aspects (transaction, atom, quark, payload events, low level API) and propose a new TLM
communication abstraction level, namely BA (bus accurate), which allows to create models with both
cycle-count accurate (CC) and cycle-count accurate at transaction boundaries (CCATB) simulation
accuracy. Chapter 4 developed and compared different implementation techniques for BA models
and the outcome is the GreenBus fabric for SystemC, with which PV, BA, and RTL models can
efficiently inter-operate, independent of their respective interfaces.
Memory-mapped buses and also networks-on-chip can be directly mapped onto the proposed TAQ
scheme (transaction, atom, quark), and in chapter 5 a generic router for GreenBus has been pre-
sented which eases the implementation of BA functional models (CAFMs) for these communication
architectures. Although being a generic solution, experiments with different architectures – including
IBM CoreConnect OPB and PLB, PCI Express, and an Open Core Protocol based network-on-chip
– showed that the achieved simulation performance can easily compete with the existing dedicated
functional models for these architectures; in some cases it is even better.
To support the development of user APIs for GreenBus, a generic protocol has been proposed. My
implementation of well-known APIs for GreenBus, such as ST Microelectronics TAC and OCP-TL1,
shows this protocol to be quite versatile. In an industry cooperation, a PCI Express API has been
developed. All these user APIs are inter-operable. Further user API implementations as well as a set
of generic user API design patterns and state machine templates are presented in the appendix. These
experiments show the BA abstraction level to be a sufficient approach for mixing both blocking and
non-blocking, synchronous and asynchronous, untimed and timed communication in a single TLM
model.
In addition to GreenBus, concepts for advanced communication analysis and debugging have been
presented in chapter 6:
• GreenControl extends SystemC with ‘configurable parameters’ to enable performance anal-
ysis, SystemC/transaction-aware debugging, and tool-driven testbench creation.
• The Dust Java toolkit for visual model analysis has been developed by students and demon-
strates the capabilities of GreenControl.
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The GreenBus implementation and also the presented tools are still prototypic. However, ESL
modeling groups at Intel Corp., Phoenix, and Texas Instruments, Nice, are already using them in
their designs and have created own user APIs and CAFMs. The GreenSocs open-source initiative
suggests the generic router in combination with GreenControl as standard proposal for TLM-
based architecture exploration and test, so the next step is to adapt GreenBus to the changes and
additions that have been made by the OSCI TLM Working Group to our proposal, such that it will
adhere to the ‘official’ SystemC TLM 2.0 standard once it is released.
Several research areas are touched upon in this work. They can be divided into four main categories:
• communication modeling techniques and languages;
• communication architecture simulation and exploration;
• synthesis of such architectures;
• (physical) concepts for communication architectures.
While working on and experimenting with GreenBus, I focused on the first two aspects. I could
show that the concepts behind GreenBus ease communication architecture exploration and design
reuse, and the proposed abstraction level formalism helps to make TLM more systematic in general.
But the presented concepts still require manual implementation of the user APIs, protocol classes,
and schedulers. Hence, a key aspect of future research is to explore methodologies for automation of
these tasks. One approach for the generation of application-specific user APIs is to generate them out
of IP interface description. In [75], such an approach has been outlined for the special case of software
user API generation. But this approach still requires a considerable amount of manual coding, so
more advanced techniques based on formal interface descriptions should be examined.
GreenBus has first and foremost been developed for high-level architecture exploration with ab-
stract IP models. The intention is that these have been ‘extracted’ from existing RTL models, so when
a suitable system configuration has been identified, they can be replaced with their RTL archetypes.
Mixed-mode simulation with RTL IP is possible as well (using appropriate RTL user APIs), but this
naturally slows down simulation performance significantly. The potentials and limitations of using
GreenBus in such a design flow have been investigated in a comprehensive case study: TLM design,
architecture exploration, and FPGA prototyping of a real-time video processing system-on-chip for
gesture recognition. Appendix C summarizes the results of this case study.
Another important aspect is further automation of communication architecture simulation and ex-
ploration. The generic protocol of GreenBus presents the possibility of automatically generating
protocol classes and schedulers for communication architecture functional simulation at BA abstrac-
tion from a description of the architecture features. For example, the SPIRIT [117] interface format
could be extended into this direction. While visual analysis and debug tools are nice to have, and
GreenControl enables their seamless integration with GreenBus, every designer at some time
comes to the point where he needs to switch to the full power of manual test fixture programming.
Here, script languages such as Perl and Lua can add great value. Hence the integration of script-
ing support into SystemC is a very interesting approach. In an industry-funded research project,
GreenControl is currently being extended into this direction.
The BA abstraction level approach discussed in this thesis mainly aims at systematic abstract sim-
ulation of RTL communication timing. Timing is definitely the most important issue in embedded
system communication, but other characteristics are of interest as well, in particular power consump-
tion. Hence the transaction-atom-quark approach needs to be examined whether it is also suitable
for power estimation.
Finally, GreenBus is ‘just’ a simulation environment, it does not enable automagic communication
architecture synthesis out of abstract TLM models. With the Train approach, which has been
presented in [70] and also was used in the case study (appendix C), concepts were outlined how a
library of RTL adapters can help in mapping a GreenBus model onto a predefined platform. But
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this approach is not generally new, requires the appropriate adapters to be in place, and is limited to
the capabilities of the available buses.
Here, the upcoming network-on-chips with packet-based communication usher in a new era in
communication architecture design. NoC architectures are far more flexible than traditional buses
and I believe they will be the key enabler to bridge the gap from abstract models to RTL. The success
of the Internet has proven hybrid network architectures to be the silver bullet, and with the flexible
yet systematic communication modeling approach presented in this work it has been explored how
an important ingredient of tomorrow’s ‘LEGO-style’ design environments for such systems could look
like.
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A.1 Overview
In embedded systems there are two major types of communication:
1. Intra-chip communication: This covers all transactions that take place inside a system-on-chip.
The on-chip communication architecture (SoC interconnect) typically comprises point-to-point
links for high-speed connections and several memory-mapped buses that connect processor cores
with memories and peripherals. A novel technology are networks-on-chip (NoC) that aim for
using Internet methodologies on a chip, such as packet based communication, dynamic routing,
and quality-of-service.
2. Inter-chip communication: This covers all transactions that take place between chips, either on
a board or among distributed networked embedded systems, e.g., in a car. On-board commu-
nication usually is enabled by buses with protocols similar to those used on-chip, whereas for
inter-system communication a variety of communication media is used, such as Ethernet, CAN,
MOST, USB, FireWire, Bluetooth, WLAN, etc.
In the following an overview on the existing communication architectures is given.
A.2 On-chip buses
Prominent on-chip bus architectures are AMBA, CoreConnect, and STBus.
• The Advanced Microprocessor Bus Architecture (AMBA) has been developed by ARM for con-
necting their soft-core processors to memories and other SoC components. AMBA 3 defines
a set of three bus protocols: AXI (Advanced eXtensible Interface) [7], AHB (Advanced High-
performance Bus) [8], APB (Advanced Peripheral Bus) [6]. While AXI and AHB provide the
characteristics to support high data throughput with simultaneous read and write transactions
on a pipelined interconnect, APB aims at lower bandwidth for simpler SoC components, allo-
cating less hardware resources.
• The CoreConnect bus architecture has been developed by IBM to support SoC-integration of
their PowerPC processors. CoreConnect comprises three buses, PLB (Processor Local Bus) [56],
OPB (On-chip Peripheral Bus) [55], and DCR (Device Control Register bus) [54]. The PLB
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Figure A.1: CoreConnect architecture
enables simultaneous read and write transactions. It is intended to connect PowerPC proces-
sors to memories and SoC components with up to 256 bit wide data buses. For low-throughput
communication between peripheral cores (e.g. Ethernet controller) the simpler OPB is used.
The DCR daisy-chains all components on a chip to provide an alternate path to device con-
trol register. A block diagram of a typical CoreConnect architecture is shown in figure A.1.
CoreConnect is used as a case example in this thesis to prove the applicability of the presented
techniques. Its characteristics are comparable to those of AMBA and it is supported by Xilinx
FPGAs, which I used for SoC prototyping in my research.
• STBus is an ST Microelectronics proprietary bus architecture. Contrary to AMBA and Core-
Connect, STBus is a packed-based bus. Packets have a fixed size of at most 128 byte and are
composed of cells that reflect the data bus width. Transactions are comprised of a request
and a reply packet. Apart from that, STBus provides similar capabilities than AMBA and
CoreConnect. Three protocols, Peripheral, Basic, and Advanced, are defined.
Characteristics common to the above on-chip buses are the following:
• Memory-mapped: Bus communication is memory-mapped. That is, each slave on the bus is given
a range of memory addresses, masters use these addresses to specify the target of a transaction.
An address bus is used to distribute the address information to the slaves.
• Multi-master arbitration: Most buses support multiple masters. Shared usage of the bus wires
is controlled by a multiple access policy. Masters use control wires to signal bus requests. An
arbiter continuously evaluates these wires and in case of multiple access it grants access using a
scheduling algorithm. Simple scheduling algorithms are round-robin and fixed-priority, whereas
more complex buses enable dynamic priority scheduling. When access has been granted, other
masters are stalled until the transaction is finished. For example, PLB implements four priority
levels of bus access, and masters can lock the bus for atomic operations, keeping out any other
master until they have completed the locked transaction(s).
• Combinatorial arbitration: This is the property that master requests are evaluated combinatorial
by the arbiter, so that the ‘winner’ is informed immediately. Data transfer can start in the same
clock cycle. An example are the OPB and the PLB using single cycle arbitration.
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A.3 Inter-chip buses
• Cycled arbitration: This is the property that master requests are evaluated synchronous with
the bus clock. The ‘winner’ is informed with the next clock cycle. Examples are the OPB and
the PLB using two cycle arbitration.
• Burst transfers: Transactions are reads or writes that take place via a data bus of, e.g., 64 wires;
that is, a data transfer of 64 bit. Burst transfers is the property that several words are transferred
contiguously with one request. Bursts enable high transfer speeds. E.g., PLB pipelined back-
to-back transfers enable transmission of one word per clock cycle.
• Overlapping of read and write transfers: PLB and AXI support two separate data buses, allowing
for concurrent reads and writes, even for the same master.
• Pipelined transfers: With pipelined bus architectures, masters can issue requests while the
current transaction is executing. This is enabled by using separate address and data buses, so
that arbitration is overlapped with bus transfers, allowing data transfers to start immediately
when the data bus gets available.
• Out-of-order transactions: If a bus device is unable to respond to a transfer initiated by another
master until it has first executed a bus transaction of its own, it can make use of an ‘out-of-order’
transactions, allowing the device to have its request serviced ahead of the initial request. This
feature is supported by both AXI and PLB1.
• Dynamic bus sizing: This is the property that only parts of the data bus are used, e.g. for
connecting a 32-bit slave to a 128-bit PLB.
• Timeout: To prevent deadlocks due to stalled slaves, the arbiter can cancel a transaction after
a certain amount of idle cycles.
A.3 Inter-chip buses
Prominent buses for on-board communication are ISATM(Industry Standard Architecture) and its
successors (EISATM, PC/104TM, etc.), PCITM(Peripheral Component Interconnect), and PCIe (PCI-
Express). While ISA and PCI are shared buses, PCIe provides separate serial point-to-point links
for each device. Characteristics of on-board bus protocols in many respects equal those discussed for
on-chip buses, but usually provide less features to reduce the amount of control signals.
A wealth of buses is available for inter-system communication. USB (Universal Serial Bus),
FireWireTM, FlexRayTM, TTPTM(Time Triggered Protocol), CAN (Controller Area Network),
LONTM(Local Operating Network), and so on, are serial buses for data transfers between distributed
devices via a minimal number of wires. While USB, and FireWire aim at high transfer speeds of
several hundred MBit/s, FlexRay and TTP have been developed for hard real-time communication
in cars and aeronautics. CAN is a very popular and cheap low-speed field bus for control message
transfer, which is successfully used in automobiles since the 1980s. LON is an example for home
automation buses (intelligent room climate control, etc.).
Common to all these communication architectures is that they support multiple masters (except
USB), which is also true for the popular Ethernet. However, contrary to on-chip and on-board buses,
arbitration takes place in a decentralized manner. That is, all devices that want to act as a master
must agree upon a common media access policy to avoid collisions. Prominent access schemes are
TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) and CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access).
1Slave requested re-arbitration can be used to realize out-of-order transaction with the PLB.
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A.4 Bridges
In a system with more than one bus, bridges can be used two enable masters on one bus to issue
requests to slaves on another bus. In figure A.1, a PLB ⇔ OPB bridge is shown. Bridges are usually
implemented as transparent bridges, such that they are not visible to the bus masters and slaves.
They may contain an address map to perform address translation between different address ranges of
the bridged buses. FIFO buffers may be necessary to enable bridging of burst transfers.
A.5 Network-on-chip
A special kind of bridges is used in network-on-chip architectures. The basic idea is to avoid the
drawbacks of shared buses (weak performance under high bus load, complex arbitration) by using a
network of point-to-point links that are connected by special bridges acting as routers. Transaction
take place by setting up a path (logical link) through the NoC routers over which the data is trans-
ferred. Most NoC proposals use packet-based communication and static routing tables. Benefits of
NoC methodology are:
• Scalability: a NoC can grow with the SoC;
• Simplicity: NoC interfaces can be kept simple because there is no complex arbitration;
• Support for heterogeneous IP: NoC routers can provide different interfaces to PEs, acting as
protocol adapters.
However, NoC research is just at the beginning, and there are many problems looking for solutions.
In particular, the switched architecture of NoCs can result in hardly predictable communication
latencies, and the many routers and point-to-point links consume a lot of hardware resources. Hence,
mixed NoC/bus architectures have been proposed. Recently, several NoC architectures have been
proposed, see [12] and [64] for an overview.
A.6 Open Core Protocol
IP cores that have been developed for one of the above buses are not compatible to each other. Hence,
IP reuse with another (processor) platform in a ‘plug-and-play’ manner is prohibited. A solution to
this problem is to adhere to a bus-independent interface standard.
The most popular SoC interface standard is the Open Core Protocol (OCP) [94]. OCP has emerged
from an existing proprietary standard (from Sonics, an interconnect IP company) and is now being
promoted as ‘standard IP socket’ by an international industry partnership (OCP-IP [95]). Numerous
IP vendors have joined this partnership and are developing IPs that ‘speak’ OCP. It provides a generic
interface protocol with many configurable options, e.g. for fine-tuning burst transfer behavior or
enabling out-of-order transfers. Thus, OCP can be customized by engineers to meet their requirements
in terms of performance, range of functions, and interface complexity.
It has been shown that OCP cores can be connected to different buses using protocol adapters. For
example, Prosilog provides OCP bridges for AMBA and CoreConnect [96], and ST Microelectronics
developed OCP-to-STBus adapters [124]. In [13], OCP-based NoC modeling is proposed.
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In this appendix, design patterns and state machines are presented that can be used as a base for
the development of custom user APIs for GreenBus.
B.1 Design patterns
Interrupt
Type: Interrupt signals
Use case: P2P sideband signals
Description: Due to the finalization of the atom by the slave, the master gets informed when (and
whether) the interrupt has been received. This allows to model propagation times (e.g.,
of an interrupt controller) and is useful for debugging purposes.
Abstraction: BA, CC (no differences)
Atom sequence: M.Request → S.AckRequest
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MBurstLength Mst. 0
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_WR
Single beat write
Type: Write transaction of a single data word
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Transaction splits up into request and data phase. Thus, request arbitration time and
data propagation time are estimated separately. The write data word is transferred with
a single data atom. Its byte size depends on the data width of the master interface.
Abstraction: BA, CC (no differences)
Atom sequence: Mst.Request → Sl.AckRequest ⇒ Mst.SendData → Sl.AckData
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. byte size of the data word
MBurstPrecise Mst. true (default)
MBurstSingleReq Mst. true (default)
MSBytesValid Mst. same as MBurstLength
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_WR
MData Mst. write data
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Single beat read
Type: Read transaction of a single data word
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Transaction splits up into request and response phase. Thus, request arbitration time and
data propagation time are estimated separately. The read data word is transferred with
a single response atom. Its byte size depends on the data width of the slave interface.
Abstraction: BA, CC (no differences)
Atom sequence: Mst.Request → Sl.AckRequest ⇒ Sl.Response → Mst.AckResponse
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. byte size of the data word
MBurstPrecise Mst. true (default)
MBurstSingleReq Mst. true (default)
MSBytesValid Mst. same as MBurstLength
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_RD
SData Sl. read data
Single request multiple data (SRMD) fixed length burst write
Type: Fixed-length write transaction of multiple data words
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Transaction splits up into request and data phase. The data phase is comprised of a
number of data atoms. Thus, request arbitration time and data propagation time are
estimated separately, and the PEs can furthermore delay seperate data chunks individ-
ually. The number of data words sent with each data atom is controlled by the master
user API. The slave user API may accept less bytes than sent with a data atom, this is
signaled back to the master user API with MSBytesValid. In such case, the non-accepted
data words are re-issued with the next data atom.
Abstraction: At BA, typically all data will be transferred with a single data atom, but other segmen-
tations are allowed as well. CC requires the master user API to send exactly one data
word per atom (word width depends on master interface).
Atom sequence: Mst.Request ⇒ Sl.AckRequest → Mst.SendData ⇒ Sl.AckData → Mst.SendData ⇒ . . .⇒
Sl.AckData
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. byte size of the fixed-length write data
MBurstPrecise Mst. true (default)
MBurstSingleReq Mst. true (default)
MSBytesValid Mst. number of bytes valid with this atom
MSBytesValid Sl. number of bytes accepted with this atom
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_WR
MData Mst. write data
Single request multiple data (SRMD) fixed length burst read
Type: Fixed-length read transaction of multiple data words
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Similar to SRMD fixed-length burst write, with the difference that the number of data
words sent with each data atom is controlled by the slave user API. The master user
API may accept less bytes than sent with a data atom, this is signaled by the value
of MSBytesValid. In that case, the slave user API must re-issue the non-accepted data
words with the next data atom.
Abstraction: At BA, typically all data will be transferred with a single data atom, but other segmen-
tations are allowed as well. CC requires the slave user API to send exactly one data word
per atom (word width depends on slave interface).
Atom sequence: Mst.Request⇒ Sl.AckRequest→ Sl.Response⇒ Mst.AckResponse→ Sl.Response⇒ . . .⇒
Mst.AckResponse
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. byte size of the fixed-length read data
MBurstPrecise Mst. true (default)
MBurstSingleReq Mst. true (default)
MSBytesValid Sl. number of bytes valid with this atom
MSBytesValid Mst. number of bytes accepted with this atom
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_RD
SData Sl. read data
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Multiple request multiple data (MRMD) arbitrary length burst write
Type: Arbitrary-length write transaction of multiple data words, using dedicated requests per
data word
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: MRMD transactions are modeled with a sequence of single-beat transactions. Usage of
the MRMD protocol is indicated by setting the MBurstSingleReq quark to false. Note
that MBurstLength and MSBytesValid are set to the number of bytes transferred with
the current transaction. Thus, they do not reflect the overall burst length of the MRMD
transaction. The last transaction of the MRMD burst write is marked by MReqLast.
MBurstSeq can be (optionally) used to detect out-of-order transfers in NoC interconnects.
Abstraction: BA, CC (no differences).
Atom sequence: Mst.Request → Mst.SendData ⇒ Sl.AckData
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. byte size of the write data of this transaction
MBurstPrecise Mst. true (default)
MBurstSeq Mst. sequence number of this transaction in the
MRMD burst
MBurstSingleReq Mst. false
MSBytesValid Mst. number of bytes valid with this transaction
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_WR
MData Mst. write data for this transaction
MReqLast Mst. true for last transaction in the MRMD burst,
otherwise false
Multiple request multiple data (MRMD) arbitrary length burst read
Type: Arbitrary-length read transaction of multiple data words, using dedicated requests per
data word
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Similar to MRMD arbitrary length burst write transactions. The last transaction of the
MRMD burst read is marked by MReqLast.
Abstraction: BA, CC (no differences).
Atom sequence: Mst.Request → Sl.Response ⇒ Mst.AckResponse
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. byte size of the read data of this transaction
MBurstPrecise Mst. true (default)
MBurstSeq Mst. sequence number of this transaction in the
MRMD burst
MBurstSingleReq Mst. false
MSBytesValid Mst. number of bytes valid with this transaction
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_RD
SData Sl. read data for this transaction
MReqLast Sl. true for last transaction in the MRMD burst,
otherwise false
Single request multiple data (SRMD) arbitrary length burst write
Type: Arbitrary-length write transaction of multiple data words, using a single request
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Similar to SRMD fixed length burst, but with the difference that the master decides
during the transaction how much data is to be sent. The slave user API must check
MBurstLength for each data atom. If its value equals to MSBytesValid, the transaction is
finished.
Abstraction: At BA, the master controls how much data to send per atom. CC requires the master
user API to send exactly one data word per atom (word width equals to data port width).
Atom sequence: Mst.Request ⇒ Sl.AckRequest → Mst.SendData ⇒ Sl.AckData → Mst.SendData ⇒ . . .⇒
Sl.AckData
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. Same as MSBytesValid for last data atom, oth-
erwise 0
MBurstPrecise Mst. false
MBurstSingleReq Mst. true (default)
MSBytesValid Mst. number of bytes valid with this atom
MSBytesValid Sl. number of bytes accepted with this atom
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_WR
MData Mst. write data (filled up during the transaction)
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Single request multiple data (SRMD) arbitrary length burst read
Type: Arbitrary-length read transaction of multiple data words, using a single request
Use case: P2P, memory-mapped buses, NoC
Description: Similar to SRMD arbitrary length burst read. The master controls during the transaction
when the slave is to stop sending read data. The slave user API must check MBurstLength
for each response atom. If its value equals to MSBytesValid (including the read data sent
with the current response atom), the transaction is finished.
Abstraction: At BA, the slave controls how much read data to send per atom. CC requires the slave
user API to send exactly one data word per atom (word width equals to port width).
Atom sequence: Mst.Request⇒ Sl.AckRequest→ Sl.Response⇒ Mst.AckResponse→ Sl.Response⇒ . . .⇒
Mst.AckResponse
Quarks: Name: Set by: Value:
MAddr Mst. target address
MBurstLength Mst. set to the total burst length for the last re-
sponse atom acknowledge, otherwise 0
MBurstPrecise Mst. false
MBurstSingleReq Mst. true (default)
MSBytesValid Sl. number of bytes valid with this atom
MSBytesValid Mst. number of bytes accepted with this atom
MCmd Mst. Generic_MCMD_RD
SData Mst. read data (filled up during the transaction)
B.1.1 MSBytesValid
The MSBytesValid quark plays an important role in generic protocol communication. When a data
or response atom is issued, it indicates how many bytes of MData are valid with the current atom.
When a data or response atom is finalized, it indicates how many valid bytes have been accepted by
the target. Hence, during the data phase the value of MSBytesValid is read and potentially changed
by both master and slave user API for each atom.
In write transactions, the master port informs the slave port with MSBytesValid how many bytes it
wants to transmit with the current data atom. In BA mode, this typically will be the complete burst
length. Lower values are permitted as well, which in arbitrary-length bursts makes sense; splitting the
transaction into data chunks of application-defined length. In CC mode, the value of MSBytesValid
set by the master user API must be less or equal to MDataWidth.
When a data atom is received by the slave user API, it checks MSBytesValid and considers how
many bytes it is able to accept. In BA mode, that usually should be all bytes marked valid. The slave
user API calculates an appropriate acceptance delay (see figure 4.8) and passes it to AckData. In CC
mode, the number of accepted bytes depends on the width of the simulated physical data interface.
In this case, the master must be informed, such that it can re-issue the ‘lost’ bytes and/or alert its
PE. This is done by resetting MSBytesValid to the highest byte number that has been accepted by
the slave. Hence, the master user API needs to check MSBytesValid upon reception of the AckData
and, in case of data loss, must take actions needed (i.e., retransmit the lost data bytes).
To get a clear understanding of this approach, consider figure B.1. It shows the values of
MSBytesValid for a 30 byte SRMD burst write. In this example, the master user API runs in
BA mode, whereas the slave user API implements CC communication for a data interface width of
128 bit.
Read transfers are performed in a similar manner, but with the difference that the slave user API
sets MSBytesValid to the number of bytes valid with response atoms and the master user API may
change MSBytesValid to a lower value if it cannot accept all data bytes.
This mechanism enables communication among PEs and routers with different interface widths
and at different abstractions. Note that its implementation is very simple, as there is no difference
between BA⇔BA and BA⇔CC communication. Listing B.1 shows an extended version of the simple
TAC master user API example from listing 4.8 on page 70. While the version from page 70 only
supports the single-beat transaction design pattern, this version also supports SRMD burst writes to
any BA or CC slave, thereby using MSBytesValid to prevent data loss due to fragmentation (lines 20
to 25).
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fill in MData(0,29)
accept MData(0,7)
accept MData(24,29)
Master:PORT
accept MData(16,23)
accept MData(8,15)
Slave:PORT
AckData, MSBytesValid=16
AckData, MSBytesValid=8
SendData, MSBytesValid=30
AckData, MSBytesValid=24
Request, MBurstLength=30
AckData, MSBytesValid=30
SendData, MSBytesValid=30
SendData, MSBytesValid=30
SendData, MSBytesValid=30
AckRequest
Figure B.1: Usage of MSBytesValid in generic protocol transactions
B.1.2 Slave terminated transaction types
In addition to the transaction types shown above whose burst length in all cases is under control of
the master, some communication architectures allow the slave to actively terminate a transaction.
For example, on the Processor Local Bus (PLB) a slave can set the Sl_wrBTerm signal to terminate a
write burst (see [56]). This functionality is not covered by the standard phases of the generic protocol.
The motivation for this decision is to keep the generic protocol as simple as possible. The complexity
of user APIs and their development effort increases with each new feature added to the generic
protocol. Hence, I followed a minimalist approach with the goal to only support the basic transaction
types of the four major bus families natively – namely AMBA, CoreConnect, STBus, and Whishbone –
while user extensions (see 4.8) enable the implementation of advanced protocol features. For instance
slave active transaction termination can be modeled by adding a new user atom, AckDataAndTerm
(see 5.4.1).
B.1.3 Error handling
The atom sequences specified with the above design patterns do not explicitly consider error handling.
However, all generic protocol calls with the prefix ‘Ack’ can be replaced with an error notification by
using the prefix ‘Error’. Thus, all components involved in a transaction are able to abort it with an
error at any time point of communication. The SError quark can be used to explain the error reason.
An error notification always finalizes the transaction. That is, any outstanding atoms of the trans-
action are cancelled, and all components involved into the transaction reset themselves into an idle
state.
B.2 State machines
Figures B.2 and B.3 show state machines for the realization of read and write transfers in master
ports, applying the above design patterns. The arrows in the graphs denote state transitions and are
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B.2.1 Implementation
Listing B.1: Extending the TAC master port write method for using MSBytesValid
tac_status write(const uint32& address ,
2 const std::vector <byte >& data ,
tac_error_reason& error_reason)
4 {
transactionHandle th = mst_port.create_transaction ();
6
// map TAC attributes onto quarks
8 th->setMCmd(Generic_MCMD_WR );
th->setMAddr(address );
10 th->setMData(data);
th->setMSBytesValid(data.size ());
12
GenericPhase ph;
14
// send request atom
16 ph = PORT:: Request.block(th);
if (ph.isRequestAccepted ()) {
18 // send data atom and handle potential data fragmentation
ph = PORT:: SendData.block(th, ph);
20 while (ph.isDataAccepted ()
&& th ->getMSBytesValid ()<data.size ()) {
22 th->setMSBytesValid(data.size ());
// send next data fragment
24 ph = PORT:: SendData.block(th, ph);
}
26 }
28 // set TAC error state
tac_status status;
30 if (!ph.isDataAccepted ()) {
status.set_error ();
32 error_reason.set_reason(ph.toString ());
}
34 else
status.set_ok ();
36 return status;
}
labeled with the event (if any) causing this transition and an optional guard expression enclosed in
square brackets. If an action is performed during a transition, it is added to the label following a ‘/’.
The state machines support single-beat, SRMD, and MRMD transactions with fixed burst length at
both BA and CC abstraction.
It can be seen that the realization of BA and CC communication does not fundamentally differ with
Greenbus – CC transaction are equal to SRMD transactions with sending one data atom per data
word, whereby the word bit width depends on the bit width of the PE data interface. Figures B.4
and B.5 show the state machines for the realization of appropriate slave user APIs.
B.2.1 Implementation
Using these state machines as a base, two methodologies are conceivable for the implementation of
user APIs.
First, the state machines can be implemented implicitly using a sequence of blocking generic protocol
method calls. This approach is is appropriate for simple high-level user APIs such as TAC and results
in code that is easy to understand, but will fail if advanced functionality is required such as pipelined
transactions.
More complex user APIs therefore require an explicit implementation of the state machines, using
concurrent SC_METHOD processes and additional internal events and variables to propagate and store
the current state. This may result in larger code size, but the code gets distributed among several
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got atom [phase.isErrorRequest()]
/ PORT::SendData(TC)
got atom [phase.isErrorData()]
got atom [phase.isAckData()]
[true]
[false]
got atom [phase.isAckRequest()]
[timeout]
[timeout]
[PE starts WRITE]
/ PORT::Request(TC, delay)
Wait for AckRequest
Send data
do / convert PE data to GBDataType;
TC.setMData(PE data);
TC.setMSBytesValid(number of valid MData bytes);
Wait for AckData
More data to send?
do / check if
TC.getMBurstLength() > TC.MSBytesValid()
WRITE complete
Init transaction
do / TC = PORT::create_transaction();
TC.setMCmd(Generic_MCMD_WR);
TC.setMAddr(target address);
TC.setMBurstLength(number of bytes to send);
Fail
Figure B.2: State diagram for master user API; write transaction with fixed burst length (both single-
beat and SRMD)
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got atom [phase.isErrorRequest()]
[timeout]
[timeout]
got atom [phase.isResponse()]
[true]
[false]
/ PORT::AckResponse(TC, phase, delay)
got atom [phase.isAckRequest()]
/ PORT::Request(TC, delay)
[PE starts READ]
Wait for AckRequest
Wait for Response
Receive data
do / mLastPos = mPos;
mPos = TC.getMSBytesValid();
mData = TC.getMData(mLastPos, mPos);
More data to receive?
do / check if
TC.getMSBytesValid() < TC.getMBurstLength()
Process data
do / convert mData to PE data format;
forward data to PE;
TC.setMSBytesValid(number of bytes accepted by PE);
Init transaction
do / TC = PORT::create_transaction();
TC.setMCmd(Generic_MCMD_RD);
TC.setMAddr(target address);
TC.setMBurstLength(number of bytes to read);
READ complete
Fail
Figure B.3: State diagram for master user API; read transaction with fixed burst length (both single-
beat and SRMD)
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[PE ready]
got atom [phase.isRequest()] [TC.getMCmd() != Generic_MCMD_WR]
[TC.getMCmd() == Generic_MCMD_WR] / PORT::AckRequest(TC, phase, delay)
got atom [phase.isData()]
[PE accepted data] / PORT::AckData(TC, phase, delay)
[timeout]
[true]
[false]
[PE refuses WRITE data]
/ PORT::ErrorData(TC, phase)
Wait for WRITE Request
do / mPos = mLastPos = 0;
Check command
do / TC = atom.getTransaction();
Wait for data
Receive data
do / mLastPos = mPos;
mPos = TC.getMSBytesValid();
mData = TC.getMData(mLastPos, mPos);
More data to receive?
do / check if
TC.getMSBytesValid() < TC.getMBurstLength();
Process data
do / convert mData to PE data format and forward data to PE;
TC.setMSBytesValid(number of bytes accepted by the PE);
WRITE error
do / TC.setError(Generic_Error_AccessDenied);
WRITE complete
Fail
Figure B.4: State diagram for slave user API; write transaction with fixed burst length (both single-
beat and SRMD)
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[PE ready]
got atom [phase.isRequest()] [TC.getMCmd() != Generic_MCMD_RD]
[TC.getMCmd() == Generic_MCMD_RD]
[got READ data from PE] / PORT::AckRequest(TC, phase, delay)
[PE refuses READ]
/ PORT::ErrorRequest(TC, phase)
/ PORT::Response(TC, phase, delay)got atom [phase.isErrorResponse()]
[true]
[false]
Wait for READ request
Check command
do / TC = atom.getTransaction();
Get READ data from PE
do / get READ data from PE;
convert PE data to GBDataType;
Send response
do / TC.setMData(data from PE);
TC.setMSBytesValid(number of bytes retrieved from PE);
More data to send?
do / check if
TC.getMSBytesValid() < TC.getMBurstLength()
READ Error
do / TC.setError(Generic_Error_AccessDenied);
Wait for AckResponse
READ complete
Fail
Figure B.5: State diagram for slave user API; read transaction with fixed burst length (both single-
beat and SRMD)
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(potentially concurrently executed) methods. Each of them realizes only a small part of the function-
ality, which contributes to code quality and maintainability. In both approaches, the notify method
listens for incoming payload events and acts as a dispatcher, triggering port-internal events to initiate
processing of the received atom.
The shown state machines cover only the basic functionality of generic protocol communication.
Usually, the designer will add further (sub-)states for data conversion, error recovery, packeting and
de-packeting, debugging, analysis, and so forth. Additional quarks may be used such as MThreadID
and MTagID to enable overlapping transactions and modeling of multi-threaded software.
The visibility of the port internal states to the PE depends on the abstraction of the PE interface.
High-level interfaces such as TAC and SHIP will only indicate the completion (or abortion) of a
transaction to the PE, such that the whole state machine is implemented in the port. Here, an implicit
state machine implementation is sufficient, since there is no interaction between user API states and
PE processes. This has been exemplified with the TAC API in the last section.
For lower level PE interfaces, the state machine implementation typically will be distributed among
the PE processes and the port. For example, OCP-tl2 requires the PE to actively wait for the
acknowledgment of its transaction requests, and OCP-tl1 furthermore requires the PE to actively
push sending of each individual data word.
B.2.2 PV transactions
Due to their simplicity, PV transactions have not been addressed as yet. PV transactions should be
exclusively modeled with the blocking transact interface. All information related to the transaction
is transferred with the transaction container – there is no transaction state information (i.e., atoms)
required.
To exercise a write transaction, the master port fills in all write data a priori and then calls
transact. For a read, the read data is copied into the transaction container by the slave user
API transact implementation. Instead of actually converting and deep-copying user data into the
GBDataType data format, in PV mode it in many cases is sufficient to simply pass a data pointer
through the interconnect. This is safely possible because PV method calls are always blocking.
B.2.3 Abstraction switching
Master user APIs can provide a configurable parameter to support toggling the preferred abstraction
mode. Thus, the PE (or a tool) can control whether to perform PV, BA, or CC transactions.
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C.1 Overview
In this appendix it is shown how GreenBus and the associated tools can be adopted for systematic
embedded system design. Starting with the golden model, the design flow is split up into concurrent
processes for software development, hardware development, and IP integration (fig. C.1).
Specification
  Golden model
HW/SW partitioning
IP integration
IP library
IP team
Hardware team Software team
PE refinement
Co-verification
 
FPGA
prototype
  Virtual prototype
Gr
ee
nB
us
Figure C.1: Systematic embedded system design flow
In [70, 72, 75], the following three approaches around GreenBus were presented with the goal to
relieve the TLM engineer of the task of implementing platform-specific communication protocols:
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• SHIP (SystemC High-level Interface Protocol), a synchronous message-passing protocol, helps to
create deterministic golden models whose communication interfaces can be semi-automatically
refinement [72];
• Train (Transaction Interchange), a library of generic communication adapters, eases mapping
of SHIP channels onto a target platform, including HW-SW interface generation [70];
• HPC (Hardware Procedure Calls), a GreenBus ‘middleware’ for architecture-independent soft-
ware development [75].
We applied these approaches to a complex case example, the Embedded Video Detection (EmViD)
system-on-chip platform, using GreenBus as central communication fabric and GreenControl
plus Dust for analysis. EmViD consists of a set of hardware (SystemC, VERILOG) and software
(SystemC) cores that can be integrated to build application-specific video processors. Out of high-level
PEs which I wrote in SystemC, several hardware cores have been refined to RTL in student projects
([45, 50, 52, 89, 110, 121, 122, 140]). These include IP for video input (from a camera) and output (to
a VGA display), picture noise reduction, color balancing and conversion, edge accentuation, region
and motion detection, as well as a JPEG encoder.
By assembling the video IP cores (‘VICs’) in different manners, various video applications can
be realized. In the following, different EmViD examples are used to examine the potentials and
limitations of using GreenBus in the TLM design methodology, and finally an FPGA prototype of
a complex gesture recognition system is constructed, using all tools from this PhD thesis concertedly.
C.2 High-level modeling and refinement with SHIP
SHIP (SystemC High level Interface Protocol) is a lightweight communication protocol for directed
synchronous message-passing between two PEs. SHIP was designed to allow for top-down communi-
cation modeling on a level of abstraction that is completely independent of the HW/SW partitioning.
Four blocking interface methods are offered: send, recv, request, and reply. They transfer
any C++ object that implements the gb_serializable_if interface serialize and deserialize
functions. Objects that fulfill this requirement are called SHIP objects.
While PEs that exclusively use the send and request methods implicitly represent a communication
master, recv and reply are slave methods. When consequently applied, this allows for automatic
master/slave detection.
SHIP is untimed. Synchronization is achieved with the following interface semantics: a master
send call returns if and only if the slave recv method received the SHIP object and returned; a
master request call returns if and only if the slave called reply and the passed SHIP object has been
received. This communication style is depicted in figure C.2.
The synchronous blocking communication enables to describe a system functionality by a number
of function blocks (PEs) connected with SHIP channels. The resulting model of computation has
similarities to sequential communicating processes [51]. In particular, there is no explicit timing
information required in the model. Deterministic (partial) process execution orders are assured by
the synchronization points which are determined through the blocking SHIP method calls.
Example 3. Figure C.3 shows the usage of SHIP in the EmViD platform. For each video processing
component a function block with a SHIP slave and master port has been developed. The internal process
waits for an incoming video frame on the slave port by calling the blocking recv, then processes the
frame (apply a morphing algorithm) and sends the result to its output by calling send on the master
port.
Three SHIP objects are used (fig. C.4). YUVFrame transports color images using the YUV 4:2:2
color space (2 byte per pixel, see e.g. [106]), GRAYFrame transports gray images (1 byte per pixel),
and BINFrame transports black-and-white images (1 bit per pixel). All three classes inherit from the
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ship_master_port ship_slave_portmaster slave
send event
return
recv event
send(obj)
recv(obj)
return obj
send(obj)
(a) send an object
ship_slave_portship_master_portmaster slave
return obj
request(obj)
reply(obj)
request event
request event
reply(obj)
return
(a) request an object
Figure C.2: SHIP communication
video
transformation
SHIP master port
GreenBus
SHIP slave port
process
PE
video frames video frames
Figure C.3: EmViD abstract PEs use SHIP communication
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YUVFrame
# framebuffer : YUVQuad*
+ getFrameBuffer() : YUVQuad*
BINFrame
# framebuffer : BINARY*
+ getFrameBuffer() : BINARY*
GRAYFrame
# framebuffer : BYTE*
+ getFrameBuffer() : BYTE*
gb_serializable_if
+ serialize(&data : GBDataType) : const gs_uint32
+ deserialize(&data : GSDataType) : const gs_uint32
+ getSerialLength() : const gs_uint32
Frame
+ YUVFrame(width : uint, height : uint)
+ getWidth() : unsigned
+ getHeight() : unsigned
Figure C.4: SHIP objects used in EmViD for video frame processing and transport
same base to allow for implicit image conversion and implement the gb_serializable_if interface
for usage with SHIP. Access methods such as getFrameBuffer or setPixel are provided to enable an
object-oriented modeling style (note that the full list of access methods is omitted in the class diagram).
C.2.1 GreenBus implementation of SHIP
I have implemented SHIP for GreenBus in the form of two user APIs: the master commands send
and request are implemented in the shipMasterAPI, the shipSlaveAPI provides the recv and reply
commands as well as a waitEvent method. The latter allows a slave to handle both send and request
commands in a single process. It waits for an incoming master request and returns the request type.
Then the slave must call either recv or reply.
In PV mode, the SHIP object is not serialized. Only a pointer to the object is passed with the MData
quark of the transaction container, and the blocking b_transact is used (cp. 4.5). This achieves very
high simulation speeds. For BA and CC transactions the object is serialized.
SHIP was designed as a point-to-point protocol and therefore does not consider address information.
Nevertheless communication architecture exploration with GreenBus is possible: the SHIP master
port contains a configurable parameter with which a default target address can be set, and for the
SHIP slave port an address range can be specified (see 4.6.3.2). Thus, SHIP ports can be connected
to a GreenBus router (see 5.1), and they can exchange data with any other user API that adheres
to the generic protocol (see 4.8.2).
Example 4. From the EmViD executable specification, a golden model is derived by distributing
the functionality over a number of PEs. Figure C.5 shows a video processing pipeline for gesture
recognition. It consists of a number of video processing components that exchange data and synchronize
via SHIP (each arrow in the picture is a GreenBus master port to slave port binding). Note that no
decision according the HW/SW partitioning has been made yet.
Given a library of video processing components, the pipeline behavior can be changed by inserting,
removing, or reordering components. Table C.1 lists the components required for gesture recognition.
They use the above described data types. Some support multiple video formats and can be configured to
the appropriate data type. Only RegionDetect is an exception: it returns a list of region coordinates
(as a corresponding RegionList SHIP object) when used in connection with a Labeling component.
In [110] a Java tool for the graphical composition of video processors has been developed. Fig. C.6
shows a screenshot. The tool generates SystemC code that can be directly fed into the compiler. The
result can be used as a virtual prototype for functional verification and architecture exploration with
GreenBus and Dust.
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Table C.1: SHIP-based video processing components for gesture recognition
Component Input Output textbfDescription
Color matching YUVFrame
GREYFrame
GREYFrame
BINFrame
Remove pixels that do not match a given
color range
Erosion YUVFrame
GREYFrame
BINFrame
YUVFrame
GREYFrame
BINFrame
Remove noise
Dilation YUVFrame
GREYFrame
BINFrame
YUVFrame
GREYFrame
BINFrame
Merge adjacent pixel groups
Labeling YUVFrame
GREYFrame
BINFrame
GREYFrame Label cohesive pixel groups
Region detection GREYFrame RegionList Calculate transitive closure of labeled re-
gions
Color
matching Erosion Dilation Labeling
Region 
detection
YUVFrame
RegionListSHIP user API
master slave
Figure C.5: Gesture recognition pipeline based on SHIP PEs
Figure C.6: Graphical composition of EmViD systems
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Listing C.1: Video frame processing loop in EmViD components using SHIP
1 template <>
void emvid_module_name <FRAME >:: morph() {
3 FRAME frame;
while(true) {
5 in_port.recv(frame );
out_port.send(morph(frame ));
7 }
}
Listing C.1 shows the processData method which is uniform to all video processing components. It
contains an endless loop that receives a video frame on the slave port, passes it through the component-
specific morph algorithm, and sends the result on the master port.
C.2.2 Communication refinement for SHIP PEs
Using SHIP-based PEs as a base, a straight-forward refinement approach is to replace their PV ports
with BA ports. This can be done by simple code substitution (in [72], substitution algorithms are
presented in pseudo-code). The result is a model with refined ports that now use asynchronous
nonblocking communication. In our approach we use OCP-tl1 as target interface (see 3.3). The
computation code remains unchanged. By inserting serialization and deserialization loops, SHIP
objects can be converted into OCP data streams and vice versa. To complete the refinement procedure,
the designer’s task is to migrate data processing into these automatically generated loops, thus altering
computation from object processing to stream processing. Although automation of the computational
refinement also might be possible (e.g. by using behavioral synthesis approaches such as discussed
in [77]), it is not subject to this case study.
When all hardware modules have been refined to OCP, a system clock is introduced and all OCP
events are replaced by synchronous wait statements. With GreenBus the OCP PEs can interact
‘mixed-mode’ with SHIP PEs. To finally switch from OCP-tl1 to OCP-tl0 pin and cycle accurate
RTL communication, the corresponding OCP RTL signals are introduced and the addresses used in
the simulation model are converted into the target platform address space (see [72]).
Example 5. For the EmViD gesture recognition system-on-chip, a design team may decide to im-
plement the region detection in hardware. The corresponding PEs are therefore refined towards RTL.
The refinement is performed in three steps:
1. The SHIP ports are replaced by OCP-tl1 ports. A memory component is attached as an ex-
plicit framebuffer on which the video processing takes place. This is necessary to eliminate
the framebuffer class variable which cannot directly be synthesized into hardware. A BRAM
(Block RAM, see [131] page 33) with TAC interface is taken from an IP library. The related
code sections in the video processing components are changed to use the BRAM for data caching.
2. The video processing source code in the morph function is refined into an implicit state machine
(SM) that works on the data in the BRAM. Each time the BRAM is accessed a wait statement
is inserted. This splits the video processing into several distinct phases and adds some notion of
time. With GreenBus each refined component can be verified individually: while for all other
components their SHIP PEs are used, the ‘component-under-refinement’ already uses the OCP
user APIs for GreenBus (fig. C.7).
3. The implicit SM is converted into an explicit SM, and the communication interfaces are refined
to pin and cycle accurate versions (fig. C.8. The explicit SM distributes functionality over a
number of parallel SC_METHOD processes, which are synchronized by a global state. SystemC
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Color
matching Erosion Dilation Labeling
Region 
detection
YUVFrame
RegionList
OCP-tl1 user API
BRAMTAC user API
SHIP user API
master slave
Figure C.7: The dilation component has been refined to an implicit SM with OCP-tl1 ports and
attached BRAM block. The rest of the system is still at an untimed level of abstraction.
Color
matching Erosion Labeling
Region 
detection
YUVFrame
RegionList
OCP-tl0 user API
BRAM user API
SHIP user API
master slave
Dilation
BRAM
Figure C.8: The dilation component has been refined to an explicit SM with pin accurate communi-
cation.
synthesis tools are available that aim to automate this step, e.g. Celoxica Agility [20]. See [140]
and [89] for an analysis of the applicability of these tools, using EmViD IPs as example.
C.2.3 Back annotation of low-level timing
As a result of top-down refinement, a less abstract model with timing information for both computa-
tion and communication is derived. These timing information can be analyzed using GreenControl
configurable parameters. Then, the designer can back-annotate the measured timings into the SHIP
model, again using GreenControl.
Example 6. After the explicit SM version of the EmViD dilation component was created, its com-
putation latency was surveyed. For the image size 80x60 pixels (which we decided to use for gesture
recognition) a constant latency of 9961 cycles per frame was measured (fig. C.9). This value can be
back-annotated into the SHIP model without changing the code, using a configurable parameter in the
SHIP slave API.
After applying back annotations to all SHIP slave ports in the EmViD golden model, it provides
a computation timing accuracy close to the RTL model. The back-annotated model runs with >30
frames/sec on a standard Linux PC and thus is sufficiently fast for embedded software development.
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Figure C.9: Example of measuring the computation time of the refined dilation component. The
waveform output was generated with GreenControl. You can see two OCP transac-
tions, one for receiving a video frame on the slave port, and one for sending the frame to
the master port, after applying the dilatation algorithm. The marked section of 199220 ns
is the measured delay at 100 MHz clock speed.
C.3 TRAIN and HPC
After the system refinement procedure has arrived at the point where all hardware PEs are available as
RTL (including both self-implemented hardware and intellectual property), an FPGA-based prototype
is ready to be generated. The Train communication co-processor library presented in [70] can be
used to ease the communication architecture implementation, in particular when IPs with different
interfaces are used.
C.3.1 TRAIN architecture
Train aims at a meet-in-the-middle approach. Each hardware core is equipped with a communication
adapter called accessor, and each processor core connectes to the on-chip communication subsystem
by a CPU adapter. On the software side, Train provides a hardware abstraction layer (HAL),
which cooperates with the CPU adapter and therewith enables transactions from software processes
to the accessors. The advantage of this approach is that the accessors and CPU adapters implement a
platform independent protocol on top of the underlying bus protocols. Hardware and software models
can be reused with different communication architectures and different processors. Roughly speaking,
Train accessors and CPU adapters on an FPGA are the equivalent to GreenBus user APIs in the
TLM model. An overview of Train applied to a processor subsystem of a multiprocessor SoC is
depicted in figure C.10. Train is discussed in detail in [70].
Example 7. To connect the refined EmViD hardware PEs with OCP-tl0 interfaces to the buses on a
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA [131], Train accessors are used. Figure C.11 shows an example EmViD
implementation using the PLB. The color matching core reads video frames from the system memory
(not shown) via the PLB, thereby using a PLB accessor. It applies color matching and sends the result
into the region detection pipeline. The last pipeline stage, regiondetect, uses another PLB accessor to
write the list of detected regions into the system memory.
Figure C.12 depicts another conceivable architecture. Here, the pipeline stages share a single BRAM
block which is connected to an OPB.
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C.3.2 Tools for software development
Software PEs can also be developed using SHIP for communication both with other software PEs and
with hardware PEs. A more advanced approach are hardware procedure calls (HPC): they provide
hardware services as remote method calls to software PEs, such as encodeJPEG. In [75] a protocol
for HPCs over the GreenBus generic protocol is presented and a concept is outlined with which it
may be possible in the future to generate HPC user APIs for GreenBus automatically. In this case
study, we implemented the HPC user APIs by hand.
Finally, the software PEs of the system have to be compiled for the target platform processor(s) and
operating system. To this end, we adopt the methodology first presented in [48]. The GreenBus user
APIs as well as the used SystemC functions and data types are mapped to a target platform specific
C/C++ library, which emulates the SystemC library. The software code that has been developed
using the SystemC virtual prototype as a base therefore can be directly compiled for the target
platform, without changes to the code.
Compelling as it first seems, this approach is problematic when more than one software process
executes in parallel. Multi-threading in SystemC is cooperative, i.e. non-preemptive. This is in
contrast to standard operating systems, which typically use preemptive scheduling and mutexes,
message queues, etc. To make sure that the software behaves similar as in the simulation the SystemC
process scheduler must be replicated on the target processor.
In a student research project a minimalist SystemC kernel which meets these requirements, the
so-called SC-µKernel, has been implemented [118]. The SC-µKernel uses POSIX user-level context
switching (see [59]) to realize the SystemC process scheduling behavior and thus works independent
of the underlying operating system (if any).
C.4 Architecture exploration and synthesis of a real-time gesture
recognition system
Using GreenBus and the above described TLM design flow and tools, a complex system-on-chip for
real-time recognition of body gestures has been developed. The golden model of the video processor
consists of 8 PEs, namely video input, color matching, erosion, dilation, labeling, region detect, gesture
recognition, and video output. This model was used for functional verification. Therefore all PEs
have been implemented as abstract SystemC models, using SHIP communication over GreenBus.
Figure C.13: Two colored cups detected by the video processor model. The left image shows the
input video with superimposed detection information. The middle image shows the
intermediate result after color matching, erosion, and dilation have been applied. The
right image shows the detected regions after the labeling and region detection phase.
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Figure C.14: Motion traces recorded by the gesture recognition PE for the detected objects (here, the
two hands and the head).
Video input can provide video data from either an MPEG file, a network camera, or a FireWire
camera connected to the PC. Video output uses the SDL library [82] to display the output of the
video processor in a testbench window (fig. C.13).
Video processing takes place as a sequence of image manipulation steps. At first, the frames grabbed
from the video source are analyzed by color matching. Pixels that are out of a given color range are
set to black, all other pixels are set to white. The resulting black-and-white image is then processed
by an erosion algorithm to remove noise, and dilation merges neighbored pixels to remove interference.
Afterwards, the labeling phase marks all connected pixel arrays in the image, and this information is
used by the region detection PE to produce a list of detected objects in the image. Finally, gesture
recognition is performed by analyzing the movement of these regions over time (fig. C.14).
The video algorithms have been implemented using GreenControl configurable parameters. So
we were able to fine-tune them during the running simulation. When a suitable parameter configu-
ration was found, the values were stored in a configuration file.
The golden model is depicted in figure C.15.
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Figure C.15: Golden model of the gesture recognition system
C.4.1 Hardware/software partitioning and design flow parallelization
While the image processing algorithms are application-specific and therefore required manual refine-
ment, other components could be taken from standard IP libraries. To start with the refinement
process, the following initial design decisions have been made:
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• Hardware/software partitioning: the functionalities of the system are partitioned into hardware
and software as shown in table C.2.
• IP reuse: for video input and output, as well as for memories, existing IP cores are used (video
digitizer, VGA display controller, BRAM, DDR RAM).
Table C.2: HW/SW partitioning of EmViD gesture recognition system-on-chip
Function Hardware Software
Video input Standard digitizer IP Init & configure core
Display Standard VGA display controller IP Init & configure core
Memories Standard BRAM & DDR cores –
Color matching Custom-built IP –
Erosion Custom-built IP –
Dilation Custom-built IP –
Regiondetect Custom-built IP Read detected regions
Recognize gestures – Analyze detected regions over several frames
User interface – Show detected gestures on the screen
Hence, the design tasks could be distributed onto three teams of engineers (cp. fig. C.1):
1. IP team: integration of the existing IP cores.
2. Hardware team: refinement of the application-specific hardware PEs for RTL synthesis.
3. Software team: software development using the TLM model as virtual prototype of the hardware
platform.
C.4.2 IP team
The IP team decided to integrate an existing video digitizer IP core [121], a VGA display con-
troller [33], and a DDR memory controller [133, p. 111] into the chip. For the display and the
memory controllers abstract TLM models with TAC interfaces were available. The video digitizer
was only provided as gate netlist with OCP interface. Figure C.16 shows the EmViD virtual prototype
after bottom-up integration of these cores. Note the mix of different user APIs.
Note also that a GreenBus router is introduced, as both the display controller and the video
digitizer work on the DDR memory, so that a shared memory bus is required. However, as no
decision about the target communication architecture has been made, a dummy protocol class is used
that does not implement any timings or scheduling schemes.
C.4.3 Hardware team
The hardware team had two tasks. First, it refined the application-specific hardware PEs towards an
RTL representation that can be fed into a hardware synthesis tool (we used Celoxica Agility [20]).
Each PE was refined individually, using the step-by-step approach described in C.2.2. The outcome
were explicit SM RTL models of the PEs with OCP interfaces.
Secondly, GreenBus was used to identify a suitable communication architecture. While more and
more refined hardware cores became available, their timing information was back-annotated to the
golden model (see C.2.3).
We experimented with different communication architecture configurations for the design. As one
might expect, some architectures are better suited than others to meet efficiency requirements such
as a given frame rate.
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C.4.3.1 Pipeline architecture
In figure C.17 the gesture recognition subsystem is organized as a pipeline. The target platform is
a PowerPC-based system-on-chip, hence the main memory is connected to a PLB. Video input is
connected to the PLB as master and writes the grabbed video data to a DDR RAM memory area.
The first pipeline component is connected to an OPB, which allows DDR RAM access via an OPB-
to-PLB bridge. It reads a video frame from the DDR RAM, processes it (color matching), and writes
the result to a dedicated RAM block (BRAM) on the FPGA. The frame in the BRAM is processed by
the subsequent pipeline component, which writes its result in another BRAM, and so forth. Finally,
the pipeline output is written to another DDR RAM memory region, from where it can be read by
the software.
The pipeline architecture assures reliable and fluent video processing. All PEs work in parallel,
such that color matching can already process the second frame while erosion processes the first frame.
Figure C.18 illustrates this behavior. It can be seen that after the pipeline has been ‘filled’, the
pipeline outputs one frame every two clock cycles1.
1For the sake of simplicity we here assume that processing is done in zero time, i.e. computation is modeled untimed.
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Figure C.17: EmViD pipeline architecture
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Figure C.18: Data flow in the pipeline architecture
Listing C.2: Configuration file for the EmViD pipeline architecture
# Buses
2 BUS(plb , PLB , 40, SC_NS)
BUS(opb , OPB , 40, SC_NS)
4
# PLB subsystem
6 CONNECT(video_input.iport , plb.tport)
CONNECT(plb.iport , ddr_ram.tport)
8 CONNECT(video_output.iport , plb.tport)
10 # Pipeline
CONNECT(color_matching.in , opb.tport)
12 CONNECT(color_matching.out , bram1.port1)
CONNECT(erosion.in, bram1.port2)
14 CONNECT(erosion.out , bram2.port1)
CONNECT(dilation.in, bram2.port2)
16 [...]
CONNECT(labeling.out , opb.tport)
18
# Bus bridge
20 CONNECT(opb.iport , bridge.tport)
CONNECT(bridge.iport , plb.tport)
The pipeline architecture is set up with the platform configuration file in listing C.2 (using Green-
Control). GreenBus then exactly simulates the communication architecture shown in figure C.17.
The simulation results match the timing shown in figure C.18.
C.4.3.2 Bus architecture
The high efficiency of the pipeline architecture is bought with a lot of BRAM; using 2 byte per pixel
at 320x240 pixels per frame each BRAM block allocates 150 KByte on-chip memory. This is too much
for our target platform, the Virtex-II Pro V2P30 FPGA, which only provides 306 KByte of on-chip
memory in total.
As an alternative solution, consider the bus architecture in figure C.19. In this model, all pipeline
stages have been connected to the OPB. Instead of dedicated BRAM blocks they use the shared
system memory (DDR RAM) to store the intermediate results. Only one read or write transaction
can take place at a time. As can be seen in figure C.20 this affects the timing behavior of the system
significantly.
All pipeline stages are courting the bus arbiter simultaneously. Thus, great attention must be paid
to the scheduling scheme. For the OPB, a fixed priority scheduler in combination with ascending
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priorities for the pipelined stages turned out to be a good solution. For the PLB dynamic priority
scheduling is used. With repeated GreenBus simulation, deadlock or starvation situations due to
inappropriate scheduling schemes were identified.
C.4.3.3 Communication analysis
We utilized configurable parameters to count the number of executions for the various processes in
the model in order to identify the location of communication bottlenecks in design configurations with
poor frame rates. Table C.3 presents some results of the experiments2.
Table C.3: EmViD execution traces
Architecture # exe.
video
# exe.
detect.
FPS video FPS
detect.
Comment
Bus only model 1 500 500 25 25 ascending priority
Bus only model 2 451 872 22.55 43.35 higher detection priority
Mixed bus/pipeline model 1 500 1000 25 25 lower pipeline priority
Mixed bus/pipeline model 2 500 1000 25 50 higher pipeline priority
The column ‘#ex video’ shows the total number of video frames successfully sent from video input
to video output. The column ‘#ex detect.’ shows the total number of video frames processed by
the last pipeline stage (regiondetect). From these numbers overall frame rates have been calculated
(columns ‘FPS video’ and ‘FPS detect.’).
Row 1 and row 2 show the frame rates we got with the bus architecture model. While in row 1, the
bus access priorities were assigned in ascending order according to the sequence of video processing
stages in the model, in row 2 I assigned a higher priority to the region detection components than
to the video display data path. As expected, the frames per second processed for region detection
goes up, but as an unintentional side effect due to higher bus workload, the number of video frames
displayed per second drops down.
Rows 3 and 4 show the results I achieved with the pipeline architecture model. Here, I could
considerably increase the video display frame rate by just swapping the bus access priorities of two
components. With this set up, 25 frames per second full resolution live video display is achieved while
the region detection runs at the high rate of 50 frames per second.
C.4.4 Software team
The gesture recognition is realized in software. By tracking the regions detected by the hardware over
a number of frames, predefined body gestures can be recognized. The software therefore considers
size, placement, and motion of the detected regions.
The software was developed in SystemC using the bottom-up integration model (fig. C.16) as
simulation platform. Hardware procedure calls on top of GreenBus (see [75] for a detailed description
of this approach) are used to initialize and configure the video input and display IP cores. The TAC
user API is used to read the regiondetect output from the memory. A library of drawing functions
was implemented (setPixel, drawRect, etc.) that use TAC interface method calls to modify pixels
of the framebuffer in main memory. With these, the software marks the detected regions and gestures
in the live video.
To give an example, listing C.3 shows the setPixel method. It converts the given RGB value into
the YUV color space and writes the value to the frame buffer. The TAC interface method call takes
place in line 9. Note that there is no difference between the SystemC model and the software code
on the final system, thanks to Train (see C.3).
2These experimental results have also been presented in [43].
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Listing C.3: The setPixel method uses TAC for HW/SW communication
1 void sw:: setPixel(uint x, uint y, uint r, uint g, uint b) {
std::vector <gs_uint8 > p(4);
3
p[0] = (gs_uint8 )(0.257*( float)r + 0.504*( float)g + 0.098*( float)b + 16);
5 p[1] = (gs_uint8 )( -0.148*( float)r - 0.291*( float)g + 0.439*( float)b + 128);
p[2] = p[0];
7 p[3] = (gs_uint8 )(0.439*( float)r - 0.368*( float)g - 0.071*( float)b + 128);
9 mem_port.write(p, VIDEO_MEMORY_ADDRESS_BUF2 +(y< <12)+x*2, 4);
}
C.4.5 Integration and verification
Finally, the products of the three design teams were integrated in an overall integration model of
the system. While the intermediate models that were produced during the refinement procedure
simulate indeed slower than the golden model but still reach a performance good enough for iterative
‘refinement-verify’ cycles, the final integration model is exceedingly slow. All hardware cores reside
at the RTL level of abstraction and therefore the simulator needs to consider every single clock
edge. However, due to their blocking user APIs, synchronization of the faster software models via
GreenBus is unproblematic.
Table C.4 gives an overview on the simulation performance of different models of the hardware/-
software system. The measurements show the simulation durations for processing 1,000 frames of a
test video on an Athlon XP 2600+ system.
Table C.4: Simulation performance of EmViD models at different abstraction levels
Model Untimed Implicit SM Explicit SM Pin accurate RTL
CPU time [s] 0.028 7,516.7 11,640.8 14,608.9 16,671.1
Figure C.21 shows timing estimations made with these models at the different stages of the design
cycle. The measurement shows the number of required computation and communication clock cycles
for region detection as they are predicted per frame by the four timed models. The used test stimuli
is a video sequence from the famous Star Trek TV series. It contains a changing number of actor
heads and hands that are detected by the models. More actors in the picture lead to more detection
and communication overhead.
It can be seen that both the pin accurate and the RTL models produce the same results. In contrast
to the pin accurate model which has been written by hand (and uses TLM communication), the RTL
model was generated out of it with Celoxica’s Agility compiler. The timing estimation of the more
abstract explicit SM model also comes very close to the RTL simulation. But even the early implicit
SM model produces a reasonable prognosis. It contains just the wait statements that implicitly
indicate the state changes. The communication times are already precisely simulated by GreenBus,
using the BA level of abstraction. It can be seen in the graph that this combination delivers a good
estimation. In comparison to the results achieved with the other models, there is a constant miss of
9930 clock cycles per frame. The reason is that the BRAM accesses are still modeled at a functional
level and therefore are considered ‘untimed’.
C.4.6 System synthesis
We implemented a hardware abstraction layer for the PowerPC 405 processor which is immersed in
Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGAs, so that the software can be executed on the FPGA. Hardware-software
communication is established with a Train CPU adapter (see C.3). To connect the hardware cores
to the PLB and OPB buses on the FPGA, appropriate Train accessors have been developed.
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Figure C.21: The graph shows the predicted number of clock cycles per frame for region detection,
using the differently abstract TLM models
Xilinx Embedded Development Kit v8.2 [136] was used to compile the complete hardware/software
system for the XUP prototyping board [134]. Table C.5 lists the FPGA resource allocation of the
EmViD components. Figure C.22 shows the FPGA floor plan after place-and-route. The slices
allocated by the different components are distinguished with different colors. The two boxes are the
PowerPCs. The largest area is allocated by the labeling and region detection hardware.
Table C.5: Virtex-II Pro FPGA resource allocation of the EmViD components
Component Slices FFs 4-LUTs IOs Special resources
Dilation 1,147 807 2,142 550
Erosion 1,062 835 2,013 550
Labeling and Region 7,608 1,297 14,352 552
Video Input 432 589 758 295 16 BRAMs
Video Output 512 639 816 265 10 MULT18x18s
BRAM blocks 0 0 0 1,284 67 BRAMs
PLB master accessor 190 310 300 630
PLB slave accessor 176 272 215 426
Software 0 0 0 855 1 PowerPC-405
The FPGA implementation of our system runs at 100 MHz (both the hardware cores and the
PowerPC processor) and easily processes the 30 frames per second that are grabbed from the con-
nected video camera. We repeated the timing measurement from above on the FPGA. The FPGA
measurement precisely confirmed the simulation results we got with GreenBus.
Finally, figure C.23 shows a photo of our testbench. On the left-hand display you can see the
SystemC simulation of the hardware/software platform, running on a Linux PC with a FireWire
camera for video input. On the right-hand monitor you can see the video output of the FPGA, which
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Figure C.22: EmViD SoC floorplan for the Virtex-II Pro FPGA V2P30
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has been programmed with our system-on-chip (the XUP prototyping board with the FPGA can be
seen on the table in front of the monitor). A PAL camera has been connected to the FPGA. It can be
seen that the SystemC simulation produces the same video output as the FPGA. Furthermore, you
can see our heads and hands being detected by both the virtual and the real system implementation.
Figure C.23: Our EmViD testbench in the lab
C.5 Conclusion and outlook
This case study has shown GreenBus to be appropriate for communication modeling in all phases
of a TLM design flow, starting with high-level untimed communication in the golden model and
reaching over various intermediate mixed-mode models to the final cycle accurate implementation
model. Experimenting with different architecture variants becomes exceedingly easy with GreenBus,
as it enables the seamless integration of heterogeneous PEs to a new model by simply writing a new
configuration file.
The comparison of our measurements on the FPGA with the measurements made with GreenBus
shows that the bus accurate abstraction approach can provide very precise simulation results in terms
of the timing of the analyzed communication architecture. However, the accuracy strongly depends
on the careful estimation of the computation timings in the PEs as well. The achieved simulation
performance confirms the expectation in respect of the abstraction of the connected PEs, although
the results of the case study also show that the high simulation performance of GreenBus CAFMs
quickly loses ground when the computation simulation in the PEs is generally slow. Using back-
annotation, still very high simulation speeds can be achieved.
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C.5 Conclusion and outlook
Using GreenBus as a base, an outlook on further TLM design tools (Train, HPC) has been given
which pick up on the GreenBus idea of decoupling model interfaces and target platform interfaces in
order to enable better design reuse and inter-operation. This opens up a large field of further research
challenges towards raising the abstraction level required for automatic hardware/software synthesis
from RTL to TLM.
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